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Hotel that research built
Statler in Hartford shows how to build a better hotel cheaper (p.138)

Air conditioning
The biggest new idea in apartments (p.156)

Good-by neighborhood schools?
New Orleans would save money by carrying city children to school villages in the country (p.129)

Recreation center
It looks like a country club but boosts factory production (p.122)

Building engineering
Precast concrete frames.... Hotel air conditioning.... Iced concrete.... Flexible school heating.... Low-cost glass wall (p.160)

Eric Mendelsohn
Three new synagogues by a world-famous architect (below and p.105)
The Beauty of It Is.

This door does more than open and close.

It's plain to see that this door does a lot more than let people in and out.

It is a thing of beauty in itself—a lovely glass panel that carries out the decorative highlight of the room—a continuous translucent wall.

It is a Blue Ridge Securit® Interior Glass Door—a single piece of translucent patterned glass made into a flush door of elegant simplicity.

The Securit Door combines beauty with many practical virtues:

The ⅝" thick glass is tempered. It is three to five times stronger than untempered glass. It can stand hard usage.

The translucent glass lets light through to brighten rooms. Yet the pattern provides privacy.

The Securit Door is easy to hang. No cutting, planing or painting. Everything needed comes to the job with the door—beautiful hardware and ball-bearing hinges.

Door prepared to use with Sargent closer or LCN concealed closers when specified.

The cost? It compares favorably with high-quality doors of other materials—and you make important savings in installation time and costs.

The Blue Ridge Securit Interior Glass Door is smart, really different. It is a key item to include in your plans for up-to-date interiors. For further information, see your L-O-F Glass Distributor or Dealer. Or mail the coupon.

Libbey-Owens Ford Glass Company
Patterned & Wire Glass Sales
B-2043 Nicholas Building, Toledo 3, Ohio

Please send me your folder, "Blue Ridge Securit Interior Glass Doors".

NAME (please print)

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE
A leading South Bend manufacturer reports

$59,333 Saved

with Hauserman Movable Walls

With almost three miles of Hauserman Movable Walls installed in their main plant and offices since 1932, officials of this large Indiana company have had ample opportunity to study the long-term advantages afforded by these modern cost-saving partitions.

Based on actual maintenance records, decorating savings alone have amounted to $22,625. Whereas their ordinary walls are repainted at regular five-year intervals, Hauserman Movable Walls still retain their like-new appearance . . . without repainting . . . after more than twenty years.

Like any company, large or small, this manufacturer must occasionally rearrange floor areas. Here, too, Hauserman Movable Walls have contributed heavily toward greater efficiency and operating economy. With a minimum of disturbance to normal routine, Hauserman Walls have been taken down, moved and re-erected—quickly and easily—at a savings of $36,708 over the cost of moving fixed walls.

That's the story. Doesn't it suggest an idea to you?

NEW DATA MANUAL 53 . . . most comprehensive collection of facts and technical information on movable interiors ever assembled. This 92-page guide for architects contains complete technical details, stock sizes, general instructions and specifications on all types of Hauserman Movable Interiors. Write for your free copy today.

The E. F. Hauserman Company, 7131 Grant Ave., Cleveland 5, Ohio.

*Name on Request
It TESTIFIES to your good judgement

Here is the flooring that pays silent tribute to those who specify it—giving lasting satisfaction through years of severe service.

But the durability and ease of maintenance of beautiful Goodyear Rubber Flooring is only part of the story.

Take the installation shown below, for an example. This lasting floor covering not only stays smart and stylish with a minimum of care, but quiets the shuffle of busy feet and the clatter of machines.

For 25 years the natural resiliency and quiet beauty of Goodyear Rubber Flooring has rewarded architects and their clients in a spectacular manner.

Many of the original installations are still giving “like-new” service—defying time and wear, resisting fire, staining, alcohol and inks.

In addition, it is the one fine rubber flooring that is available in rolls which are a full 36-inches wide—making it ideal for wall-to-wall carpeting effects and wall coverings where yards of roll rubber save installation time and money for your clients. It is also available in a wide variety of tile sizes.

If you want more information and complete specification data on this outstanding rubber flooring, write—without obligation—to: Goodyear, Flooring Dept., Akron 16, Ohio.

A lobby scene of The Citizens National Bank of Lubbock, Texas.

GOOD/YEAR Rubber Flooring

BY THE TILE • BY THE ROLL

We think you'll like "THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD"—every Sunday—ABC Radio Network—THE GOODYEAR TELEVISION PLAYHOUSE—every other Sunday—NBC TV Network
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A NEW KIND OF APARTMENT BUILDING

For the redevelopment of Yonkers, a long slim building on

slates—every room with a view and a park on the sixth floor.

Eli Rabineau, architect; Abraham W. Geller, associate.

APARTMENT AIR CONDITIONING

A report on its rapid growth and a technical discussion of

the three ways of providing it.

Public Buildings Administration suffers big cut in planning staff.

To make the most of a crowded site, the Thorny Lafon school

in New Orleans is up on stilts. Architects: Curtis & Davis.

Nonresidential building activity is bolstered by the contin-

uing boom in industrial construction. . . Public Buildings

Administration suffers big cut in planning staff.

HOTEL THAT RESEARCH BUILT

Statter's new building for Hartford is packed with new cost-


Now that the Pennsylvania Railroad has knocked down its

Chinese Wall, Philadelphia perfects its plans for redeveloping

the heart of the city with office towers and stores in a sunken

pedestrian plaza—a progress report.

LETTERS

RECREATION CENTER

This "country club" for Electrolux employees is within 100'

of the factory in Greenwich, Conn. Architect: Raymond &

Rado.

SCHOOL VILLAGE PLAN

New Orleans would avoid the high cost of city land by build-

ing huge school compounds in the country—a proposal by

Architect Charles R. Cobert.

SECOND-STORY SCHOOL

To make the most of a crowded site, the Thorny Lafon school

in New Orleans is up on stilts. Architects: Curtis & Davis.
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ERIC MENDELSOHN'S ARCHITECTURE

Three synagogues in St. Louis, Grand Rapids and Dallas by

the world-famous architect.
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insist on Walseal® products and be certain

- the FACTORY INSERTED Ring insures FULL PENETRATION of the Silver Alloy... a perfect joint

Today, contractors... builders... architects are using brazed connections, in ever increasing numbers on their brass and copper pipe runs. However, they must be certain that the correct brazing alloy is used; that the joint has penetration of alloy up the shoulder of the fitting.

That's why more and more are turning to Walseal joints made only with Walseal valves, fittings and flanges which assure the proper amount of alloy with no waste. They know that the finished joint not only will withstand hydrostatic pressure, but it will also withstand terrific impact and vibration — in fact, no correctly made Walseal joint has ever been known to creep or pull apart under any pressure, shock, vibration or temperature which the pipe itself can withstand.

Furthermore, it is a relatively simple operation to make a joint — no heavy scaffolding need be erected... just cut the pipe, flux, assemble, then braze, following the technique recommended by the Walworth Company. A silver brazing alloy — FACTORY INSERTED — in each port flows out when heated with the oxyacetylene torch, making a joint that is stronger than the pipe itself... a one-hand operation, with the mechanic out of the path of the deflected heat — at all times.

For full information about Walseal joints made only with Walseal products, write for Circular.

WALWORTH valves and fittings
60 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
Springs Cotton Mills installs UNISTRUT® Pallet Racks to increase storage capacity, speed finished goods handling, improve inventory control.

Problem of efficiently storing and handling great quantities of bales and cartons solved quickly, easily, at low cost, by large textile manufacturer.

The makers of nationally famous SPRINGMAID® cotton fabrics find Unistrut racks increase storage capacity, speed order filling and reduce damage to goods. These adjustable cantilever type pallet racks were recently installed on three complete warehouse floors at the Graee Bleachery, Lancaster, S. C., for the storage of finished goods.

With Unistrut framing there is no drilling, no welding, no special tools or equipment needed. Engineering is simplified—all you do is cut channel to size and bolt fittings in place. It’s easy to work with and provides a construction material that can be used again and again without additional investment. You can build any type rack with Unistrut framing. Let us make a free rack survey for your business.

Write today for your FREE copy of 24-page Catalog No. 600—"Racks you can build with UNISTRUT metal framing." Illustrates 46 different kinds of racks, and includes drawings and complete ordering information.

1. Back view of rack—shows construction details. Loosening of bolts permits adjustment up or down to desired level.
2. Double entry rack allows 3-tier storage—utilizes all space to ceiling, has great strength without bulk.
3. Front view of rack illustrates cantilever arrangement of horizontal framing members and how they are mounted to vertical members.
4. Emphasizes wide, clean aisle to permit fast, easy handling of neatly stored, easily identified cases.

The new Springs Cotton Mills plant at Lancaster, S. C. (sketched above), was designed and engineered by Robert and Company Associates of Atlanta, who also designed the Unistrut cantilever pallet racks shown here.

UNISTRUT PRODUCTS COMPANY
1013 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago 7, Ill., Dept. F4

Please send the items checked below, without obligation:

[ ] Rack Catalog No. 600
[ ] UNISTRUT Sample

Name__________________________
Company______________________
Address_______________________
City________________Zone_______State________

Distributors and Warehouse Stocks in Principal Cities. Consult your Telephone Directory.
U.S. Patent Numbers
2327587 2329815 2345650
2363382 2380379 2405631
2541908 Other Patents Pending

The World’s Most Flexible All-Purpose Metal Framing

UNISTRUT PRODUCTS COMPANY
1013 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago 7, Ill., Dept. F4

Please send the items checked below, without obligation:

[ ] Rack Catalog No. 600
[ ] UNISTRUT Sample

Name__________________________
Company______________________
Address_______________________
City________________Zone_______State________
INDOOR WEATHER FORECAST... fresh, draftless, calm, with gentle even room air motion and even room temperatures... when Multi-Vent air diffusing panels are used for cooling, heating or ventilating. Flush or completely concealed in the ceiling, distributing air at low velocities by gentle pressure displacement, Multi-Vent provides truly sightless, soundless, imperceptible air conditioned comfort unmatched by any other diffuser. Write today for detailed literature.

multi-vent®
division of THE PYLE-NATIONAL COMPANY
1376 N. Kostner Avenue, Chicago 51
Yes, it can, and is!

The Transformation with SEAPORCEL ARCHITECTURAL PORCELAIN SKIN
Gives This Building A BRIGHT NEW FUTURE!

The dramatic face-lifting on this 62 year old “antique” was accomplished in record time by reducing engineering to a simple formula. A lightweight steel framework was erected on the original facade to which the Seaporcel’ panels were easily fastened. Considerable savings in cost of materials and labor were effected by eliminating other structural operations on the ancient building’s face.

The Seaporcel panels were fastened by means of stainless steel clips fitted into fabricated slots. Average size of each panel is 2 ft. 2 in. x 3 ft. 10 in. The louver panels for air conditioning were fabricated by Seaporcel in an eye pleasing pattern.

Another clever use of Seaporcel which won an AIA award!

Architect: R. Lloyd Snedaker, AIA, Salt Lake City, Utah
Contractor: Cannon Construction Co., Salt Lake City, Utah

COMBINING BEAUTY & EFFICIENCY

The color scheme is highlighted by a dark green border with a one inch projection around the main field of beige in “wash effects.” The resulting colorful and distinctively modern appearance bespeaks the thoroughbred quality of this reputable furniture institution.

For Some Job...Somewhere...
You Can Use SEAPORCEL

To find out how Seaporcel can fit into your plans, ask for our local representative to call, or write for brochure No. 24.
You can speed the construction and reduce the cost of industrial and commercial buildings of every type—with quickly erected, permanent, insulated curtain walls of Cemesto Insulating Structural Panels!

Each Cemesto Panel is a complete, self-contained curtain wall unit combining high insulation value—great structural strength—pleasing interior and exterior finish. Quickly attached to steel framing with metal clips, or to wood framing or wood members with nails. Standard sizes readily adaptable to cost-cutting modular erection techniques.

Cemesto Panels consist of a core of Celotex® cane fibre insulation, with non-combustible cement-asbestos facings bonded to both sides by a vapor-resistant, moistureproof adhesive. They resist fire, weather and wear. Their insulating core is protected by the patented Ferox® process from dry rot and termites.

The smooth, hard, stone-gray surfaces of Cemesto Panels have high light reflection value. Left unpainted, they provide attractive interior and exterior finish—never need maintenance. Cemesto Panels combine harmoniously with brick, stone, wood and glass, or can be used as the sole curtain wall material. Easily demountable, fully salvageable.

Write for information on how to erect curtain walls, roof decks and partitions—faster and at lower cost—with Cemesto Panels. The Celotex Corp., 120 S. LaSalle St., Chicago 3, Ill.

New Aluminum Curtain Wall Accessories simplify application of Cemesto Panels, save labor, improve appearance. Trim, new H & B® Aluminum Weatherstripping Batten have built-in neoprene gasket and continuous thread channels for engaging fastening bolts. Since bolts are applied from interior side of curtain wall, the exterior face of the anodized batten presents a smooth, unbroken, satin-finished surface which blends harmoniously with the grey color of Cemesto Panels.  *H & B Enterprise Corp., Trenton, N. J.
here's COMPLETE flexibility in UNIT AIR CONDITIONERS

HEATING

HUMIDIFYING

COOLING

DE-HUMIDIFYING

FILTERING

CIRCULATING

YOUNG SECTIONAL "YAC" UNITS

MEET EVERY AIR CONDITIONING REQUIREMENT

Young sectional design air conditioning units enable you to offer year-around comfort. To meet specific requirements, "YAC" units are available in any combination from simple heating or cooling to complete air conditioning, including heating, humidifying, cooling, dehumidifying, filtering and circulating. "YAC" units are built in eight compact sizes, in either horizontal or vertical types, in capacities from 400 to 15,748 cfm. They can be installed either right or left hand. Young sectional design also permits greater ease in handling, installing and servicing.

For further details or Catalog, see your nearest Young sales representative or write direct.

AN "OLD" NAME IN HEAT TRANSFER ENGINEERING

YOUNG RADIATOR COMPANY

Dept. 603-D • Racine, Wisconsin • Factories at Racine, Wisconsin and Mattoon, Illinois

Sales and Engineering Offices in All Principal Cities
For the first time in Elevators

WESTINGHOUSE OFFERS

AUTOMATIC

SELECTOMATIC—famous "electrical brain" matches calls, cars and floors ... makes elevators work as a team. Daily traffic surges met in a typical office building are shown above.

UNIQUE WEIGHING DEVICE SPEEDS PASSENGER SERVICE—an unseen scale weighs passengers, and, when the car is loaded, closes the doors and starts the car ... this does away with overcrowding, improves service, saves time.

SYNCHRO-GUIDE LANDING CONTROL—brings cars to a bird-like stop ... fast, smooth, accurate. Power-operated doors are synchronized to open as the car is landing.

AUTOMATIC BY-PASS—gives Westinghouse Automatic Traffic Pattern elevators even further efficiency. When a down car reaches capacity loading, it by-passes all down corridor calls which are promptly answered by another car.
The Only Completely Elevator System for Heavy-Traffic Buildings

- Eliminates attendants... even starters
- Adjusts instantly and automatically to any traffic demand... no dial settings necessary
- Saves up to $7,000 per car a year

Westinghouse Automatic Traffic Pattern Control is the culmination of years of research. Added to Selectomatic, Synchro-Glide and Operatorless features, it is the finest expression of superlative elevator service available today. Its many special features assure elevator service of uncanny efficiency... swift, comfortable, utterly dependable.

Tested and proved in the Michigan Bell Telephone Building in Detroit, this revolutionary new system offers immense cost savings... up to $7,000 per car a year. It unerringly responds to all changes in traffic demands during the entire 24-hour day... instantly and automatically without attendants or any dial settings by starters. Up-peak, down-peak, off-peak, coffee-time, and after-hours traffic is handled more efficiently than with starters, who, if used, are entirely free for information service.

For new building projects or modernization, find out about Westinghouse Automatic Traffic Pattern. For complete details, call our nearest office.

Westinghouse Elevators

Passenger and Freight Elevators • Electric Stairways • Protective Maintenance and Service

You can be sure... if it's Westinghouse
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Why Carrara Glass is the outstanding veneer material for exterior walls

Carrara Structural Glass has a smooth, gleaming surface that is mechanically ground and polished to an unusually high degree of lustre and beauty. It is made to withstand rigorous outdoor use, being weatherproof, durable and exceptionally easy to clean.

When used on exterior surfaces, Carrara is easy to install, permits true, even joints without lippage. And it is one of the very few permanent veneer materials that can be applied to building exteriors without the necessity for making expensive, time-consuming structural changes.

Because Carrara Glass is available in a wide range of attractive, non-fading colors and lends itself to a variety of decorative treatments, such as lamination, sandblasting or a "suede" surface finish ... it provides the architect with unusual latitude of design possibilities.

For complete information, consult your Sweet's Catalog, or write to Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, Room 3174, 632 Duquesne Way, Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

Architect: Charles E. Greenberg, New York, N.Y.

CARRARA

the quality structural glass

PAINTS • GLASS • CHEMICALS • BRUSHES • PLASTICS • FIBER GLASS

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY
For a refreshing shower with crystal-clear water and full-pressure... your home should have hot and cold water lines of Chase Copper Water Tube and Fittings.

Chase Copper Water Tube delivers a full flow of water. It can't clog with rust... it resists corrosion. Whether you're building a new home or replacing old pipe, use durable copper. For long life, at low cost, it's a far better buy than rustable pipe.

Ask your architect, builder or plumbing contractor about Chase Copper Water Tube. It's available through Chase plumbing and heating wholesalers served by 23 Chase warehouses across the nation. Chase Brass & Copper Co., Incorporated, Waterbury 20, Conn.

Chase
The Nation's Headquarters for
BRASS & COPPER
subsidiary of
KENNECOTT COPPER CORPORATION

ANOTHER CHASE QUALITY STORY

This compelling ad is one of a series telling the Chase quality story to 15,872,000 readers of the Saturday Evening Post and other national magazines. It sells your clients on the quality of your services when you recommend Chase Copper Water Tube and Fittings.
ACCURATELY RATED AND TESTED

Every UniTrane unit is carefully designed, manufactured and tested to conform with published Trane capacity ratings. Units require no maintenance other than semi-annual check-ups of oil cups and filters. Sturdy, die-formed steel cabinets are designed to withstand years of service for individual room control of temperature.

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS OF HEATING, VENTILATING AND AIR CONDITIONING
The UniTrane System of air conditioning provides the advantages of a central system plus the best features of the unit system! The tenant is boss—Because UniTrane provides individual room control, it meets widely varied demands in office buildings, hospitals, hotels and commercial buildings down to small apartments and motels. Each unit sets the temperature and ventilation of his room as he wants it, without affecting any other room.

Accurate design data—Designing a UniTrane System is essentially a matter of selecting accurately rated units for the various rooms and zones. No multi-room buildings are too large to permit UniTrane air conditioning in each individual room.

Simple and flexible—UniTrane is nearly as simple to install and operate as is a standard heating system. It can easily be extended to new building additions. You can shift units or add units to meet changing requirements. You can install UniTranes for heating only and add central water chilling equipment later. You can shut off rooms and sections not being used. Even partially finished or partially occupied buildings can have complete room-controlled air conditioning with UniTrane.

For complete information, contact your Trane Sales Office or write The Trane Company, LaCrosse, Wisconsin, for Bulletin DS 420.

over 50-room UniTrane installations...

CENTRAVAC A complete centrifugal water chilling system, hermetically sealed. Five models from 45 to 200 tons. Automatic throttling controls permit efficient operation down to 10% capacity. Power consumption closely proportional to load through entire range.

For 10 to 50-room UniTrane installations...

COLD-GENERATOR This unit delivers chilled water from one compact package...brings you a complete refrigeration cycle, factory engineered, factory assembled, factory tested, factory guaranteed! Only simple plumbing and electrical connections needed to install.
Bevel and bungalow sidings of West Coast Hemlock excel in all the requirements of a beautiful, durable outside wall covering.

Interior walls paneled with bevel siding of West Coast Hemlock give this room a distinctive and novel atmosphere.

Weyerhaeuser 4-Square
WEST COAST HEMLOCK
The Ability Wood

Those who are working with West Coast Hemlock know it is strong, easy to cut and fit, and remarkably free from checking and splintering. In comparison with other species, this ability wood also is distinguished for its fine texture, straight grain and freedom from pitch. These qualities—and other features—make West Coast Hemlock one of our finest, most popular soft woods.

Fortunately, there are abundant stands of this superb ability wood on the West Coast . . . in a climate which produces superior Hemlock.

Properly kiln-dried, and carefully manufactured by Weyerhaeuser, 4-Square Hemlock has great merit as a dependable soft wood. It is manufactured in bevel siding, bungalow siding, flooring, framing, ceiling, drop siding, sheathing, boards, paneling, moulding and other items. These products are used interchangeably with other multipurpose, softwood species.

Because Hemlock is such a remarkably versatile wood, architects and their clients see many practical and beautiful applications for this fine West Coast species. Descriptive literature detailing the characteristics and uses of Weyerhaeuser 4-Square Hemlock is available on request.

Weyerhaeuser 4-Square LUMBER AND SERVICES

PROPER PROCESSING OF HEMLOCK

- Weyerhaeuser takes this abundant ability wood and through scientific logging, accurate sawing, controlled kiln-seasoning, precision surfacing, proper grading, careful handling and shipping, produces a wide range of 4-Square West Coast Hemlock lumber products.

UTILIZE THE BEAUTY OF HEMLOCK . . . THE ABUNDANT ABILITY WOOD
SIGN MATERIAL
FOR ARCHITECTS...

PLEXIGLAS

The signs shown above illustrate how PLEXIGLAS acrylic plastic can be used to harmonize a building’s signs with its architectural design.

Note how the PLEXIGLAS faces and letters complement the appearance of the restaurant... how the use of the plastic in corrugated form provides textural contrast with the rough stone pylon on which one sign is mounted.

Note, too, how the use of backlighting with the translucent plastic turns the signs into completely luminous beacons at night, and eliminates exterior lighting sources that would mar the signs’ gleaming, colorful, daytime appearance.

There are additional advantages in the use of PLEXIGLAS as a sign material.

- Design flexibility... the acrylic plastic can be formed into three-dimensional letters, pictorials, trademark and product reproductions.

- Strength, dimensional stability, resistance to weather... signs keep on looking their best through long outdoor service.

We will be glad to supply you with the names of local companies who are experienced in executing architectural sign designs in PLEXIGLAS.

Our new brochure, "PLEXIGLAS—The Outdoor Plastic—for Signs", tells the complete story. It will be sent promptly on your request.

PLEXIGLAS is listed in Sued's Architectural File, Section 6d/Ro.
PLEXIGLAS is a trademark, Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. and in principal foreign countries.
Canadian Distributor: Crystal Glass & Plastics, Ltd., 130 Queen's Quay at Jarvis Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

ROHM & HAAS
COMPANY
WASHINGTON SQUARE, PHILADELPHIA 6, PA.
Representatives in principal foreign countries
Broad decks of this modern function-engineered school poured over STEELTEX FLOOR LATH

When architect J. Robert F. Swanson and his staff at Swanson Associates in Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, set out to design the splendid new Birmingham, Michigan, Senior High School, they did far more than simply construct a handsome structure to house a specified number of students. For two years they joined in study with Birmingham school officials to exactly determine local educational philosophy and objectives, and crystalized their thinking with an on-the-spot survey of the best school facilities throughout the free world. The result was a low, wide-spread campus-type of structure, requiring many thousands of feet of concrete decks.

The architects specified that the concrete be poured over Steeltex Floor Lath, and they did so for very good reasons. The strong welded-wire mesh added great strength to the slab, while the tough water-proof backing permitted work on the floor below and assisted in proper curing of the concrete. These inherent virtues tended to allow greater latitude in deck design.

If you are not completely familiar with the use of Steeltex in concrete floor construction, it may well be of profit to you to contact us or consult our catalog data in Sweet's before designing your next structure. For details, write for Catalog D.S. 133, Dept. AF, Pittsburgh Steel Products Company, Grant Bldg., Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

Note, in the cross-section and close-up that the weight of the wet concrete forces the backing away, which permits the galvanized welded wire mesh to assume its proper position in the slab. Steeltex Floor Lath also performs two other functions. It permits work on the floor below while pouring is in progress and retains moisture to assist proper curing.

Pittsburgh Steel Products Company
A Subsidiary of Pittsburgh Steel Company
Historical American Landmarks are Safeguarded and Beautified with MEDUSA WHITE

Independence Hall
In the recent restoration of Independence Hall in Philadelphia, Medusa White was used to repaint the masonry work.

The United Nations Permanent Headquarters
Medusa Waterproofed White was used recently for setting and painting the marble, for back-up brick work, and in the terrazzo in the main lobby of this international landmark.

Washington Monument
Years ago when the Washington Monument was restored, its marble joints were painted up with Medusa White Non-Staining Portland Cement mortar. The grout was neat cement and water, of a very thin consistency.

- When architects and builders are called upon to build or restore historical landmarks the selection of materials must be on a sound basis of proved dependability. Medusa White Portland Cement, the original white cement, is one of those dependable materials that is chosen over and over again to help construct, restore and protect historical buildings like those above.

For 47 years Medusa White (plain or waterproofed) has been used to give construction a distinctive and permanent beauty. No other cement has ever equaled its white color—a white that's diamond blue—not pink or yellowish in cast.

Specify this famed non-staining white cement plain or colored in those jobs requiring the most attention and confidence. Use it in cast stone, stucco, pre-cast concrete slabs, terrazzo floors. You can depend on the white of Medusa White.

You can build BETTER with MEDUSA PRODUCTS

MEDUSA PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
Sales Offices
Cleveland 15, Ohio Cleveland 1, Ill.
New York 17, N. Y. Toledo, Ohio

MEDUSA WHITE
The Diamond Blue White Cement
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Cut down the staggering cost of cleanliness

VARLAR
Stainproof Wall Covering

Cleanliness is a must in today's hospitals, hotels, business and industrial buildings. Dirt is an ever-present expense that sends operating costs far too high. Far-sighted architects, builders, building managers and maintenance superintendents are clipping this item to the minimum with VARLAR ... the beautiful, practical and functional wall covering that does not stain ... that can be washed clean with just plain soap and water ... and up to 25,000 times without injury to surface or colors.

Actual Tests Prove
VARLAR resists staining from smoke, grease, hair oil, food stains, crayon, lipstick, ink, Mercurochrome. These, and many more soil hazards to ordinary decorating, simply wash off with soap and water. VARLAR is fadeproof, verminproof, fire-resistant, unharmed by salt water, steam.

Full Range of Styles
Available in wide range of beautiful decorator patterns and colors. It goes on like wallpaper with a special adhesive that seals it to the wall. No VARLAR has ever had to be replaced because it ceased to be beautiful, practical and economical on the wall.

Find out for yourself how VARLAR Stainproof Wall Covering can solve high cost of cleanliness for YOU. Send for FREE testing samples.

VARLAR, Dept. AF-43
Merchandise Mart, Chicago 54, Illinois
Please send FREE TESTING SAMPLE and full information VARLAR Stainproof Wall Covering. I am particularly interested in VARLAR for:

[ ] Homes  [ ] Hotels  [ ] Clubs
[ ] Theatres  [ ] Hospitals  [ ] Restaurants
[ ] Office Buildings  [ ] Schools  [ ] Stores
[ ] Apartment Buildings

Name.  Address.

City.  Zone.  State.

THE MAGAZINE OF BUILDING
In any building designed to provide years of dependable service on a low operating budget, "SCR Insulated Cavity Wall" construction will pay for itself many times over. Here's why—

1. Increases Weather Protection. With Fiberglas** Cavity Wall Insulation —Pouring Type—this wall has a tested U value of .12...a guarantee of lighter loads for heating and air-conditioning equipment. This insulating material is non-absorbent, won't form a bridge across the cavity for moisture penetration.

2. Cuts Finishing Costs. Because this wall is so weathertight, you can take full advantage of the durability and beauty of brick and tile—indoors as well as out. There is no need for furring and lathing—plaster may be applied direct, or the inner wythe of brick or facing tile may be left exposed.

3. Builds Easily. Structurally, the "SCR Insulated Cavity Wall" is the same as conventional cavity walls of brick and tile, meets similar building code requirements. The Fiberglas insulation is light, pours easily, resists settling.

For full data and specifications on "SCR Insulated Cavity Wall" construction, just write us on your own letterhead. Address Dept. AF-4.
The front of this huge, three-bay hangar presents a continuous opening of 104'5" in width and 65' 9" in height. To close this opening it was necessary to build one of the largest doors in the world, consisting of 3 pairs of sliding-folding aluminum-covered sections. Motive power is housed in the power mullions at each leading edge of the door structure.

The Peelle-Esavian Door is based on an entirely new principle which eliminates the necessity for expensive structural features in the building. The entire weight of the door is carried on the bottom track and the motivating power is on the door. This door offers many unique advantages, particularly for large openings of unusual height.

Write for new Peelle-Esavian Brochure.

Jet Engine Test Cell Door - Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Conn

To contain and deaden the roar of jet engines on test, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft had The Peelle Company design and build ten of these huge concrete and steel doors for its new jet engine test cell block. Big enough to admit the most powerful engines of today and the even bigger ones to come, these doors had to be built as thick as the walls of the cells themselves to control the enormous volume of sound produced by the engine while running. Constructed in place, these dense concrete doors weigh 45 tons each, yet their electric motor drive travels them horizontally at the rate of 10 feet per minute quite easily. And, from outside the closed door, only a moderate hum can be heard of the earth-shaking roar of the jet engine running inside.

Motorized Door Measuring 24' x 35' - Sewaren Generating Station

This towering stainless steel and glass door was engineered and built by The Peelle Company to carry out the architectural treatment of the building and to satisfy the engineering requirements. Three vertical sliding panels in the door are counter-weighted and are operated by a triple parallel gear head reducing unit with brake. Door panels move at varying speeds to arrive simultaneously at open position.

This is one of many types of motorized doors and partitions designed and built by The Peelle Company for factories, power stations, warehouses, terminals, hangars, mills, garages, hospitals and schools. Peelle Engineered Doors merit consideration in your plans.
Engineered Doors

FIRE DOORS Frames and Hardware

ELEVATOR DOORS

INDUSTRIAL ENTRANCE DOORS

are behind all Peelle-Richmond products

PEELLE-RICHMOND

THE PEELE COMPANY
47 STEWART AVENUE, BROOKLYN 37, N. Y.

THE RICHMOND FIREPROOF DOOR CO.
RICHMOND, INDIANA

OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

Manufacturers of the Peelle Motorstair
Here is Ceco-Sterling Double Hung Aluminum Window, series 200-B

made to outlast any hospital... cut maintenance too!

In times like these it's just good business to take a second long look when selecting windows for your hospital buildings.

Cost, of course, is a factor, but the WAY Cost is figured is the important thing.

How long will the windows last?
What about maintenance?

Those two questions are keys to better buying and here Ceco-Sterling Aluminum Double-Hung Windows win on both counts. Made of ageless aluminum, they give rugged life-time service... will outlast any hospital... won't rust, rot, warp, or swell... permanent weather seal... nothing make-shift... nothing to deteriorate, wear out or replace.

When it comes to maintenance Ceco-Sterling Aluminum Windows deliver a plus value.

No painting is necessary and cleaning is a mere matter of wiping.

CECO STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
Offices, warehouses and fabricating plants in principal cities
General Offices: 5601 W. 26th St., Chicago 50, Illinois

In construction products makes the big difference
NOW...
interchange Gas
and Oil firing
in 10 seconds

TWO, simple
motions eliminate
time-consuming
change-over

Now you can use oil or gas at the flick of a switch! This exclusive new Cleaver-Brooks development permits changeover from oil to gas or vice versa in only 10 seconds.

That's because the Cleaver-Brooks Combination Gas and/or Oil Fired Boiler operates on gas with the oil burner in place. Simply flipping a selector switch on the control panel to either gas or oil sets the proper circuit in action. Turning the convenient fuel supply valves completes the entire changeover — and in 10 seconds or less!

To gas users in all parts of the country — and in particular areas where local requirements demand immediate changeover — this exceptional fuel flexibility can be an important factor in determining your overall operating economy.

Ten-second conversion, like 4-pass construction, self-contained design, guaranteed 80% efficiency, is another "plus" feature pioneered by Cleaver-Brooks. It demonstrates Cleaver-Brooks' continuing effort to bring steam users even greater flexibility and reduced operating costs.

If you are considering simplifying your present boiler plant, remember Cleaver-Brooks Combination GAS and/or OIL Fired Boilers. Sizes 15 to 500 h.p. — 15 to 250 p.s.i. Write for complete facts.
In Response to a Growing Demand from ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS and BUILDERS—

ABOVE—Interior of First Lutheran Church, Seattle, Wash., with Sonotube-formed concrete columns.

ABOVE—Sonotubes were used for fast, inexpensive construction of this railroad siding platform.


ABOVE—University of Southern California, Woman's Dormitory. Note flush electrical outlets at column base. With Sonotube, it was a simple operation to set the conduit and outlet box in place before pouring. A functional advantage that does not detract from the natural beauty of the round column.

ROUND COLUMNS of CONCRETE FORMED WITH Sonotube® PAT. APP. FOR. LAMINATED FIBRE FORMS For one-time use

Saves TIME— Saws easier than wood!

Saves LUMBER— Requires minimum bracing!

Saves LABOR— Lightweight, easy-to-handle!

Saves MONEY— Lower initial cost!
SONOTUBE fibre forms—now up to 36" I.D! Here is a widely job-tested and approved method of forming concrete columns at lower cost. Sonotubes are being used by architects and contractors all over the country, in projects involving concrete columns, piers, piles, underpinning, etc. 21 sizes—1" to 36" I.D., up to 24' long—or longer on special order up to 50 feet. Can be sawed to exact lengths on the job. Complete technical data available. Write for detailed literature and nearest source of supply.

DISTRIBUTORS WANTED—Write for complete information.

Sonoco Products Company
Construction Products Division
GARWOOD, N. J.
HARTSVILLE, S. C.
MYSTIC, CONN.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
BRANTFORD, ONT.
When you plan a new school, remember that there's one building material that will help you keep costs in line by doing double-duty. It's versatile Stark Glazed Facing Tile—The interior finish that meets

FOR MINIMUM MAINTENANCE COSTS
Walls of Stark Glazed Facing Tile always keep their "just built" appearance, never fade, crack or craze. They eliminate the cost and inconvenience of refinishing big wall areas—for the life of the building.

FOR CLEANLINESS
This glass-hard, impervious surface cleans easily with soap and water, will never stain or harbor odors—there's no place for dust or dirt to hide.

FOR CONSTRUCTION SAVINGS
Stark Glazed Facing Tile is made in large-size, modular units. It goes up fast, gives you a fireproof, load-bearing wall and a decorative finish in a single operation.

FOR "COLOR-ENGINEERING"
Stark offers a wide range of colors scientifically developed to aid any school task. You can choose one color to improve vision in classrooms, others to create a bright, cheerful atmosphere in multi-purpose rooms or cafeterias. There's a Stark color for every school requirement.

Get this Valuable Free Brochure
Prepared to help you use Stark Glazed Facing Tile to best advantage. Includes a complete color chart, construction data, details, sizes, etc. Just write us on your letterhead. Address Dept. AF-4.

Stark Ceramics, Inc. Canton 1, Ohio
14305 Livernois Avenue, Detroit 4, Michigan 15 East 26th Street, New York 10, N. Y.
every school building needs

glazed facing tile

...or engineering"—with a wainscot of light-reflecting, durable Stark Glazed Facing Tile. (above.)

In this multi-purpose room, full walls of Stark Glazed Facing Tile are used to cut maintenance costs and improve lighting. Each course is brown: wainscot, light green; outer wall, sunlight yellow. (right.)
OPEN YOUR DOORS...

to your

ARCHITECTURAL HARDWARE

Consultant

F. D. SANDERS
Ruff Hardware Company
Columbia, South Carolina

RALPH WIMMER
Stratton, Baldwin Co., Inc.
New Orleans, Louisiana

M. BONCZAK
Contractors Hardware Co.
Detroit, Michigan

Years of close contact with the builders' hardware problems which confront architects, engineers, and contractors have made these Corbin consultants among the top men in their field. In your locality there is a Corbin representative of similar high caliber who will gladly work with you in the selection of builders' hardware. Put his experience, integrity and know-how to work for you now!

Corbin offers all the hardware to equip a building...a complete line that, through honest service and honest value, has become the world's most widely used builders' hardware.
CLOSE YOUR DOORS

with the

CORBIN

“400”

Door Closer...

GOOD BUILDINGS DESERVE GOOD HARDWARE

HAS NO EQUAL FOR STRENGTH...

Here’s the door closer that combines superior strength with pleasing appearance. It is the strongest, most versatile door closer made. Yet it is so compact that it projects a mere 1 1/4” from the door face.

The Corbin “400” Door Closer, made with one size housing in 5 spring sizes, effectively handles any door closer installation, even where exceptionally strong drafts are encountered.

4-SPEED CONTROL AND SILENCE ADJUSTMENT... The Corbin “400” Door Closer offers 4 different combinations of speed control plus a Silence Adjustment that hushes the closing operation so effectively that there is no audible contact between door and stop. In addition, the “400” has a built-in hold open device for 18 different positions. Fusible link arms are available.

Corbin “400” Door Closers are in stock for immediate delivery. Specify them where top performance and handsome appearance are the key requirements.

P. & F. CORBIN Division
The American Hardware Corporation
New Britain, Connecticut, U. S. A.
The high level of natural daylight admitted by the large Thermopane insulating glass windows in the Rush-Henrietta Central School provides excellent illumination throughout the classrooms all day long. On desks farthest from the windows we get light meter readings of 50 footcandles on bright days. That is well over the accepted American Standard Practice minimum of 30 footcandles. On sunny days, during periods of excessive brightness, light is easily controlled by means of Venetian blinds and roof overhang.

Everyone is agreed that children love these bright rooms that seem almost to be part of the great outdoors. They don't feel shut in, but as free as the sky itself. Furthermore, the insulating glass helps keep desks near the windows as comfortable in winter as those next to the interior classroom wall.

The Rush-Henrietta Central School was built at a cost of 52 cents per cubic foot which, in comparison with most other public schools erected recently in this area, is quite low. Yet the building contains many refinements and modern improvements, such as radiant heat, ventilation, glazed tile wainscote in classrooms, corridors, gymnasium and locker rooms, terrazzo floors and metal acoustic ceilings in corridors, and insulating glass not commonly found in schools.

**Thermopane Details**

Thermopane® insulating glass with ½" of dry air hermetically sealed between two panes has twice the insulating value of single glass. This minimizes chilliness, drafts and heat loss at windows. Thermopane also cuts air-conditioning costs by reducing the amount of heat entering during summer. It cuts out 44% more noise than single glass.

Write for the latest literature on school daylighting, *How to Get Nature-Quality Light for School Children*. This brief booklet is factual, detailed, authoritative, written for architects. Also, write for the latest Thermopane literature for your file.

**LIBBEY* OWENS* FORD GLASS COMPANY**

4243 Nicholas Bldg., Toledo 3, Ohio

**THERMOPANE • PLATE GLASS • WINDOW GLASS**

**DAYLIGHT WALLS**

THAT DON'T OBSCURE VISION

Other L-O-F Glass Products: Vitrolite® • Tuf-flex® Tempered Plate Glass • Tuf-flex Doors • Safety Glass • E-Z-Eye Safety Plate Glass • Fiber-Glass
Better Grease Resistance—Smarter Colors—Same Low Cost!

Now you can specify floors with superior greaseproof qualities — at no more cost than ordinary grease resistant asphalt tile. Azrock's new Vinylized Azphlex is the difference — Azrock's new vinylizing process makes the difference.

Vinylized Azphlex has new and greater grease resistance to all kinds of greases and oils... new, distinctive colors, hitherto unavailable, that meet the decorative and light-reflectance requirements of today... stepped up flexibility for more strength... greater resilience for additional walking comfort — new, smoother surface that keeps floors looking cleaner — makes them easier to clean.

Before you specify floors for restaurants, cafeterias or any food serving area, find out more about Vinylized Azphlex. It's a NEW concept in greaseproof flooring with wonderfully improved performance characteristics — but no increase in cost!

UVALDE ROCK ASPHALT CO.
FROST BANK BUILDING • SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

"Azrock Makes Fine Floors"
...uses the ageless and fadeless material

Vitreous Porcelain

on steel for toilet compartments

Sanymetal "Porcena" (Vitreous Porcelain on Steel) is a material, not merely a finish. It is in every aspect unlike paint enamel or lacquer finished steel because it is fused to steel at a temperature of 1350° - 1550° F. This impregnates the steel with vitreous porcelain enamel to the extent that it cannot be hammered out. Sanymetal "Porcena" (Vitreous Porcelain on Steel) is incomparable with any other material commonly used for toilet compartments. It is a lifetime material that stays new.
Vitreous porcelain on steel provides these features that cannot be duplicated by any other material suitable for toilet compartments:

- It is a non-porous material that greatly exceeds the structural strength and durability of other materials now available for toilet compartments. It is often acclaimed as a lifetime material because it consists of no elements that are vulnerable to gradual depreciation.
- It is impervious to moisture, odors, uric and other ordinary acids, oils and grease, and is scratch resistant.
- Its flint-hard, glass-smooth surface can be kept as immaculately clean as a china plate.
- It reduces the cost of maintenance to an all-time low.
- The glass-hard, lustrous finish of vitreous porcelain on steel does not fade, tarnish, peel or discolor. This surface is obstinately resistant to scratching, scrubbing, scribbling or defacement.
- The original luster and freshness of colors is never lost. Its gleaming, colorful beauty does not fade or depreciate. It is truly an ageless and fadeless material.

Sanymetal "Porcena" (Vitreous Porcelain on Steel) Toilet Compartments are available in several different styles and a wide range of fadeless colors. Only Sanymetal offers "Porcena" (Vitreous Porcelain on Steel) Toilet Compartments. Ask the Sanymetal Representative in your vicinity to demonstrate the unusual and exclusive features of Sanymetal Vitreous Porcelain on Steel Toilet Compartments.

Sanymetal Normandie Type Toilet Compartments endow a toilet room environment with dignity and good taste.

Sanymetal Academy Type Shower Stalls and Dressing Room Compartments provide the utmost in sanitation for gymnasiums, stadium dressing rooms, Y. M. C. A.'s, clubs, trailer camps and tourist motels, etc.

Sanymetal Academy Type Toilet Compartments are suitable for conservative but modern toilet room environments.

Sanymetal Century Type Ceiling Hung Toilet Compartments offer the utmost in sanitation and provide modern, distinctive toilet room environments for schools, institutions, terminals and other public buildings.

THE SANYMETAL PRODUCTS CO., INC.
1687 Urbana Road • Cleveland 12, Ohio

Toilet Compartments, Shower Stalls and Dressing Rooms
**Super-tough sanitary**

**micarta®** shrugs off sliding dishes and food stains

**MICARTA**® is a wonderfully practical plastic top for table tops, counters, and work surfaces. It resists the continuous scraping and sliding of dishes and cutlery, stands up to spilled foods and liquids which tend to stain and rot ordinary tops. This amazing material can be wiped clean with just a damp cloth in a matter of seconds. The completely smooth surface of **MICARTA** offers no refuge for germs or loose particles of dirt and grease. The clean gleam of **MICARTA** tops makes whole eating areas seem brighter and more appetizing to diners. You just can’t buy a better material for dealing with the constant flow of cafeteria traffic. Look into the long-lasting extremely attractive features of this better quality high-pressure plastic laminate. For the full story on **MICARTA** and its many helpful applications, fill out the coupon below.

**Westinghouse micarta**

**Westinghouse** distributed by UNITED STATES PLYWOOD CORPORATION

**Micarta**

**United States Plywood Corporation**

55 West 44th Street, New York 36, N. Y.

Please send full information on **Micarta** and its applications.

NAME _____________________________

ADDRESS ___________________________

CITY __________________ ZONE ____ STATE ______

AT-A-53
AUTO-LOK Windows open to almost 90°... scoop in cooling breezes. 100% ventilation when you want it, but no drafts, ever! Air enters inward and upward.

The scientifically designed, slanting vents of AUTO-LOK Windows provide luxurious ventilation, even while it is raining. Rain can't enter, fresh air can! With AUTO-LOK Windows, you can have an almost solid wall of windows, perfectly weather-tight to inclement weather. You can shut out all, or as much of the "outdoors" as you desire... or, bring all of it "inside."

No wonder Architects, Contractors and Owners everywhere describe AUTO-LOK Windows as "the windows that make their own weather"!

While "operational ease" is undoubtedly a great convenience, its even greater advantage is the promise of a life-time of trouble-free maintenance... with no expense of the replacement of parts, and no loss of window efficiency due to wear!

The entire operating mechanism of AUTO-LOK Windows is so perfectly balanced, so well designed and engineered that no wear occurs... ever! There is no strain or friction on any moving part... at any point. A small child can operate AUTO-LOK Windows with ease... so little effort is required.

AUTO-LOK's newly designed operator, coupled with the exclusive, patented operating mechanism, results in operational ease heretofore not available in any other window. After years of constant opening and closing, there will be no "lag," no bind or drag in AUTO-LOK Window operation.

### LUDMAN FEATURES

**1. Automatic Locking**

**2. Elastomeric Vinyl Weatherstripping**

**3. Center Safety Lock**

**4. Feather-Touch Operation**

**5. Clean outside from inside...top vent too...Without removing any part of window**

**6. Delayed Action Opening**

**7. Concealed Hardware**

**8. Interchangeable Inside Screens and Storm Sash**

**9. Flip Clips for screen and storm sash retention**

**10. Weather protection when window is open (ventilation even while it is raining.)**

**11. 100% Ventilation (90° opening)**

**12. Air Infiltration**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cubic Feet Per Minute per lineal foot</th>
<th>AUTOLOK</th>
<th>DOUBLE HUNG</th>
<th>CASEMENT</th>
<th>OTHER AWNING WINDOWS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.75***</td>
<td>1.0***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**13. Draft Free Ventilation**

*According to Pittsburg Standard**

***Generally established standard*
LUDMAN AUTO-LOK IS THE ONLY WINDOW THAT GIVES YOU ALL 10 OF THESE IMPORTANT FEATURES...

1. FRESH AIR WHILE IT'S RAINING...
   No more running to close windows... rain can't enter through Auto-Lok's scientifically designed slanting vents.

2. WARMER IN WINTER...
   Auto-Lok Windows are the tightest closing windows ever made by actual laboratory tests. Heat stays in... cold stays out...cutting fuel costs!

3. COOLER IN SUMMER...
   Auto-Lok Windows open widest... almost 90°. The slanting vents help to scoop in even the slightest breeze... always inward and upward thus eliminating drafts.

4. EASIEST TO CLEAN...
   Nothing to lift out... no vents to remove... no gadgets to disengage. Simply open wide and clean all glass from the inside...top vent, too!

5. FRESH AIR NITE-VENT...
   Bottom vent opens slightly for night ventilation, while upper vents remain securely locked... fresh air circulation during bad weather, too!

6. PRACTICAL BEAUTY...
   Narrow horizontal lines and graceful tilt of vents in every open position add distinction to any home... lend themselves to a wider variety of architectural arrangements.

7. FINGER-TIP CONTROL...
   for a lifetime. Perfectly balanced, friction-free mechanism operates window at the touch of a finger. No adjustments necessary... never sticks, never rattles!

8. INTERCHANGEABLE SCREENS AND STORM SASH
   Can be handled all from the inside. Just flip the clips... no tools required. Reduce a day's work to an hour!

9. CONCEALED HARDWARE
   No unsafe, unsightly mechanism exposed to collect dust. Compact ratch-type operator handle does not interfere with drapes, blinds, etc.

10. CENTER SAFETY-LOCK
    A new improved locking feature that securely locks the bottom vent. Center position makes it handier, more accessible. Extra protection against intruders.

THE NEW LUDMAN AUTO-LOK CONTROL-BAR
An example of how LUDMAN SOLVES WINDOW PROBLEMS...

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR FULL DETAILS

LUDMAN Corporation
Box 4541, Dept. AF11, Miami, Florida

Gentlemen: Please send me, without obligation, the booklet, "What Is Important In A Window"... and complete information regarding the Ludman Products checked here:

☐ Auto-Lok Aluminum Windows  ☑ Auto-Lok Wood Windows  ☐ WindaTite Jalousies  ☐ Ludman Jalousie Doors  ☐ I am a...Architect  ☐ Builder  ☐ Dealer  ☐ Other:  

Name
Address
City  State

OTHER LUDMAN PRODUCTS:

LUDMAN JALOUSIE DOORS
... will bring brightness and light into dark foyers and hallways!

LUDMAN JALOUSIES
... will turn your old-fashioned porch into the most talked about room in your home!

LUDMAN JALOUSIE DOORS... will bring brightness and light into dark foyers and hallways!
Roddiscraft Housemart Hollow Core Door

Roddiscraft Housemart flush doors blend beautifully with any interior finish from ultra-modern exposed brick face to colonial paper.

Not only the smooth flush design, but the choice of faces make them adaptable to any interior. Available in Natural Birch, Red and White Birch, Maple, Red and White Oak, Mahogany, Walnut, Knotty Pine and other woods.

Roddiscraft Housemart Hollow Core doors are generously made — contain ample wood at side and top and bottom edges for trimming and the safe anchoring of hardware. Lock blocks on both sides provide a maximum number of hanging positions.

Look for the solid color dowel — your guarantee of quality.

Roddiscraft
RODDIS PLYWOOD CORPORATION
Marshfield, Wisconsin

NATIONWIDE Roddiscraft WAREHOUSE SERVICE
Cambridge 39, Mass. • Charlotte 6, N. C. • Chicago 32, Ill. Cincinnati 4, Ohio • Cleveland 4, Ohio • Dallas 10, Texas Detroit 14, Mich. • Houston 10, Texas • Kansas City 3, Kan. Los Angeles 58, Calif. • Louisville 10, Ky. • Marshfield, Wis. Miami 38, Fla. • Milwaukee 8, Wis. • New Hyde Park, L. I., N. Y. • New York 35, N. Y. • Port Newark 5; N. J. • Philadelphia 34, Pa. • St. Louis 16, Mo. • San Antonio 6, Texas San Francisco 24, Calif. • San Leandro, Calif.
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The Church of St. Therese is a fine example of the integration of acoustical materials in design. To preserve the open design of the ceiling, the architects used Armstrong's Cushiontone between the beams. The walls at front and rear were covered with Armstrong's Travertone—chosen for the beauty of its stone-like surface. Combined, the two materials provide ideal acoustics.

Armstrong's Cushiontone is a perforated wood fiber material, high in acoustical efficiency, yet low in cost. It has an attractive, washable finish that's high in light reflection and repaintable without noticeable loss of acoustical efficiency.

Armstrong's Travertone is a beautifully fissured mineral wool acoustical tile. It is completely incombustible. Installation of Travertone is fast and clean, whether in new construction or in remodeling work.

Rent, credit controls face close squeeze in Congress; new system replaces CMP

Congress went to the mat this month with controls legislation—probably the law with the biggest impact on the construction industry that will emerge from this session.

The sharpest controversy—over the future of the rent control—was headed for a House-Senate fight that would go right down to the April 30 deadline, when rent controls expire. Almost everybody had a different shade of opinion about what ought to be done. Defense Mobilizer Arthur S. Flemming gave the Senate these proposals:

Extend rent ceilings until Sept. 30 for all areas now under control to give states ample time to take over if they choose. Extend controls until April 30, 1954 for critical areas, but narrow the definition of them to those caused by military bases, atomic energy developments, and “government installations such as a shipyard, air depot, ordnance depot or arsenal.” Excluded would be cities with defense plants.

The Senate banking committee agreed (12-3) after tacking on an 8.5% rent increase (to 130% of the 1947 level) for both the 1,300,000 families under critical areas controls and for the 4,200,000 families in local communities that chose last fall to keep rent controls left from World War II.

The free-enterprise House. While the tidelands oil debate balked action on the Senate floor, Chairman Jesse Wolcott (R. Mich.) persuaded his House banking committee to approve a measure far more to the building industry’s liking. It would:

Let controls die on schedule April 30 everywhere but in critical areas; narrow critical areas by military and atomic installations on July 1; exempt from control both new construction and conversions since Feb. 1, 1947 in critical areas.

Moreover, Wolcott’s bill made no mention of other economic controls (see below) covered in the Senate measure. He told newsmen he would insist on a pure rent control bill when the Senate and House reach the apparently inevitable conference on their divergent measures. He would, he said, compromise for a two-months’ extension of controls in noncritical areas. Capitol observers thought it was a fair bet that was the law which would finally emerge.

Price, wage controls. On other economic controls, the Senate banking committee voted to give the administration even more power than it sought:

The President would have authority to freeze wages, prices (and rents) for 90 days in case of emergency until June 30, 1955. All three would have to be frozen at their levels on any day within the 30 preceding the emergency order.

The Federal Reserve Board would get power to reimpose consumer credit in an emergency, but power to reimpose Reg. X over mortgage credit would go to the President. That would open the way for split administration which the Fed opposes.

Authority for priorities and allocations of critical materials would be continued until June 30, 1955, along with V-loans and the Small Defense Plants Administration.

Little CMP. Actually, the administration blueprint for materials controls after June 30 was pretty much laissez faire. The familiar Controlled Materials Plan will be supplanted by a new alphabetical gimmick: the Defense Materials System (DMS). Allotments of steel, copper and aluminum will be made only to defense contractors and subs, along with preference ratings for tools and equipment. Other users will be on their own. In construction, only contractors working directly on Defense Dept. or AEC projects and specially (and stingily) picked defense-supporting projects will be covered. They will apply for the usual quarterly allotments on form DMS 4-C, a modified version of the familiar CMP 4-C.

Materials prices rise; hint seen of boost for steel

Materials prices and wage rates were climbing again. The BLS index calculated on mid-March data moved up to 119.2 from 118.7 in mid-February (see chart), its second sharpest month-to-month gain in over two years (the sharpest: a .6 jump to 118.6 last August, Interrupting the year’s general price decline).

BLS regional reports said prices in Nassau County, N.Y. (Long Island) showed “slight increases,” in the Chicago area “re-

mained stable,” in Boston “continued to rise.” Principal higher-priced items: lumber products, plumbing and heating materials (and more recently cement).

Copper dives. After decontrol in February copper rose from 24% to 32% per lb. By Apr. 1 it drifted to 30% again. On Apr. 10 ODM suspended stockpiling copper to try “to prevent added strain on the market,” and further easing in the price was expected.

Basic steel prices were unchanged two months after decontrol. But a hint of possible increases could be seen as industry spokesmen complained of “financial mal-nutrition” and the need for “a basis where the investing public will be interested in steel stocks.”

Less wage battling. Labor still exerted a steady pressure for higher wages, but with the cost-of-living index falling off a little it was more conciliatory on new contracts than in many years past.

Sharper contractor competition (see p. 46) was tending to wipe out cost increases caused by higher materials and wage expenses. Over-all building costs were still holding stable, with possibly just a slight trend to lower rather than higher costs.

Air Force overrides town’s bid to halt tax-free plant

In January, the little village of Cuyahoga Heights (pop. 752), an industrial suburb of Cleveland, challenged the Eisenhower administration to do something about government plants which pay no taxes but burden communities with increased police, fire and utility services. It refused to grant a building permit to Aluminum Co. of America for a $40 million government-financed plant to house one of the Air Force’s giant aluminum forging presses (AF, Feb. ’53, News).

For three months, the village’s stand stymied construction. This month, Ikenen...
Commerce Dept. predicts federal economy drive will cut total US building 5% in '53

The Commerce Dept. experts who make the government's official forecasts of the nation's construction volume this month took a long look at the impact of the Eisenhower-Dodge economy order and came up with this prediction:

Federal building will drop so much this year that the nation's total dollar outlay for new construction will probably drop "about 5%" below last year's record $32.3 billion level. The biggest cuts in federal building will be made by the military—perhaps 25% (AF, March '53, News). And most of the trimming, both military and nonmilitary, will come out of projects still in the planning stage.

Less arms plants. The broad policies, affecting construction secondarily, were beginning to take firm shape. Among Congressional leaders, there was a growing feeling that it might be possible to balance the budget on a cash basis for fiscal 1953-54 and still cut taxes this year. That might mean slicing $8 billion off Truman's "tight" $78 billion budget. Some $2.2 billion might come out of nondefense activities, perhaps another $2.5 billion from foreign aid.

But the biggest news was that Defense Secretary Wilson had demanded that the armed forces cut their budget a whopping $4 billion. One way Wilson wanted to do it was by dumping the Truman administration's mobilization plan of "broadening the base" and replacing it with a much cheaper "stretch-in" plan which would concentrate military output in the plants of a few producers, mothball the others. If the plan were adopted, it would throttle down future construction of arms plants, although the defense boss was in favor of offering manufacturers incentives to build plants designed for speedy conversion to war production.

Screening delay. But it would take months even after President Eisenhower gives the word to translate a stretchout or trimming of manpower, ships and planes into a reduction of military plans for supporting facilities. So Pentagon construction reviewers, still struggling to finish screening all military construction (AF, March '53, News), settled temporarily for delaying approval of projects that might be shelved by a top-level stretchout decision.

Up to the start of April, two months after Wilson's edict to hold up construction awards, only a dribble of high priority projects had a green light.

The economy order had brought a sharp drop in federal construction contract awards. In the first two weeks of March, they fell 51% behind the same period in 1952. But for the year up to that point, they were only 5% below the 1952 level, thanks to an unusually high January volume. Awards rose this month, but remained well below last year's levels.

Public buildings hit. Among civilian agencies, some of the budget cutbacks were going a lot deeper. One of the stiffest slashes was given the Public Buildings Service. Budgetmen yanked back all that was left of a $13 million appropriation dating from 1949 for advance planning and site acquisition. The result, said Public Buildings Commissioner W. E. Reynolds, would be a 62% reduction in his 450-man planning staff in Washington.

Other bits of economy: a $40 million cut in rural electrification loans, a reduction from $9 to $6 million in funds for the Southwestern Power Administration, a $39 million cut in construction funds of the Interior Department (60% of the department's proposed economies), cuts in federal aid for airports.

Public housing starts. For public housing, new HHFA Administrator Albert L. Cole proposed a ceiling of 35,000 starts for the next fiscal year—the same limit imposed by Congress for the year ending June 30. Chances were Congress would cut the figure still lower, although public housing was girding for their annual fight for as much as they could get.

Federal economy was also beginning to encounter vocal opposition. Somewhat to White House embarrassment, a Washington conference of local officials meeting at the President's call went down the line for big government. If anything, they wanted more federal participation in civil defense, slum clearance, public housing, airport development, highway and hospital construction. Mayor William B. Hartsfield of Atlanta, president of the American Municipal Assn., cried that state legislatures are usually dominated by rural members, so cities would suffer if states took over federal programs. The National Association of Real Estate Boards, in its newsletter, promptly accused the mayors of defending "tin cup rights."

Macy's will build main unit in East Bay shopping center

Announcements of large regional shopping centers have been legion since Jan. 1, were providing one of the biggest boosts to the commercial construction boom (stores, restaurants and garages were up 49% from last year during the first quarter). This month Macy's San Francisco disclosed it would build a three-level $6 million store with 200,000 sq. ft. of floor space in the Bay Fair shopping center (model above) to be developed on 48 acres of the old Oakland Speedway Stadium grounds in the East Bay area between San Leandro and Hayward. Besides Macy's (separate building in background), the $25 million center designed by Architect Victor Gruen will have a second department store, a bank, parking space for 4,000 cars. Gimbel's? It announced plans for a 220,000 sq. ft. store in Southgate, another about the same size in Westgate, two Milwaukee projects. Also entering Westgate: Marshall Field.
Leaders of Baltimore slum plan quit in row over new setup to make plan really work

There was plenty of cheerful talk last month about rehabilitating the nation's urban slums. But in actions that counted, the building industry's newest campaign suffered two setbacks that showed rehabilitation needs far broader community support and understanding if it is to succeed.

In Baltimore, cradle of the slum renovation plan that has spread across the nation, a quarter of the 16 members of the housing bureau's advisory council resigned in protest against politicians' refusal to give the fight against blight administrative powers equal to the task.

In Miami, the nation's first city slum clearance department was scuttled by the city commission after its political enemies found a legal mix-up in the ordinance that created it. Miami realtors and builders let the promising department die without protest. It had lasted only six months.

Only a pinprick. For all its pioneering and national attention, the Baltimore Plan in ten years has made only small inroads on Baltimore's 2,100 blocks of slums. By the widest stretch of statistics, the plan has touched only 300 blocks. And in many of these, there was neglect of the re-education of slum dwellers that so few people even in the building industry realize is an indispensable part of fighting urban decay. As a result, some of the 300 blocks are again slipping back into slums.

One of the chief reasons why progress is so slow, Baltimore's slum fighters think, is the clumsy tools they have to do the job. Like Topsy, Baltimore's slum-attacking housing bureau just grew. It grew where it was born, inside the city health department. As a result, the housing bureau found itself stifled in layers of bureaucratic red tape. Its inspectors not only lacked complete power to act against slum housing on their own authority, but could only wheedle aid from police, firemen, the bureau of buildings, zoning enforcement office, the bureau of highways, bureau of sanitation, park, education and public welfare departments.

"Ineffective, slow." A year ago, Chairman James W. Rouse of the housing advisory council warned Mayor Thomas D'Alesandro the Baltimore Plan "needs prompt and vigorous assistance if it is to survive." He explained: "When a problem arises which blocks progress in the improvement of a slum neighborhood it is studied by the housing bureau and its advisory council, neither of which has authority to take action or to negotiate with such other departments as may be involved. The housing bureau must proceed through the commissioner of health, who is free to accept or disregard its advice, whether or not its recommendations relate to a health matter. As a result, the machinery created [by the 1951 ordinance

THE NEW FHA COMMISSIONER

Only two weeks after Guy T. O. Hollyday (pictured above) resigned as a member of Baltimore's housing advisory council, President Eisenhower nominated him as FHA commissioner to succeed careerist Walter L. Greene, who will remain as deputy.

Hollyday, 60, is president of Baltimore's Title Guaranty Co. and an officer or director of half a dozen other commercial and civic enterprises. He is a former (1946-47) president of the Mortgage Bankers' Assn. As expected, the Senate confirmed him unanimously. Hollyday's was the second major Republican appointment in the building industry. The first: Albert L. Cole as HMF Administrator.

establishing the housing bureau] not only moves slowly; it also moves ineffectively. It takes an inordinate length of time and an extravagant quantity of letters, memos and conferences to produce simple, worth-while results which should be accomplished quickly, easily and directly."

Mortgage Banker Rouse offered this solution: set up a nonpaid commission on blight (akin to a redevelopment commission) which would take over the health department's functions and powers in slum-doctoring, with direct access to the mayor and exclusive power to enforce the maze of separate and overlapping codes in specific areas picked by the city council for rehabilitation.

Advice rejected. Last month, on the advice of his city solicitor, Mayor D'Alesandro turned Rouse's sense-making proposal down. The solicitor had found it unworkable and impractical. To slum fighters, the mayor's action looked arbitrary and thoughtless. More probably, the mayor had merely taken the usual political course of siding with the stronger side. Solicitor Tom Biddison got his advice from Dr. Huntington Williams, long-time Baltimore health commissioner who is unwilling to let the housing bureau get out of his hands. Williams, in turn, was backed by an advisory board of his own which included such powerful figures as Dr. Abel Wolman, professor of sanitary engineering at Johns Hopkins University and widely known industrial consultant; and Dr. Ernest Stebbins of Johns Hopkins medical school.

There was also the possibility that the seldom-seen hand of slum-owning landlords was at work. Baltimore has never heard a full explanation of why Governor McKeldin did not reappoint Harry Kruger as judge of its housing court when his term expired in 1951.

Protest resignations. On Mar. 24, the disheartened advisory council met, and most of its members agreed to resign, carry their fight for a separate blight commission to the Maryland legislature, which must pass an enabling act before the city can create it.

The housing bureau's director, G. Yates
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Cook, perhaps sensing the rejection to come, had already quit to head a new NAHB housing rehabilitation department (H&H, Mar '53, News). Resigning with Rouse were Council Members Guy T. O. Hollyday, former president of the Mortgage Bankers Assn, who this month took office as President Eisenhower's FHA commissioner; Mrs. John B. Ramsey, a past president of the Baltimore League of Women Voters; and Thomas J. Healy, local AFL teamster boss. Others who planned to quit wavered later as the row grew. Some of them explained they needed too many favors from the city hall to risk a rhu­barb with the mayor.

**Eyes on wrong ball.** Rouse wrote the mayor: “It is time we recognize that the Baltimore Plan cannot grow and develop into the kind of a program the city de­perately needs under its present structure in city government.” In rejecting the plan for a blight commission, he said, Solicitor Biddison “has his eye focused on the wrong problem. He is preoccupied with how it may disturb the traditional pro­cesses of city government to set up the machinery to fight blight effectively.” Rouse charged that Baltimore’s machinery was so “ineffective, and inefficient” that even in the 27-block pilot area where the Baltimore Plan had been brought to its fullest flower, some violations remained uncorrected after two years. Reason: the housing bureau cannot get the five or more inspectors from separate departments to follow up violations, report on corrections.

Retorted Mayor D’Aleandro: “We are faced with a choice between the dictation of Mr. Rouse and the advice of the city solicitor and the commissioner of health.” He took another customary step, ordered an inquiry into why violations went un­corrected.

In the Maryland legislature, the blight commission bill flopped for lack of political backing. The lawmakers passed it, but cut the heart out of it by exempting Baltimore city and seven counties. The legislature will not meet again for two years. So Rouse, forming a citizens’ committee, laid plans to put the issue directly before Baltimore voters. Meanwhile, Baltimore’s pace-setting slum plan seemed headed for an uncertain future.

**Torpedo in Miami.** Miami’s slum clear­ance department was so new it had never had a chance to function. Still worse, it commanded none of the broad community support without which slum renovation cannot succeed. So it was no great trick for headmen of the city’s building and zoning inspection divisions, who had fought crea­tion of a separate slum department, to find a legal shenanigan to wreck it.

Involved were slum areas’ nonconform­ing wooden shacks which were built before the city’s current zoning laws were adopted in 1934. Florida’s Supreme Court ruled two years ago that Miami cannot force owners of pre-1934 shacks to tear them down. But Miami has an ordinance forbid­ding structural repairs to nonconforming buildings. The ordinance creating the slum department did not repeal it. So Zoning Inspection Supervisor Robert Korner warned the city manager: “You have cre­ated a new department with authority to order property owners to violate the city’s general zoning ordinance by directing them to make structural repairs to nonconform­ing buildings.” Backed up by an opinion from City Attorney John E. Cicero, the building department refused to issue any more permits for major repairs.

Stymied, the city commission decided to reinstate the old law it repealed to set up the slum department. This returned slum rehabilitation to a voluntary basis by letting slum owners disregard zoning laws in re­pairing dangerous structures.

Miami’s decision virtually wrecked chances of any real slum rehabilitation. Cried Mrs. Elizabeth Virrick, of the Citi­zens Slum Clearance Committee: “This means that repairs to shacks in our slums will perpetuate them for another 30 years.”

**Urban Land Institute urges redevelopment be divorced from housing, much expanded**

Prompted by the new administration’s studies of housing policies, the Urban Land Institute last month suggested three plans for revamping HHFA’s division of slum clearance and urban redevelopment, urged a major expansion rather than any curtailment of federal grants to cities under Title I of the Housing Act of 1949.

Surprisingly, ULI’s position was at complete variance with NAREB, its parent or­ganization. Last November, NAREB Presi­dent Joseph W. Lund urged outright repeal of Title I. He explained: “In any federal grant-in-aid program 50c of each $1 is thrown away in bureaucracy; it gives the US control over city governments.”

**Cities aid nation.** The rector comprising ULI took a different view: “It is through the commercial and industrial activity of the city that the nation derives most of its strength. . . . [Unfortunately Title I’s] tie to housing has continued to the detriment of urban redevelopment.” Therefore, Title I “should be broadened” to provide more, easier federal assistance for projects involving commercial and in­dustrial districts. Congress should end the rule that areas must be predominantly residential either before or after redevel­opment to qualify for federal funds.

Because redevelopment involves far more than housing, federal help never should have been incorporated in a housing act, said ULI. “The agency to whom they [cities] look for assistance, geared as it is to field of housing, is ill-equipped by either legislation, or philosophy, or experi­ence to evaluate the cities’ proposals in any but the housing fields.”

ULI ventured these possibilities:

1. A federal Department of Urban Affairs con­solidating agencies concerned with the economy of cities. This would be a counterpart of the Department of Agriculture. “It is unlikely, how­ever, that the nation is as yet ready or willing to move in this direction,” philosophized ULI.

2. Complete reorganization of HHFA into an Urban Development Agency, in which redevelopment would be accorded “its proper place with respect to its constituent elements including com­mercial, industrial, residential development and public uses.”

3. Shift HHFA redevelopment to the Depart­ment of Commerce, which has historically been identified with urban planning and zoning, and already has the principal agencies concerned with other urban problems: the Census Bureau, Bureau of Public Roads, Civil Aeronautics Administration.

**Keynote project.** For an indication of how well—or badly—the present redevel­opment setup was working, many an archi­tect and planner this month focused his attention on Washington. A lot of them thought it was a fair sample of nearly everything done wrong.

Approved Apr. 5 by HHFA was an $8.8 million temporary loan and a $6.3 million capital grant (to be made later) for the capital’s first Title I redevelop­ment. It involved a 76-acre portion known as Area B of the 427-acre Southwest Area, a warren of congested slums only a few blocks from the halls of Congress. The trouble was that local redevelopers earmarked area B for low-rent row homes and garden apartments (at least a third within $17 a room). How it could be made profit­able to private developers was hard to see.

Low-income housing for Area B also was taken as killing all possibility of de­veloping the larger 427-acre tract along lines of the promising Justement-Smith plan (FORUM, Aug. ‘52) which would have sharply upgraded the entire district, in­cluded extensive middle-income to luxury apartment housing, an office building, pos­sibly two major shopping centers.
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AGC convention ponders paradox: bid cutting while work volume rises, may hit new peaks

In Detroit a year ago, the Associated General Contractors' convention moaned over materials controls that had 49% of its members "not busy." Its 1953 convention in Miami March 23-26 fretted instead over a rash of price cutting that has broken out despite the construction boom following the end of controls.

As its Florida convention began, AGC announced the results of a poll of its 80 national directors and 122 chapters, whose members do more than 80% of the nation's contract construction. Highlights:

- The construction industry in a period of abundant, increasing work is characterized by intense competition, sharp bidding, lowering prices.
- Contractors almost everywhere reported competition is "vicious," "rough," "terrible," "keen," "discouraging," "tight."
- For the "apparent paradox," AGC officials offered this explanation: more contractors are returning to the market who had refrained from bidding while controls caused uncertainties. Another factor: contractors are apparently bidding to "load up" with as many projects as they can.

Stalwarts unconcerned. If the news depressed the 1,567 delegates they did not show it. The consensus was: "Let it come. Now is as good a time as any to weed out the ribbon clerks." Declared Miami Contractor Edward M. Fleming: "The situation was long overdue. Seems everybody with money enough to hire an estimator and rent some equipment has jumped into the construction business. The tougher the competition, the quicker the sheep and goats will be separated."

The survey also brought forecasts of increased activity in almost every type of construction in nearly all parts of the nation. Retiring President Arthur S. Horner predicted '53 would set a $35 billion record for new construction, $10 billion for maintenance and repairs.

Materials prices were relatively stable in all sections, according to the survey, but pressure for higher wages was reported in 83% of the replies. The convention commended President Eisenhower for suspending wage and price controls, declared construction wages "have increased commensurate with increases in the cost of living and productivity," but recommended that members cooperate with the government "to stabilize the national economy by avoiding unwarranted increases in wages or fringe benefits which are detrimental to the national welfare."

Bid shopping fight. Of gravest convention concern was the perennial threat that Congress will pass an anti-bid shopping law, requiring that subcontractors' names and quotations be included in bids for federal construction contracts. Although AGC helped defeat such legislation last year, legislative committee Chairman Frank W. Robertson sounded a new warning: "The subcontractors who are proposing this . . . appear to be leaving no stone unturned, even in the spending of money and bringing political pressure to bear." (Government bureaus again were expected to oppose bid-shopping legislation at joint judiciary committee hearings this month. The bills might
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TWO NEW SPOKESMEN for government and industry were Commerce Undersecretary Williams (l) and new AGC President Street. Secretary and General Manager of McDevitt & Street, Charlotte, N. C., the 52-year-old AGC leader formerly headed its building contractors’ division. His firm, for which he has worked since he graduated from Vanderbilt University in 1922, builds schools, hospitals, factories, public buildings throughout the Southeast.

John T. Bills

SECRETARIES & MANAGERS COUNCIL reviewed administrative problems of local chapters. Earle W. Devalon of Denver (l) handed gavel for 1953 to successor Chairman Robert Patten of Charlotte, N. C. while new Secretary Curtis Bell of Corpus Christi and Vice Chairman A. H. Marling of Portland, Ore. (r) smiled approval. Last year six new chapters and branches were formed at Abilene, Tex.; Evansville, Ind.; Gulfport and Meridian, Miss.; Laramie, Wyo.; Philadelphia. Local organizations rose to 122, individual AGC membership from about 6,000 to 6,250.

be pigeonholed but the outcome was still a tossup.)

AGC’s building division noted that a drive to require separate contracts for subcontractor portions of state construction projects seemed to be taking shape in some legislatures. It cautioned: “A strategic pattern may be developing to advocate and press for separate contracts and then offer a compromise to settle for legislation that would require naming of subcontractors.”

Military viewpoints. Maj. Gen. Samuel D. Sturgis Jr., chief of Army engineers, stirred mixed emotions. On one hand he took issue with AGC, AIA and ASCE protests that Engineer Corps’ bid procedures allowing alternate design proposals are not truly competitive bidding. Sturgis’ stand: for common structures like barracks and warehouses the Army will use standard plans whenever possible. But it does not want to rule out alternate designs if their special techniques or materials will produce equivalent construction at lower costs.

Striking a more responsive chord Gen. Sturgis took a broad swipe at critics of contractors and the Engineer Corps’ role in Moroccan air-base construction snarls: “We were assigned schedules comparable to wartime and given peacetime rules. . . . There is no priority on time. It comes at premium price. Work can be done at high speed or at an economical pace. But it can’t be both. So those who accord time generally should be prepared for someone to let out a hell of a wail before the movement is complete.”

PERSONNEL is the Army Engineer Corps’ biggest problem in foreign work, declared Maj. Gen. Samuel D. Sturgis Jr. (below). “There are too few skilled men . . . it is difficult to recruit them.”

Aw: 29.20, $10.60 and $5.40, won the Associated General Contractors Purse, the name given to the seventh race at Gulfstream on March 24. In the winner’s circle (r) President Horner gave flowers to Jockey Fernandez and owners’ representative Mrs. Maria Munro.

MADRID swarms with US contractors hunting deals in event of a NATO-Francor accord, cracked Capt. A. D. Hunter (top), deputy chief of the navy’s Yards & Docks bureau.

LEGISLATIVE committee Chairman Frank W. Robertson (r) said Congress already has 240 bills affecting contractors.

Military backlogs. Before the February freeze on military construction (see p. 137), the Engineer Corps had $2.6 billion of unobligated construction funds: $1.8 billion for the Air Force, $828 million for the Army. Except for $344 million for airfield pavements, said Gen. Sturgis, most was earmarked for barracks, warehouses, administrative and industrial facilities. If “thawed” intact 85% of the Army funds would go for permanent construction, 15% for temporary works. All Air Force construction would be permanent.

Pinch-hitting for R. Adm. J. F. Jelley, chief of the Navy Bureau of Yards & Docks who was detained in Washington to re-study his budget, Deputy Chief Capt. A. D. Hunter reported the Navy had more than $400 million of construction to be put un-
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Excusable mistakes. Pending approval by the AIA committee on contract documents, the convention was informed, AGC's special committee on the Suggested Guide to Bidding Procedure has recommended adding the following modification:

"If after bids are opened, the low bidder claims that he has made an appreciable error in the preparation of his bid and can support such claim with the owner and the architect, he should be permitted to withdraw his bid.

"In such instances the award of the contract should be made to the next lowest bidder."

In his annual report Managing Director H. E. Foreman confessed AGC was so divided over amendments to the Taft-Hartley Act that no association stand seemed warranted. Said he: "Because of the multiplicity of proposed amendments resulting in divergent opinions, the executive committee has recommended that at least until there is a clear-cut expression of AGC opinion, the association furnish complete information to chapters and members in order that they may support or object to such proposals as they see fit, but that it should not seek to testify as representing a majority opinion at this time."

Result: the only labor resolution adopted by the convention was a declaration against "any federal law which would impair or supersede labor legislation by the several states."

The convention by other resolutions:

Opposed legislation for federal supervision of industrial safety regulations except on federally financed projects.

Cast its lot against stripping the Army Engineers of civil works by recommending that existing agencies familiar with construction be exempt from Hoover Commission consolidation and reorganization during the defense or mobilization period.

Max C. Harrison of Pittsburgh told a highway division meeting about the concern of the AGC-National Assn. of State Aviation Officials joint committee for the future of the Civil Aeronautics Administration:

"The CAA is being emasculated. Other government agencies and cities, towns, counties, the Air Force are taking over airport construction. We even hear the CAA is to be liquidated and some other bureau will take over its work. We have [recommended appointing] a committee to consult with the Department of Commerce and find out what the score is."


Other awards: the fine arts medal, to Sculptor Donald Hord of San Diego; the craftsmanship medal to Emil Frei of St. Louis; the Edward C. Kemper award for outstanding contributions to the profession, to Geritt J. de Gelleke, FAIA, of Milwaukee, 1941-50 finance committee chairman; honorary memberships will be awarded to two men not eligible for regular AIA membership: Gurdon Montague Butler, dean emeritus, Arizona University engineering college; Frank Creedon, Defense Department construction advisor.

Charles M. Mortensen, 42, managing director of the Producers' Council since 1947, resigned to join the US Chamber of Commerce staff in Washington. He will work with Henry P. Fowler, manager of the chamber's trade association department until Fowler retires in August, then succeed him. Omaha-born Mortensen began his career as field engineer for the Iowa State Planning Board, later was public relations man for Structural Clay Products Institute and California regional engineer for the American Iron and Steel Institute.

Thirty architects were chosen as AIA Fellows for distinguished performance in design, education, literature, public service or service to AIA. The honorees and their fields of achievement:


Turpin Chambers Bannister, Urbana, III., education and literature.

Richard Marsh Bennett, Chicago; Albert Mayer, New York; Lawrence B. Perkins, Chicago; Otto John Teegcn, New York; design and education.

Theodore Irving Coe, Washington; Adrian Nelson Langius, Lansing; Wilbur Henry Tualer, Minneapolis; Kenneth Curtis Welch, Grand Rapids; Marcellus Eugene Wright, Richmond, Va., service to the Institute and public service.

Church in the round saves over conventional design

The Blessed Sacrament Church at Holyoke, Mass., which opened Easter Sunday, revives what is thought to be man's earliest formation of worship: the circle. Its octagonal shape, topped by a round roof, brings all pews close to the center altar. Architect Chester F. Wright of Waltham gave the exterior a freestanding tower which serves as both bell tower and chimney. Says Father Daniel E. Henessey, the pastor (who had disliked other modern churches): "While this deviates from the tradition, it is both beautiful and very practical, costs far less to build than a traditional style."

Church in the round saves over conventional design

The Blessed Sacrament Church at Holyoke, Mass., which opened Easter Sunday, revives what is thought to be man's earliest formation of worship: the circle. Its octagonal shape, topped by a round roof, brings all pews close to the center altar. Architect Chester F. Wright of Waltham gave the exterior a freestanding tower which serves as both bell tower and chimney. Says Father Daniel E. Henessey, the pastor (who had disliked other modern churches): "While this deviates from the tradition, it is both beautiful and very practical, costs far less to build than a traditional style."
Space problems solved... with a flick of the switch

Richards-Wilcox FoldeR-Way Partitions

The Richards-Wilcox fully automatic FoldeR-Way Partition is the most efficient and practical way to utilize fully all existing space in gymnasiums, auditoriums, classrooms, meeting halls and other large enclosed areas. All folding, unfolding, locking, unlocking and soundproofing are accomplished by the electric operator and auxiliary mechanism. The silent, smooth roller chain drive will not stretch, slip or break.

Richards-Wilcox Mfg. Co.

110 THIRD STREET, AURORA, ILLINOIS

"A HANGER FOR ANY DOOR THAT EXISTS!"
The late Matthew Nowicki for their Raleigh, N. C. livestock pavilion.

At a dinner this month installing Daniel Schwartzman as league president, the Michael Friedsam Medal in Industrial Art or 1952-53 was presented to Arthur Amory Houghton, Jr., president of Steuben Glass Inc.

NAMED: Edward P. Park, California Building and Construction Trades Council vice president and Sacramento operating engineers' business agent, as California State Labor Commissioner; Vice President and General Manager George F. Ferris, as president of Raymond Concrete Pile Co. succeeding William C. McMenimen, who will continue as chairman of the executive management committee of Construction Management & Engineering Associates, a combination of three contracting firms handling Air Force construction in France.

ELECTED: Charles E. Fry, of Los Angeles, as California Council of Architects president succeeding William Koblik, of Sacramento; Harry H. Salk, vice president of the American National Bank & Trust Co., as president of the Chicago Building Congress; Robert W. Purcell, vice president and counsel of the Allegheny Corp. and Chesapeake & Ohio, as president of Inves tors Diversified Services, Inc., large mortgage lenders, succeeding Earl E. Crabb, who continues as board chairman; Tal nadge C. Hughes, executive secretary of the Detroit AIA chapter and the Michigan society of Architects, as chairman of Michigan's Board of Registration for Architects, Professional Engineers and Land surveyors, succeeding Wells I. Bennett, FAIA, dean of Michigan University's college of architecture and design; Joseph H. Field, window and door department manager of Ceco Steel Products Corp., as Steel Window Institute board chairman.

Swiss Critic and Author Sigfried Giedion, "Space, Time and Architecture and Mechanization Takes Command) told a New York AIA chapter luncheon that the younger generation is architecture's biggest problem. Said Giedion: "We are dealing not with the new style but with a new attitude toward life. Three generations are required to build this into the architectural tradition of the 20th Century. The pioneers began let's say around 1910... .Wright's Larkin Building... or Gropius'agus factory, as you please. A second generation was required to put the work of the pioneers into general operation. A third generation will be required to get the blossoms." Giedion said the youngest generation is trying to close the gap between intellect and emotion that opened at the

What other floor gives you such beauty plus all these advantages!

* SPECIFICATIONS:
  9" x 9" net face hardwood blocks — easy to install
  3-ply cross-grain construction — when properly installed will not warp, buckle, cup or crack
  Selected oak face — ready finished
  Pressure bonded with marine-type glue — water-proof, climate-proof
  Grooved back anchors into adhesive — quiet and comfortable
  Blocks fit flush — without large, visible V-grooves
  Toxic impregnated — rot-proof and termite-proof
  Grooved back anchors into adhesive — quiet and comfortable
  Can be laid without special preparation on concrete slab — ideal for radiant heat

Use this coupon for free sample block and literature


Gentlemen: Please send sample block and literature to:

Firm Name

Address

City Zone State
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Successful restaurant operators everywhere have learned that modern revolving door entrances repay their cost in many ways—in these noted eating establishments, among others...

Howard Johnson Restaurants
Schraffi's
Horn & Hardart
Colonnade Restaurants
Pixley & Ehlers
Childs Restaurants
Toffenucci's Restaurants
Stouffer's Restaurants
Mike Fritzel's
Blackhawk
TofFenetti's Restaurants
Stouffer's Restaurants
Mike Fritzel's
Blackhawk

REVOLVING DOORS

CUT REDECORATING COSTS!

Revolving doors—"always open, always closed" keep out the dirt, the soot, the grime that cause frequent cleaning, painting and redecorating costs.

But cleaner interiors achieved at less cost are only one of the advantages of revolving doors. Unhealthy, uncomfortable drafts stop at the entrance. Heating and cooling costs, too, are slashed. Traffic flow is expedited. And high-revenue floor space becomes usable right up to the door, to minimize walkouts.

Not only in restaurants, but in many other applications, it is significant that more than half of all revolving door installations are replacements for swing doors. You can save money for your clients by including revolving doors in your original specifications. See our catalog in Sweet's for complete data.

MR. ARCHITECT—TAKE THIS ENTRANCE EXAMINATION about the doors you specify for your clients

YES NO

□ Is the entrance draft-free, avoiding discomfort for customers and employees?

□ Does the entrance prevent wasteful heat loss on cold blustery days?

□ With air conditioning, does the entrance keep out heat, to minimize operating costs?

□ Does the entrance assure orderly flow and prevent traffic jams during rush hours?

□ Is the floor space completely usable, right up to the entrance?

□ Does the entrance keep out dust and dirt, to reduce frequency of redecorating and cleaning, and merchandise spoilage in sales areas?

If your answer is NO to any of these questions, you owe it to yourself to investigate the profit possibilities of a revolving door entrance.

IN CANADA—International-Van Kannel Doors are available through Eastern Steel Products, Ltd., Toronto and Montreal.

DIED: W. Scott Blanchard, 51, board chairman of the Blanchard Lumber Co. of New York and Boston, March 16 in West Palm Beach; Charles F. Ackerman, 68, secretary of the New Jersey State Board of Architects and former architect with the New York City and Newark, N. J., boards of education, March 17 in Hillsdale, N. J.; Henry D. Bates, 86, founder in 1919 of The Brickbuilder later renamed Architectural Forum, of which he was publisher for about 10 years. March 21 in Concord, Mass.; Dr. John C. Parker, 73, former president of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers who directed design and construction of Brooklyn's 914,000-kilowatt Hudson Ave. steam-electric generating station, largest in the world, March 23 in Brooklyn; Bertram H. Lawrence, 70, US Steel vice president in charge of engineering, formerly associated with the American Bridge and American Steel and Wire subsidiaries, March 25 in Cleveland; James S. Whitney, 31, associate partner and son of Charles S. Whitney, of Ammann & Whitney, consulting engineers, March 27 at Nassau, the Bahamas; Frederic A. Delano, 89, city planner and uncle of the late President Franklin D. Roosevelt, one-time (1927-42) head of the old National Capitol Park and Planning Commission and chairman of the National Resources Planning Commission (1934-43), March 28 in Washington; Emory B. Jackson, 72, coordinating architect for Pittsburgh University's building program, formerly consulting architect for the University of Chicago and other colleges, March 31 in Pittsburgh; J. Gordon Turnbull, 62, design and construction consulting engineer for the Ford River Rouge plant, the workers' town at the Richland, Wash., atomic plant, a $130 million expansion program of Reynolds Metals Co., and other automobile plants for Pontiac, Buick and Packard, April 1 at Los Angeles; Gano Dunn, 82, president of J. G. White Corporation, former American Institute of Electrical Engineers president, April 10, in New York City.

(NEWS continued on p. 58)
AUTOTRONIC®
Without Attendant
ELEVATORING

SPEEEDS
NORMAL
DOOR
CLOSING

PREVENTS
DELAYS
AT
LANDINGS

The passenger is seldom aware of door movement

Autotronic—without attendant—Elevatoring closes elevator doors automatically with "electronic politeness". A zone of detection extends along, across and a short distance in front of the leading edges of both car and hoistway doors. The presence of passengers within the zone is detected electronically. This three-dimensional zone extends only a few inches in advance of the doors. Doors are stopped and reversed only when there is the possibility of interfering with passengers as they enter or leave the car.
Door closing is speeded. The closing action is so smooth, silent, and automatic that passengers are seldom aware of door movement.

If a talkative passenger delays door closing too long, the doors gently, but firmly, nudge him out of the doorway.

Autotronic—without attendant—Elevatoring saves up to $7,000 a car, each year. It is suitable for office buildings, department stores, hotels, and hospitals. Why not visit a new or modernized installation? Ask any of our 266 offices for details. Otis Elevator Company, 260 11th Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.

BETTER ELEVATORING IS THE BUSINESS OF OTIS
Why as the

TECHNICAL CENTER, National Malleable and Steel Castings Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Architects and Engineers: Dalton-Dalton Associates, Cleveland.
Structural Steel: Builders Structural Steel Corporation, Cleveland.

THE INSTALLATION of exterior Stainless Steel wall panels on the Structural Steel framework. The panels are mounted on 3" unequal-leg angle base girts on concrete. The elevated girts are 8" channels, located horizontally on 6' centers.
Structural Steel was chosen "backbone" of this new technical center

Sound engineering and economic reasons dictated the use of structural steel in the framing of the new office and laboratory building for the National Malleable and Steel Castings Company, at Cleveland, Ohio.

Structural steel is the most economical load-carrying material. It effectively resists tension, compression, shear, and torsion, and will withstand more abuse than other structural materials. Enclosed in buildings, steel will last indefinitely, for it requires no maintenance. Steel beams are fabricated indoors where weather cannot affect the quality of workmanship. And most important, steel can be erected in any weather where men can work. It is versatile in its various methods of erection—riveting, bolting, or welding. And complete visual inspection is possible, thus eliminating the human element in field work.

Here in the ultra-modern National Technical Center, the steel "backbone" supports 9000 square feet of insulated Stainless Steel wall panels, plus other exterior wall materials of concrete, face brick, concrete block, heat-absorbing corrugated glass block, and metal sash. Interior partitions consist of steel, concrete block, and plaster.

For further information on construction with steel, write to the United States Steel Corporation, 525 William Penn Place, Room 2812-M, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

See next page for further details of construction

U.S.S. STRUCTURAL STEEL

UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH
COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL DIVISION, SAN FRANCISCO
TENNESSEE COAL & IRON DIVISION, FAIRFIELD, ALA.
UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY DIVISION, WAREHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS
UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY, NEW YORK
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Insulated panels of U.S.S. 17 (Type 430) Stainless Steel and face brick make an eye-appealing combination on this elevation of the National Malleable and Steel Castings Company Technical Center. Glass block and corrugated glass are also used on the building.

**Bill of Material**

**STAINLESS STEEL PANELS AND FLASHINGS**

1. 1730 sq. ft. insulated "Q-Panels" (3 Section), 20 gauge, Type 430, #20 Special Finish.
2. 7449 sq. ft. uninsulated "Q-Panels" (3 Section), 20 gauge, Type 430, #20 Special Finish.
3. 32 Special Formed Mitered Corners—20 gauge, Type 430, #20 Special Finish.
4. 2 Special Formed Scuppers, 20 gauge Stainless Steel.
5. Approximately 3000 lin. ft. various formed up flashings—20 gauge, Type 430 Stainless Steel.
6. Approximately 750 pieces standard notched corrugated closers, 20 gauge, Type 430 Stainless Steel.

**STAINLESS STEEL FASTENERS**

1. 3/4" x 3" RHSS Bolts (Fasten Panels to Girts).
2. 3/8" x 1 1/2" RHSS BOLTS.
3. #12 x 3/4" RHSS Wood Screws.
Now being completed for National Malleable and Steel Castings Company, Cleveland, Ohio, this combination office and laboratory building demonstrates how effectively insulated panels of U.S.S 17 (Type 430) Stainless Steel can be combined with other wall materials.

In many previous applications, insulated Stainless Steel panels covered the entire exterior wall surface of the buildings, but here the architects have used this modern material in conjunction with face brick, glass block and heat-absorbing corrugated glass.

The new National Technical Center—with 18,400 square feet of office area and 14,012 square feet of laboratory area—is of concrete and steel frame construction. Stainless Steel panels cover approximately 9,000 square feet of surface.

Since the structure is completely air-conditioned, the low heat transmission coefficient ("U" factor) of these insulated panels is extremely important. And insulated panels of Stainless Steel have a host of other advantages to recommend them—striking beauty, superior corrosion resistance, freedom from costly maintenance, quick erection without regard to weather conditions, and an initial cost well in line with comparable materials.

For full information on this modern material of construction, send for our new book containing the latest data on construction with panels of U.S.S 17 Stainless Steel. Use the coupon below.

United States Steel Corporation
253 William Penn Place, Room 2311-X
Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

□ Please send me your new booklet on U.S.S 17 Stainless Steel for industrial buildings.

□ Please arrange to have fabricators of Stainless Steel wall panels send me literature on their particular type of construction.

Name

Address

City

State

United States Steel produces only the Stainless Steel sheet and strip from which panels of this type are made; the panels themselves are fabricated by a number of our customers.
Why Corrosion Costs You More Than Wrought Iron...

When you see a pipe repair job in progress, the economy of using durable material becomes obvious. Original installations are quickly made by pipe fitters. But repairs call for hours of work by as many as five crafts: pipe fitter, mason, carpenter, plasterer, painter.

Thousands of users in every industry are finding the profitable answer in Byers Wrought Iron pipe. They know that "cost per year of service" is the only true measure of economy. Service records have proved that Byers Wrought Iron pipe is still good after serving three or four times longer in areas where vulnerable pipe has failed.

Write for details.

A. M. Byers Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

BYERS WROUGHT IRON PIPE

TEST HOUSE No. 1, 3,500' from last month's test atom blast at Yucca Flat, was splintered into this pile of rubble, but . . .

Underground shelter intact only 1,250' from atom blast

For architects, probably the most cheering aspect of the March 17 atomic bomb tests in Nevada was the clear indication they provided that the new administration intends to put more emphasis on civil defense.

The day after the test nuclear device shattered two test houses at Yucca Flat, President Eisenhower ordered a reappraisal of the nation's civilian defense structure. Construction of protective shelters, it appeared, would remain far down the priority list but at least public interest in the subject was stirred. That was a first step.

The vulnerable house. Detailed technical analyses of the blast were kept under security wraps, but from Architect Bernis E. Brazier of Salt Lake City, AIA's official observer, and other witnesses, there emerged this story of what a bomb only 3/4 as powerful as that used at Nagasaki did to wood frame homes considered typical of US dwellings:

- An underground shelter only 1,250' from "ground zero" was undamaged, and dummies in it were undisturbed. This was the kind of shelter that could be built in a yard with an entrance from the basement and an escape exit to the open. It had cinder block walls, a concrete slab roof of unspecified thickness, 3' of earth on top.
- Of the two $18,000 six-room colonial test houses, dwelling No. 1, at 3,500' from ground zero, was blown off its foundations, crushed into charred, radioactive kindlings, as expected. In the basement, however, a $40 wooden sloping shelter strong enough to carry the debris from the structure's collapse was found intact (see cuts). As with the underground refuge 1,350' from the blast, officials stressed that the shelter had provided structural protection, but not necessarily protection from radioactivity.
- House No. 2, at 7,500' from ground zero

(continued on p. 62)
In this modern 14-story building in downtown Indianapolis, with its attractive features for home living, 416 Johnson-controlled, year-around air conditioning units provide “tenant selected” room-by-room, all-weather comfort in each apartment. A Johnson T-271 Heating-Cooling Thermostat is located in each unit, with its temperature bulb mounted close behind the recirculating grille to respond quickly to the average temperature of the air entering the unit. Thus, a Johnson V-145 valve on the hot and cold water supply to each unit is operated to determine automatically the heating or cooling effect to be applied.

In addition to the individual room control, there is comprehensive Johnson Master Control, behind the scenes, to regulate the temperatures and humidities for the two large primary air systems which supply the individual room units.

Six Johnson-controlled, year-around air conditioning systems serve the first floor stores and shops to provide the ultimate in customer comfort. A must in modern merchandising!

Let a Johnson engineer from a nearby branch office answer your temperature control problems, large or small. A talk with him involves no obligation. Ask him to call at any time. JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY, Milwaukee 2, Wisconsin. Direct Branch Offices in Principal Cities.
Rolling Metal Doors

Provide Removable Dividing Wall in School Gymnasium!

Rolling Metal Doors with movable mullions prove to be ideal for a removable dividing wall in the gymnasium of a modern high school. In this particular installation, four power operated rolling doors are employed in the main floor area ... two more power operated rolling doors are employed to divide the balcony on either side of the gymnasium floor, thus dividing the gymnasium into two entirely separate parts—which is desirable on many occasions in present-day usage. All visible parts of the six rolling doors, were manufactured in aluminum. Similar installations can be made in stainless steel, or in enamel coated galvanized steel which may be painted after erection to harmonize with a general decorative scheme. For high quality Rolling Metal Doors, and Underwriters' Labeled Rolling Steel Fire Doors and window Shutters, see Mahon's Insert in Sweet's Files, or write for Catalog G-53. Inquiries relative to special purpose doors, and installations such as the one illustrated here, should be addressed to the home office in Detroit for prompt attention.

THE R. C. MAHON COMPANY
Detroit 34, Michigan • Chicago 4, Illinois • Representatives in all Principal Cities
Manufacturers of Rolling Steel Doors, Grilles, and Automatic Closing Underwriters' Labeled Rolling Steel Doors and Fire Shutters; Insulated Metal Walls and Wall Panels; Steel Deck for Roofs, Partitions, and Permanent Concrete Floor Forms.
BUILT-UP SADDLES ELIMINATED

Built-up saddles are eliminated in Steel Deck Roofs. Purlins can be set to create valleys at sump locations in the drainage area. Steel Deck can be warped to conform. No additional deck plates are required—no cutting, fitting or bending necessary.

STILL THE MOST ECONOMICAL, PERMANENT, FIRESAFE ROOF AVAILABLE TODAY!

Steel Deck roofs a greater percentage of new construction year after year... and there's a reason for this growing preference. It lies in the following definite advantages not common to other types of roof construction: Steel Deck can be installed in any kind of weather—no waiting for materials to dry... it can be insulated to the exact degree to meet "U" Factor requirements in any given locality without regard to structural properties... and, most important, Steel Deck's light weight permits substantial savings in the supporting structure—total dead load, including insulation and waterproofing material, is less than any other type of permanent roof construction. Mahon Steel Deck is available in Galvanized Steel, Galvanized Enamel Coated Steel, or Enamel Coated Black Steel. Stiffening ribs are vertical—no angular or horizontal surfaces where troublesome dust may accumulate. In the enamel coating process, the metal is chemically cleaned, phosphated, and treated with a chromic acid solution to provide paint bond, and the protective coating of synthetic enamel is baked on at 350° F. prior to roll-forming. These Mahon features warrant your consideration when selecting Steel Deck for any project. See Sweet's Files for complete information, construction details and specifications, or write for Catalogs B-53-A and B.

THE R. C. MAHON COMPANY
Detroit 34, Michigan  Chicago 4, Illinois  Representatives in all Principal Cities

Manufacturers of Steel Deck for Roofs, Partitions, and Permanent Concrete Floor Forms; Insulated Metal Walls of Aluminum, Stainless or Galvanized Steel; Insulated Metal Wall Panels; Rolling Steel Doors, Grilles, and Underwriters' Labeled Rolling Steel Doors and Fire Shutters.
Why the contractor likes to install
"Buffalo" PC Cabinets

When "Buffalo", more than twenty years ago, first offered sectionalized "PC" comfort conditioning cabinets, to industry and commerce, there was little competition.

Designed to provide a practical factory-made unit for year-round air conditioning, these cabinets were quick to catch the favor of both users and contractors. Today we have heating, cooling, cleaning, humidifying and de-humidifying or combinations of these functions in a die-stamped sectionalized cabinet which (1) is easily knocked down to be moved thru normal building openings; (2) is assembled at low cost; (3) has quiet, mixed flow fans, mounted on oversized vibrationless hollow shafts; (4) has outside, easily lubricated bearings; (5) is adapted to quick economical insulations; (6) has Aerofin coils, the world's best; and (7) stays on the job.

No wonder the contractor likes to install "PC" Cabinets! And no wonder users like them. They have the "Q" Factor*. You can buy less for less, but not more for more!

"Buffalo" Sales Representatives are anxious to help you make the right selection.

* The "Q" Factor—The built-in Quality which provides trouble-free satisfaction and long life.
STEEL STRUCTURES fabricated and erected by ALLIED ...dot the skyline

- Throwing factory buildings; tall office buildings; huge bridges over mighty rivers; retail store buildings; buildings for schools, colleges, sports, and hospitals; super highway freeways... are all regular jobs for Allied. Where-ever steel is to be fabricated and erected, Allied's three large fabricating shops are equipped to deliver on time. Typical of the states where structures are in process or recently completed are the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Tonnage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>46601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>31641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>22168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>17801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>16973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>14720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>13118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>9630</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Tonnage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>3740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>5851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>5700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>5649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>4878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan</td>
<td>4409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>3980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>3496</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Tonnage United States Export 227163 4665
Grand Total Tonnage 231828

NOTE: A twelve-page calendar for 1953 is available upon request. It illustrates some of the newest projects. Please use your company letterhead in writing for it.

Clinton Bridge Corporation
Gage Structural Steel Corporation
Midland Structural Steel Corporation

Send your plans and specifications to be estimated.
now FIAT offers
a complete new line of

**toilet compartments**

FIAT engineering has developed a new type construction that results in streamlined beauty with increased strength and durability.

FIAT, and only FIAT has solid wood cores (see inset) between the new vo sheets of steel in the pilasters where superior strength is needed. This is an exclusive feature in the Aristo Ceiling Hung and the Aristo Floor Supported Compartments. Other FIAT exclusives are new thief proof screws, concealed type finish, and newly designed chrome-plated hardware parts. FIAT compartments are made of the finest stretcher leveled furniture steel, either cold rolled or bonderized-galvanized. They are finished with a primer coat and two coats of baked-on durable enamel in white or any combination of eight colors, producing a beautiful two-tone effect.

Made by

FIAT METAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
THREE COMPLETE PLANTS—ECONOMY • CONVENIENCE • SERVICE

**SPECIFY**
FIAT FOR—
• Price
• Quality
• Appearance
• Adaptability
• Prompt Delivery

SEE SWEET'S
ARCHITECTURAL
....or write for our complete NEW CATALOG

Included in the new line are:
Aristo Ceiling Hung Compartments
Aristo Floor Supported Compartments
Duro Flush Type Compartments
Permo Panel Type Compartments
Junior Size Compartments
Hospital Cubicles
Dressing Compartments

FIAT METAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Long Island City 1 New York
Franklin Park, Ill. (Chicago Suburb)
Los Angeles 63 California
In Canada: Porcelain and Metal Products, Ltd., Orillia, Ontario

Regional codes spreading
NAHB boosts BOCA's rules

Directors of three major regional building codes were stunned last month at a paradoxical recommendation of NAHB Code Committee Chairman E. J. Burke, Jr., to "walk off the trend toward adoption of a national code." Burke proposed adopting the basic code of the Building Officials Conference of America as NAHB's national code. Protested Southern Building Code Congress Director M. L. Clement: "A regional code is the only answer for sound and saving in construction costs. . . It certainly does not rest with a national building code. For over 40 years we have had . . ." (continued on p. 61)

HOW REGIONAL CODES SPREAD IN '52

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code or Code</th>
<th>Inception</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>City Increase Total Per cent</th>
<th>adoptions since 1/2 (million)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Coast Bldg.</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nat. Board of Fire</td>
<td>1925</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwriters . . . . . 1925</td>
<td>1946</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Bldg. Code</td>
<td>1945</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congress . . . . . . 1945</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>1,555</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bldg. Officials Confer- ence of Amer. . . 1950</td>
<td>6/51</td>
<td>726</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Safety first...
Service always

Long-lasting static-conductive flooring
reduces danger of explosion in operating rooms

Ignition of flammable gases caused by electrostatic spark discharges to floors in operating rooms can be virtually eliminated by installing new static-conductive flooring manufactured of VINYLITE Brand Resins.

Safety of this VINYLITE Resin flooring is evidenced by an official report stating "Bi-monthly check is made on these floors. The resistance has remained constant at 100,000 ohms." This is well within the safe practice limits as specified by the National Fire Protective Association.

Special service, fine appearance, and ease of maintenance make VINYLITE Resin flooring preferred everywhere. Resilient, easy on the feet, quiet... these floors are quickly installed without serious interruption of services.

The non-porous surface of VINYLITE Resin tile resists scratching and scuffing and is also resistant to ether, alcohol, acetone, iodine, blood, acids, alkalis, and similar materials encountered in hospital operating rooms. It can be cleaned with any soap or detergent.

These qualities make VINYLITE Brand Resins exceptionally useful for hundreds of other products for home, business, defense and basic industries.
Will the Building You Design in 1953 Have 1900 Structural Floors?

The 1900 Floor
...a monolithic slab

Heavy solid masonry with only occasional conduits set in. Wiring changes costly, inconvenient and extremely limited.

The 1953 floor
Robertson Q-Floor

Light-weight strong cellular steel floor with concrete fill for leveling purpose only. Installation is quick and outlets are available every 6 inches of the floor's exposed surface.

Q-Floor provides truly modern structural floor construction because it permits quick change of electrical outlets at 6-inch intervals over the entire building. This effectively eases the time and expense of moving equipment and partitions. The advantages of Q-Floor on the construction job are many, and add up to lighter weight and resulting lower cost. Then too, Q-Floor speeds construction which results in earlier occupancy. When you design a new building, you'll find it will pay dividends to insist on Q-Floor and stave off obsolescence in the years to come. Write for literature.

the finest buildings in the country have . . .

Q-FLOOR

A product of H. H. ROBERTSON COMPANY

2403 Farmers Bank Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Offices in All Principal Cities in the United States and Canada
World-Wide Building Service
Series 277 combines 4-way directional grille with opposed blade damper. This provides both maximum directional control and positive volume control. Opposed blade dampers supply uniform distribution of air over entire grille face.

REGISTER

FRAMES ... Heavy gauge cold-rolled steel. One piece.
BORDER ... 1¾" beveled edge.
LOUVERS ... Streamlined. Smooth as glass. Solid section.
LOUVER DEPTH ... ¾". Assures positive air deflection.
SCREW HOLES ... Countersunk for No. 6 screws. Spaced ½" on center from outer edge of border.
FINISH ... Gray lacquer primer as standard. Other finishes available at slight extra cost.
GASKET ... ¼" sponge rubber.
ADJUSTMENT ... Individual louver adjustment for front and center set of louvers. Opposed acting damper blades in rear are key operated.

REQUEST YOUR FREE COPY NOW, including all specification and engineering data plus facts on construction, performance and selection of outlets.

CHECK TYPE OF GRILLE ON WHICH INFORMATION IS DESIRED
☐ Air conditioning outlets
☐ Return air grilles and registers
☐ Volume controllers
☐ Perforated metal and ornamental grilles
☐ Door ventilators
☐ Special made-to-order grilles

TITUS MANUFACTURING CORP., WATERLOO, IOWA
☐ Rush information on Series 277.
☐ Send complete New 1953 catalog.
☐ Send literature on above checked items.

NAME__________________________________________
ADDRESS__________________________
CITY____________________STATE__________
specify the new miller Lexington

for correct school lighting

The new Miller LEXINGTON—a distinct advance in school lighting—gives you correct lighting of high efficiency and extremely low brightness—lighting that eliminates eye strain and improves physical well being of students. It provides it at L. O. C. (low overall cost)—through engineering features that make for easier, quicker installation, and materially reduce cost of maintenance, making it more economical over the years. You get more value for your lighting dollars.

Write for Lexington and L. O. C. Folder

Miller has a complete line of Fluorescent, Mercury and Incandescent luminaires, covering a wide range of industrial and commercial lighting requirements. Nation-wide Service is available through Miller field engineers and distributors.

THE miller COMPANY
SINCE 1864
meriden, conn.

the same thoughts on national codes. None of them has succeeded. . . . There is only one basis for unification of building codes and that is on physical properties, such as live loads. . . . Climatic factors play an important part [making a national code impractical]. . . . The quicker everyone realizes this the better will be the codes for the building industry.

Climate arguments. BOCA itself, incidentally, belongs to the Joint Committee on Building Codes, which similarly proclaims that “climatic conditions and other factors may justify differences in requirements in different regions.” And in turn, the Joint Committee has been aided by the US Chamber of Commerce, which also urges local communities to study all four major codes, does not single out any for special recommendation. Burke’s home city of San Antonio, Tex. (pop. 450,000) is the biggest operating under the Pacific Coast Building Officials Conference.

Mounting adoptions. Since FORUM’s survey a year ago (Feb., ’52, News) the four major regional codes have gained 191 new adherents, the National Electric and Plumbing Codes 1,844 more. Survey highlights:

PCBOC—All Atomic Energy Commission locations use the PCBOC code, which also is the official code of Japan, according to Managing Secretary Hal C. Colling. Since Jan., 1952 it has been adopted by San Diego and Berkeley, Calif.; Spokane; Tacoma; Tucson, Ariz.; Fairbanks, Alaska, and Wayne County, Mich. (the last also reported adopting the BOCA code).

SBCC—This code is reducing southern construction costs “beyond imagination,” claims Director Clement. New subscribers: Birmingham, Ala.; Nashville and Knoxville, Tenn.; Roanoke, Va.; thirty-two other ratifications are pending.

BOCA—Basic Building Code Correlator George E. Strehan reported distribution of 8,000 copies of the BOCA code since publication in Sept., 1950, ratification by a total of 125 communities (Detroit and St. Paul pending), and association membership in 500 municipalities.

Fire underwriters’ stand. Largest cities adopting the National Board of Fire Underwriters code since Jan., 1952 were Charleston, S. C.; Englewood and Westfield, N. J.; Burlington, Vt.; Enid, Okla.; Bellport, Miss. In February, NBFU also distributed answers it gave last fall to a series of questions an American Municipal Assn. committee asked about community fire insurance rating procedures, including, this exchange:

"Is there any valid reason for insisting on the National Building Code? Are not some other codes equally good? Does not NBFU discourage the improvement of other codes by insisting on use of its own code?

"The other . . . codes are not a substitute for

(continued on p. 72)
You see all the floor in a rest room with a fixture-bare floor


WALL-TYPE FIXTURES
Installed With and Supported By
ZURN
ENGINEERED CARRIER SYSTEMS
Make Possible Fixture-Bare Floors

An installation of off-the-floor plumbing fixtures effects many substantial savings in construction costs; permits lower ceilings and more flexibility in planning rest rooms; requires less space for walls; permits use of any type wall and floor construction; leaves entire floor area intact thereby lifting sanitation to a new high and reducing maintenance of cleanliness to an all-time low, and simplifies piping layout. Important savings in quantity of materials and in time costs can thus be obtained when rest rooms are specified to have fixture-bare floors. Insist on wall-type plumbing fixtures installed with and supported by Zurn Engineered Carrier Systems and you will protect your client's investment against untimely obsolescence.

J. A. ZURN MFG. CO. ERIE, PA., U. S. A.
PLUMBING DIVISION
Sales Offices in All Principal Cities
Pre-eminent Manufacturer of Sanitary Products for the Protection of Human Health and Modern Structures
In Canada: Canadian Zurn Engineering Ltd., Montreal, P. Q.

Write For Booklet Entitled "You Can Build It and Maintain It For Less A NEW WAY". It contains up-to-date factual information for planning modern rest rooms.
Architect M. J. Lahr says:

"To facilitate speedy, economical design and erection, we specified Truscon "O-T" Steel Joists, Steel Casements and Double-Hung Windows for the Rorick Apartment Building, at Omaha, Nebraska."

Rorick Apartments, Omaha, Neb.
M. J. Lahr, Architect
Rorick Construction Co., Contractors

- Big news in Omaha is the imposing new eleven-story Rorick Apartments. It illustrates the architectural distinction and the operating efficiency possible with Truscon Steel Building Products, and with one sure source for such diverse commodities as "O-T" Steel Joists and Double-Hung Steel Windows and Casements.

Truscon "O-T" Open Truss Steel Joists speed construction. Complete shop fabrication, absence of form work and minimum of field work, all make steel joists the most rapidly-erected fire-resistant construction. They are self-sustaining. Any number of floors can be erected at one time, with joists used as working platforms to speed other building operations.

Truscon Steel Windows of all types go in fast. They're delivered completely factory-assembled. Truscon Series 138 Double-Hung Steel Windows, completely weatherstripped in stainless steel, for the living rooms afford maximum comfort on the coldest days; Truscon Residence Casements in the sun rooms provide maximum ventilation in the summer weather.

You'll find complete details and specifications on all Truscon Steel Building Products in Sweet's; or, write us for illustrated literature.

TRUSCON STEEL DIVISION
REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION
1102 ALBERT STREET
YOUNGSTOWN 1, OHIO
TRUSCON® a name you can build on
By choosing Careystone Corrugated, Westinghouse made sure of low maintenance costs and absolute fire safety for the lifetime of their new TV-radio plant at Metuchen, N.J. For Careystone never needs preservative treatment, will not rot, rust, corrode or burn... actually gains in strength with exposure to weather. Careystone resists termites and rodents, too. And its attractive, natural gray color saves painting expense.

Careystone is made of virtually indestructible asbestos and Portland cement, corrugated for great structural strength. It is quick, inexpensive and easy to erect. Comes in big 42" x 8' sheets that cover fast. Can be applied over steel or wood framing; sawed to fit irregular areas.

Careystone is suitable for exterior or interior walls, partitions, storage buildings, to highlight a few uses. If you plan a new plant, or addition, give serious thought to the advantages only Careystone can deliver. Ask your Carey Industrial Sales Engineer for the latest Careystone Corrugated Manual No. 52—84 fact-filled, money saving pages. Or, write on your letterhead for a copy today. Address Dept. AF-4.
WALL HYDRANTS
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This Siamese minimizes projections from face of building. Body, with per valves, can be inside or even built into wall. Extra heavy bronze, provides the most economical last for life of building.

FULL SELECTION OF MANUFACTURING CO.

Architects and Engineers

lasts for life of building. built into wall. Extra heavy bronze, provides the most economical last for life of building.

Para 1:

Utility codes spread. Smooth sailing marked the spreading adoption of the National Electric and Plumbing codes. The electric code was adopted in Cleveland. San Antonio and throughout all of Massachusetts (except Boston). The plumbing code was ratified in Jacksonville, Miami and St. Petersburg, Fla.; Abilene and Emporia, Kans.; Baton Rouge, La.; and Phoenix, Ariz. Denver adopted both.

Following New York's lead, New Jersey was completing the work of a state code (reported closely following the BOCA code) that municipalities could adopt by reference. California received a report on a four-year study of conflicting and over-lapping building laws by a legislative committee headed by Pasadena Assemblyman A. I. Stewart. A ten-man commission, including an architect, engineer and contractor was recommended. Its first task: to start preparing a state building regulation code.

Building officials training course starts in Detroit

The first "in-service" training course for building officials in the US started Feb. 26 in Detroit, jointly sponsored by Wayne University and the Building Officials Conference of Michigan. Based on teaching materials prepared by Syracuse University's Dr. Spencer Parratt with an HFFA research grant, the course was being taught by professors in Wayne's department of public administration.

First lectures, frankly experimental, dealt with the legal aspects of building department administration, including such topics as: judicial remedies for private citizens and building officials; legal background of regulations; zoning compliance; plan checking. Enrolled were 100 local building officials from the Detroit area, who paid a nominal, $5 registration fee. Building men hoped other universities would begin similar courses.

NEWS

Call the Office Nearest you for Prompt Reynolds Aluminum Service to Architects

Akron 8, Ohio, 105 State Building, Menloch 4770
Albuquerque, New Mexico, 3023, Central Avenue, S.W., 2-9290
Allentown, Pennsylvania, 507 W. B. Blvd., 546 Hamlin St., S-444
Atlanta 3, Georgia, 1561 Spring Street, N.W., Atwood 8221
Baltimore 18, Maryland, Federal Land Bank Building, Hopkins 9801
Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 2110 Brown-Max Building, 4-4641
Birmingham, Alabama, 1120 Brown-Max Building, 4-4641
Boston 16, Massachusetts, 401 Summer Street Building, Liberty 7-909
Buffalo 3, New York, 1118 Rand Building, Washington 2606
Camden, New Jersey, P.O. Box 208, 5th & Cooper Sts., Woodside 4-9200
Charlotte 2, North Carolina, Suite 102, 205 So. Church Street, 6-8141
Chicago 11, Illinois, 1000 Wrigley Building, Whitehall 6-2200
Cincinnati 6, Ohio, 2555 Gilbert Avenue, Capitol 3400
Cleveland, Ohio, 1111 Lakes Building, 2-9714
Columbus 2, Ohio, 324 Grandview Avenue, Room 225, Kingwood 6-142
Dallas 1, Texas, Cedar Springs-Farmington Building, Riverside 3-142
Dayton 2, Ohio, 305 Eleven W. Monument Building, onion 6434
Denver 2, Colorado, 639 Continental Oil Building, Main 6141
Des Moines, Iowa, 310 Des Moines Building, 6-1906
Detroit 2, Michigan, 1010 Fisher Building, Trinity 1-8000
Erie, Pennsylvania, 1057 E. Daniel Baldwin Building, 2-7281
Evansville 8, Indiana, 100 North Main Street, 2-3211
Fresno, California, 844 Blackstone Avenue, 2-2352
Grand Rapids 9, Michigan, Beverly and Porter Streets, 3-0516
Harrisburg, Pa., Room 202, 25 N. Duke Street, York, York 6-1906
Hartford, Connecticut, 395 Albany Avenue, 6-3532
Hudson, Massachusetts, 500 Atwood Street, Suite No. 6, Jastine 5156
Indianapolis, Indiana, 1003 North Meridian Street, Hickory 7507
Kansas City 2, Missouri, 297 Plaza Theatre Building, Jefferson 5046
Little Rock, Arkansas, 319 Commercial National Bank Building, 6-4404
Los Angeles 5, California, 501 South Armitage, Dunkirk 8-7135
Louisville 2, Kentucky, 2700 South Third Street, Calhoun 4731
Miami, Florida, 1605 Congress Building, 8-4609
Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin, 1412 Jefferson Building, Marquette 4-1035
Minneapolis 3, Minnesota, 202 Wesley Temple Building, Filmore 4-640
Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin, 1412 Jefferson Building, Marquette 4-1035
Minneapolis 3, Minnesota, 202 Wesley Temple Building, Filmore 4-640
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Camden, Lombard 3-8200
Phoenix, Arizona, P.O. Box 2279, 3500 W. Van Buren, 1-1711
Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania, 3210 Grant Building, 1-3445
Portland, Oregon, 315 S.W. 12th Avenue, Room No. 315, Ketterer 9-2474
Richmond 19, Virginia, Fifth and Cary Streets, 2-7941
Rochester 4, New York, 512 Temple Building, Hamilton 6250
Saginaw Michigan, 702 Second National Bank Building, 5-2136
Salt Lake City 1, Utah, 22 South Main, 5-4216
St. Louis 6, Missouri, 4144 Lindell Boulevard, Franklin 2000
San Diego 5, California, 418 Land Title Building, Main 5-1346
San Francisco 3, California, 1226 Folsom Street, Klondike 2-3076
Seattle 5, Washington, 1084 Westlake Avenue North, Alder 6566
South Bend, Indiana, 106 S. Notre Dame Avenue, 2-6673
Tampa 2, Florida, 523 Stewart's Professional Building, 2-2286
Toledo 2, Ohio, 1220 Madison Avenue, Room 213, Garfield 2286
Tulsa 14, Oklahoma, 214 Boulder Building, 5-1400
Washington 6, D.C., 503 Center Building, National 5216
Wichita 2, Kansas, 304 Wheeler-Kelly-Hagy Building, 4-5976
Youngstown 12, Ohio, 5621 Market Street, 2-1913
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THE MAGAZINE OF BUILDING
SERVICE
REYNOLDS ALUMINUM to Architects

Where and When You Want It

MODERN DESIGN HAS ALUMINUM IN MIND

Design Folio
A completely new manual on architectural aluminum with drawings for direct tracing.
Please request on business letterhead.

For quick reference see catalog in Sweet's File.

Be sure to see "Mr. Peepers" every Sunday night, 7:30 EST, NBC-TV;
hear "Fibber McGee and Molly" every Tuesday night, 9:30 EST & PST, NBC.

Capable, experienced Reynolds Architect Service Representatives are available without obligation for assistance on your aluminum design problems. This nation-wide service is Reynolds way of saying, "Here's help toward getting the very most from aluminum." It's proof that Reynolds is keeping pace with architects' demands on aluminum to achieve a wide variation of expression ... in aluminum's many logical applications.

To gain the most from aluminum's advantages, also include standard aluminum products in your planning. Reynolds distributors, with complete stocks of architectural aluminum mill products are located across the country. Names of aluminum building products manufacturers will be furnished on request.

Reynolds Metals Company,
2528 South Third Street,
Louisville 1, Kentucky.
This large coal breaker, roofed and sided with Johns-Manville Corrugated Transite, will provide many years of fire safety and low cost maintenance.

Johns-Manville Corrugated Transite effectively protects the delicate instruments in this new airport control tower from the effects of severe weather conditions and fire.

You build economically and quickly with these versatile fireproof and weatherproof asbestos building sheets

In the past quarter century, Johns-Manville Corrugated Transite has proven an ideal material for roofs and for sidewalls of industrial, commercial, institutional and agricultural buildings. Made of asbestos and cement, the large sheets are easy to handle, go up quickly with a minimum of framing. Practically indestructible, Corrugated Transite is fireproof, rotproof, weatherproof, needs no paint or special treatment to preserve it, and can be salvaged and re-used if necessary.

Today, Corrugated Asbestos Transite is also used increasingly for smart interiors ... the streamlined corrugations and attractive shadow lines that give it such unusual architectural appeal for exteriors offer unlimited interior design possibilities.

Investigate J-M Corrugated Asbestos Transite and learn how you can build quickly and easily ... have an attractive, long-lasting, trouble-free structure regardless of size or purpose. For complete details write Johns-Manville, Box 158, Dept. AF, New York 16, N. Y. In Canada write 199 Bay Street, Toronto, Ontario.
Architectural firm tells why it always specifies CERTIFIED BALLASTS for fluorescent lighting

Fulton, Krinsky & DelaMotte, prominent Cleveland architectural firm specializing in schools, requests CERTIFIED BALLASTS in all fluorescent fixtures they specify.

Mr. Barton Quarm, their electrical engineer, says, "We always specify Certified Ballasts because we want trouble-free installations. Client satisfaction is assured by using Certified Ballasts."

More and more CERTIFIED BALLASTS are being specified and used because CERTIFIED BALLASTS assure—

- **Full Lamp Life**
- **Rated Light Output**
- **Maximum Ballast Life**

CERTIFIED BALLASTS are made to precise specifications, then tested by Electrical Testing Laboratories, Inc., which certifies they conform to these high standards.

Write for complete information on the types of CERTIFIED BALLASTS available from each participating manufacturer.

Participation in the CERTIFIED BALLAST program is open to any manufacturer who complies with the requirements of CERTIFIED BALLAST MANUFACTURERS.

**CERTIFIED BALLAST MANUFACTURERS**

Makers of Certified Ballasts for Fluorescent Lighting

2116 KEITH BLDG., CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
Construction costs go down everytime you fit FOLODOOR into your plans. This famous fabric-covered folding door makes every cubic foot of space accessible and usable...provides wonderful new flexibility...allows new variations in room arrangements. It saves on total floor space required, saves wall or partition costs, saves on painting, trimming and hardware.

FOLODOOR is attractive, too—adds new beauty to every room, in doorway, hallway or as a wall. Its trim, pleat lines...the cornice top...the beautiful fabrics all lend distinction to any interior.

FOLODOOR belongs in every type, every size construction. For further information, see Sweet's Catalog or write for detailed specifications. Holcomb & Hoke Mfg. Co., 1545 Van Buren St., Indianapolis 7, Indiana.

ONLY FOLODOOR GIVES YOU ALL THESE...
- Rugged steel frame, welded rods and rigid hinge-plates
- Vinyl plastic coverings, easy to clean
- Exclusive Multi-V design—with centerline support—requires less stack space
- Curved, soundproof, switch-type and mechanically-operated models available
- Backed by 56 years of engineering and manufacturing experience

EVENTS

Association of State Planning & Development Agency's 8th annual conference, Apr. 20-22, Bond Hotel, Hartford.


Royal Architectural Institute of Canada's annual assembly, Apr. 23-25, Royal York Hotel, Toronto.

Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute's annual meeting, Apr. 27-May 2, Carolina Hotel, Pinehurst, N. C.

New garden for The Museum of Modern Art, New York, will open Apr. 29. Designed by Philip C. Johnson, a 175' x 100' sunken court will provide a variety of areas and backgrounds specifically suited to the outdoor display of different kinds of sculpture.

Scholarships—American Institute of Steel Construction will award ten $1,000 scholarships in 1953 to high school seniors who wish to become civil or architectural engineers. Applications accepted to Apr. 30. For information write AISC, 101 Park Ave., N. Y. 17.

8th International Hospital Congress, May 25-30, at Church House, Great Smith St., Westminster, London.

Canadian Hospital Council, May 18-20, at the Chateau Laurier, Ottawa, Ontario.

National Association of Building Owners & Managers' 46th annual convention, June 7-11, Pittsburgh.

Boston Art Festival for 1953, presenting painting and sculpture by leading New England artists, will be held on eight full days and evenings, June 7-14, at the Public Garden. Festival office: 250 Boylston St., Boston.

National Store Modernization, Building & Maintenance Show, Madison Square Garden, New York, June 9-12.


Forest Products Research Society's 7th annual meeting June 15-17, Memphis, Tenn.


American Society for Testing Materials' annual meeting, June 21-25, Chalfonte-Haddon Hall, Atlantic City.

Competition—in connection with 4th Centenary of the city of Sao Paulo, next winter, an international exhibition of architecture will be held at the Sao Paulo Museum of Modern Art. Open to architects of all nationalities and to officially recognized schools. Awards in 11 categories, with a special prize to a young (under 35) architect and to a school. Submissions no later than July 15. For information, address: II Biennal do Museu de Arte Moderno de Sao Paulo, Rua 7 de Abril 250, Sao Paulo, Brazil.

National Association of Real Estate Boards' annual convention, Los Angeles, Nov. 8-14.
HOW TO PROVIDE FOR EXPANSION

in watertight, flat seam copper roofing

Flat roofing presents a special expansion-contraction problem because seams must be soldered to be watertight—and yet the metal should be allowed to expand or contract freely with changes in temperature.

This drawing illustrates how this problem can be met by dividing the roof into rectangular areas approximately 40-ft. square, separated by expansion battens with expansible intersections. This permits contraction or expansion of the copper to or from the center of each rectangle without causing excessive stress.

Note the construction of the expansible cover which caps the intersection and is soldered to the expansion battens. Note, also, the methods of finishing the roof edge for various types of building design.

Do you have the FREE Anaconda file of drawings?

Each drawing shows a new or improved way to apply sheet metal. Each is printed on a separate 8½ x 11-inch page, handy for quick-reference filing. This entire series may be obtained absolutely FREE. Write today for Portfolio S to The American Brass Company, Waterbury 20, Conn. In Canada: Anaconda American Brass Ltd., New Toronto, Ontario.

for better sheet metal work—

use

ANAConDA® COPPER
Seattle's Efficient
MODERN SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
Equipped with POWERS Temperature Control

Taxpayers in Seattle may well be proud of this attractive building for it is an outstanding example of the trend to provide school executives with facilities as efficient and modern as the schools under their supervision.

In the executive offices, conference rooms, library, audio-visual, child guidance, medical service and P. T. A. divisions, cafeteria, 200-seat auditorium and other spaces right-tempered-air is assured by a Powers Pneumatic Control System.

Architects: J. Lister Holmes & Associates
Engineers: Marius Anderson & Associates
All of Seattle, Wash.

Powers Pneumatic Systems of Temperature Control
... prevent OVER-heated rooms. Greater comfort, lower fuel bills and many years of dependable service make Powers control a highly profitable investment. Contact our nearest office for help in solving your temperature control problems.
Another Outstanding Modern High School

Powers Controlled

Among the many economical features included in the unique four story $3,000,000 Bishop DuBourg High School is a Powers pneumatic system of temperature control.

Superiority of Powers Unit Ventilator Control here will not only provide greater comfort but will hold down operating costs. Its continuous dependable operation is due to the basic simplicity of Powers Low-Limit Airstream Thermostats. They need no auxiliary devices to supplement their accurate control of Unit Ventilator discharge temperatures. Their adjustable sensitivity gives precise control.

Powers control of unit ventilators and convectors results in greater comfort and fuel economy. With today's high fuel cost Powers temperature control is a more profitable investment than ever before.

When problems of temperature control arise contact Powers nearest office. Our more than 60 years of experience may be helpful to you.
Types of Heaters...—each designed for a particular service

Together they cover the entire field of large volume water heating—hard water, soft water, naturally corrosive, and zeolite softened water. Each heats water for ordinary service and for high temperature sterilizing—always clean and rust free.

No single type of heater can do all of these jobs well—the selection of the correct type from the full Sellers' line and Sellers' experience are required.

Send for your free copy!
Before you buy any water heater—send your letterhead for this informative story on water and how to heat it. It's free—no salesman will call.

Letters

Urban Traffic Forum

Sirs:
The report on your Urban Traffic Forum (AF, Feb. '53) is the most comprehensive and enlightening of any article the writer has reviewed on traffic, transportation and parking...

Guy T. Mallonee
Executive secretary
Central Richmond Association, Inc.
Richmond, Va.

Sirs:
Congratulations on your presentation of the urban traffic problem...it will arouse a great deal of interest...

Wm. R. McConochie
De Leuw, Cather & Co., engineers
Chicago, Ill.

Sirs:
...A very important statement on what I call the Downtown Renaissance...

James C. Downs Jr.
Real Estate Research Corp.
Chicago, Ill.

Sirs:
...We have noted with great interest your excellent article on parking garages...

J. E. Johnston, manager
Traffic Engineering Dept.
American Automobile Assn.
Washington, D. C.

Sirs:
...An excellent article and I was much impressed.

R. H. Taylor III, president
Abbott, Merkt & Co.
New York, N. Y.

Sirs:
Your articles on urban traffic and parking garages are certainly among the finest things ever done by any publication and are of invaluable service to communities such as ours which are facing serious traffic and parking problems...

Thanks for your fine articles.

O. Smulian
The Engr Co., Inc.
Tulsa, Okla.

Sirs:
Congratulations...

As medical director of the Service Parking Grounds, I undertook the study of the parking and traffic problem, and find that the Forum has in big measure substantiated my suggestions and recommendations which I advocated to many traffic and city officials and others who should have been interested in solving the traffic problem. Because of selfish reasons—the parking income from the meters—none of these recommendations was put into effect.

continued on p. 86
Solid Olsonite seat Numbers 5 and 10 were specially designed for industrial and commercial installations. Extra-heavy, one-piece construction eliminates joints, seams, and crevices — no weak spots to break or crack. Hinges are covered with matching Olsonite, leaving no exposed metal to rust or corrode. Model Numbers 5 and 10 are available in either white or black, for regular or elongated bowls.

NOT HOLLOW • NOT CONCAVE • NOT CORED...BUT SOLID

Olsonite

SWEDISH CRUCIBLE STEEL Co., Plastics Division
8561 BUTLER AVENUE • DETROIT 11, MICHIGAN
You can put full confidence in them!

These McQuay Representatives

No. 3 of a series of 3 advertisements.

McQuay INC.

1609 Broadway St. N.E., Minneapolis 13, Minne
McQuay representatives, in all principal cities throughout the United States, are qualified by long experience and training to help you satisfy all of your air conditioning and heating requirements. For cooperation in making the sale, technical advice, or getting the job done on time, consult the McQuay representative in your territory. Available to you through him is the complete line of McQuay products, featuring famous Ripple-Fin construction—a McQuay exclusive, assuring maximum heat transfer efficiency and dependable performance.
ANNOUNCING TOPLITE—a new idea in daylighting

Kimble Toplite Panels limit and control the heat and amount of light entering a building from overhead.

Here is the new way to daylight deep interior areas too far removed to be effectively reached by conventional, side-wall, prismatic glass block panels.

Kimble Toplite Panels distribute diffused daylight evenly over wide areas that are far from outside walls. They reflect hot summer sun... have unusual ability to reduce solar heat transmission. There are no hot spots, eye-fatiguing glare, nor concentrations of light. Kimble Toplite Panel Units have an insulating value equivalent to double glazing or side-wall glass block.

Want more information about this great, new advance in daylighting? Write Insulux Glass Block Div., Kimble Glass Company, Dept. MB4, Box 1035, Toledo 1, Ohio.

KIMBLE GLASS COMPANY
Toledo 1, Ohio—Subsidiary of Owens-Illinois Glass Company
When Colonial Alloys Company of Philadelphia decided to anodize aluminum products by the new and different Electroplating Conservation or “EC” process, it faced the problem of maintaining proper temperature of the electrolytic bath solution.

To meet this essential requirement, Colonial Alloys chose a Servel 25-ton Water Chiller. Not only does this single Servel Air Conditioning unit maintain constant, controlled solution temperature, but it also provides office air conditioning, chilled water for experimental work, and cold drinking water.

Colonial Alloys reports that the new “EC” process, in which Servel equipment plays such a leading part, has increased aluminum anodizing production as much as five times, while cutting costs as much as 99%!

This is one of many examples of how Servel Air Conditioning equipment benefits industry. Chances are, your problem can be solved in an equally satisfactory manner. Because Servel Air Conditioning uses heat to produce cold, operating economy is outstanding. It operates on gas, oil, steam or waste heat—whichever is the most economical fuel in your area. There are no moving parts to wear or cause vibration. And every Servel unit carries a complete five-year warranty.

Servel manufactures the world’s finest air conditioning equipment to fit all air conditioning needs—residential, industrial, commercial—all-year or cooling alone. For complete information, clip and mail the coupon today.

SERVEL, INC., DEPT. AF-4, Evansville 20, Indiana

I want to know more about industrial uses of Servel Air Conditioning.

Name: ____________________________
Title: ____________________________
Company Name: ___________________
Address: __________________________
City: ____________________ State: ______
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Regardless of the size or type of building, architects and builders want walls and top surfaces that are beautiful, durable, easy to maintain, low in cost and easy to install. Architects and builders from coast-to-coast are finding the perfect answer in LAMIDALL—the low-cost, 3/4" thick, structurally strong plastic laminate. Easy-to-handle 4'x8' and 4'x12' panels cut application costs to the bone. Beautiful, decorative colors and patterns and natural woodgrains blend with any room decoration.

LAMIDALL MATCHING MOULDINGS

For the beauty of continuous walls, Woodall provides Matching Mouldings of the same tough Lamidall, in exact Lamidall patterns and colors.

Write today for free Lamidall samples and full-color descriptive literature.

LAMIDALL®
DECORATIVE PLASTIC LAMINATE

A GOOD INVESTMENT IN A LIFETIME OF BEAUTY

Lamidall is a product of WOODALL INDUSTRIES INC.
DETOIT 34, MICHIGAN

Address inquiries to Woodall Chicago Plant, 3508 Oakton St., Skokie, Ill., where Lamidall is produced. Other Woodall Plants: Cleveland • Laurel, Miss. • Mineola, N.Y. • Monroe, Mich. • San Francisco, Calif.
The exceptional resilience and rich appearance of Armstrong’s Cork Tile make it an outstanding flooring choice wherever an atmosphere of quiet and dignity is desired. Extra strength and durability resulting from an exclusive dielectric process make lighter, less expensive gauges of Armstrong’s Cork Tile practical for most needs.

Chapel
Oak Park Hospital, Oak Park, Illinois
Schmidt, Garden and Erikson, Architects

ARMSTRONG’S CORK TILE
ARMSTRONG CORK COMPANY • LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA
Adequate fire protection is as important to the buildings you design, erect or manage as your physical well being is to yourself. You wouldn’t think much of the doctor who diagnosed and prescribed treatment without first making a thorough examination. Similarly, fire protection equipment cannot provide complete safety unless it is scientifically designed and engineered, skillfully manufactured and installed, and adequately maintained.

"Automatic" Sprinkler 10-Point Fire Protection is a combination of all these safety features. It not only safeguards against fire under any condition . . . it actually produces income by reducing insurance rates. It's the profit-making service that saves money whether there's a fire or not—can save the business if there is!

Get The Facts: Write for informative 36-page booklet.
"The ABC of Fire Protection." It's free!

Sirs:
... I was most interested. . . . I would like to obtain six reprints of this article for members of the Cambridge City Council.

EDWARD S. STIMPSON
Stimpson Terminal
Cambridge, Mass.

Sirs:
... A most useful and practical discussion. . . . Would it be possible to get two dozen reprints of this section of the February issue?

ERIC W. THrift
American Institute of Planners
Royal Architectural Institute of Canada
Winnipeg, Manitoba

Sirs:
... Please ship us 1,000 reprints.

M. M. Tord
Executive secretary
Institute of Traffic Engineers
New Haven, Conn.

Sirs:
... We would like to have 1,000 reprints.

FRED A. OSSANNA, JR.
Director of research
Twin City Rapid Transit Co
Minneapolis, Minn.

Sirs:
I am interested in 100 reprints. . . .

W. H. CHASE
Asth. vice president
The Ohio Bell Telephone Co
Cleveland, Ohio

Sirs:
... We would like to have 1,000 reprints.

W. H. CHASE, JR.
Asst. vice president
The Ohio Bell Telephone Co
Cleveland, Ohio

Sirs:
... We would like to have 1,000 reprints.

Otis G. Brun
Manager of properties
The Lurie Co
San Francisco, Calif.

Sirs:
In your February issue you published a picture of a parking garage in Phoenix for the Valley National Bank.

I acted as architect for this project. In addition to moving the building to Portland, continued on p. 92
Johns-Manville Asbestos Movable Walls permit quick, economical space changes — provide modern, efficient offices!

You can rearrange your present space or have new space partitioned off quickly and economically with Johns-Manville Asbestos Movable Walls. There is little or no interruption of normal routine.

These flush-type, asbestos panels have a clean, smooth surface that's hard to mar, easy to maintain... and extra strong to withstand shock and abuse. Also, they are light in weight, easy to install and relocate. The "dry wall" method of erection assures little or no interruption to regular routine.

Johns-Manville Asbestos Movable Walls may be used as ceiling-high or free-standing partitions. The complete wall, including doors, glazing and hardware, is installed by Johns-Manville's own construction men under the strict supervision of trained J-M engineers... responsibility is undivided.

For details about Johns-Manville Asbestos Movable Walls, consult your Sweet's Architectural File, or write Johns-Manville, Box 158, Dept. AF, New York 16, New York. In Canada, write 199 Bay Street, Toronto 1, Ontario.
MOBILEX is a new idea in lighting—a recessed fluorescent lighting system designed especially for use with the newly developed grid-type suspended ceiling. MOBILEX is flexible. Use as single units ... or create countless patterns of light. Available in 2'x2' and 2'x4' units.

MOBILEX is easy to install. Insert fixture into grid opening and let it rest on grid rails. No hangers. No suspension straps. Saves up to 50% in installation time. Get the full MOBILEX story. Write today for Bulletin OD-567.

Day-Brite Lighting, Inc., 5471 Bulwer Avenue, St. Louis 7, Missouri * In Canada: Amalgamated Electric Corp., Ltd., Toronto 6, Ontario.
For low-cost suspended ceilings...
Fiberglas* Ceiling Board

The distinctive beauty of Fiberglas Ceiling Board makes it ideal for large-area suspended ceilings. Flexibility of patterns and lighting units to conform with floor plan arrangements is an important feature. High acoustical value. Fire safe. Installation fast, low in cost. Many vital corollary advantages. For latest design data, contact your Fiberglas Acoustical Contractor, the nearest Fiberglas Branch Office, or write Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Dept. 67-C, Toledo 1, Ohio.

*Fiberglas (Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.) Sonofaced, Sonocor and Noise-Stop are trademarks of Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation.

lowest cost non-combustible acoustical materials available
Kewanee Boilers have led their field for more than 85 years because Architects, Engineers, Contractors and owners know they get more from them... and that is true because Kewanee puts more into them.

Check the measurements and specifications shown in every Kewanee catalog. You'll find more of all the features which make a boiler efficient and dependable... large, high fireboxes; generous heating surfaces; unimpeded water ways; unobstructed steam release areas; plenty of space for reserve steam. That's why one finds Kewanee Boilers "on the job" providing heat or power or process steam in America's finest buildings and industrial plants.

KEWANEE-ROSS CORPORATION
Division of American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corporation
KEWANEE, ILLINOIS

LETTERS continued

Ore., you gave credit to Leo and Vaugh Sanders for the design. You also state that building of this type can be built for $40 per car space. This job cost about $1,00 per car space.

It may be of interest to you to know that too much space is required for a car pool to make a deal of this kind practical on high priced property. The Phoenix garage requires nine employees and operates only from 7 A.M. to 6 P.M. during the day.

H. H. Green, architect
Phoenix, Ariz.

Forum apologizes to Reader Green for missing his garage to Portland, for failing to credit him as well as the garage company's designers and for marking down the cost. However, similar garages have been built without spandrel wall and other architectural treatment for as little as $400 a car. And similar garages have been built in Portland.—Ed.

Incidentally, the article on garages failed to note that National Garages Inc. were consultants in the planning of the Richmond Garage (p. 123) and the Detroit garage (p. 125).—Ed.

3-D ARCHITECTURE

Sirs:

Thanks to Forum and Saarinen [whose cylindrical chapel and domed auditorium for MIT were presented in the January issue—Ed.] it is now safe to assume at least one "graduate school of box-kite design" might abandon the box. Academicians have long admired and imitated the Saarinen inasmuch as the technique could be more or less reproduced. Although other architects have long ago experimented with geometrical shapes other than the box, it still takes a Saarinen to put across the idea.

Wright's triangles, hexagons, spirals, circles, etc., in three dimension have little effect on others and the influence is dismissed with "But he's a genius!" Similar treatment is given a few others who have thought in three dimensions.

I have no fault to find with Saarinen except for his imitators. (I wonder how many competition prizes have been awarded because the jury felt the project was either Saarinen or close enough to be noncontroversial.)

Now that new geometrical forms are safe to explore, what will happen to design in our universities and architectural offices? At long last can we look forward to individual expression, now an heinous crime? Will thinking in the "round" take over the assembly-line-plan factory box cursed with the latest clichés?

Thanks to Forum and Saarinen for opening the way to a new freedom.

Myron M. Keene, architect
St. Paul, Minn.

continued on p. 96
Most everyone agrees that panels of PC Functional Glass Blocks provide the ultimate in natural lighting for schools, offices and other types of buildings. It has been common practice for many architects to use them in combination with clear-glazed vision areas because people usually want to see out. But shading devices commonly used to overcome the high brightness levels through these areas blocked the very vision the architect was trying to provide.

Now, however, Dusklite, a completely new laminated safety glass developed and manufactured by Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, provides the brightness control needed for these areas without blocking the vision. Thus, the need for expensive, high-maintenance blinds, shades or louvers is eliminated.

Dusklite is neutral grey with a visible light transmission of about 25%. It is available in 3/16" thickness and in sizes up to 15 square feet. Color perception through it is excellent.

If you send the coupon, we'll be glad to tell you how PC Glass Block panels combined with Dusklite vision strips can improve daylighting and save money.
Through the announcement of the Defense department the public now knows about operation "Blue Jay" only 900 miles from the North Pole. This modern engineering miracle is a full scale year round bomber base. Temperatures of minus 60° F are common and winds drive rain or snow against the structures at 150 miles per hour. In such cold even rubber and steel become brittle.

The A. C. Horn Company Inc. has the honor of having supplied over 40,000 gallons of its special low temperature Vulcatex Elastic Caulking Compound. This was used in the joints and between the panels of many pre-fabricated structures for water-tight, air-tight seals.

Operation "Blue Jay" in spite of the inhuman cold is now described...
"Snug" and the workers and service men enjoy better than normal Ith. Vulcatex (L.T.) Caulking Compound keeps the heat in and the ice cold out. Thousands of other important buildings in the United States and throughout the world are also protected by Vulcatex in every nate and type of structure.

Vulcatex, a product of the Horn Research Laboratories, has outstanding properties of plasticity, adhesion and long life. Many applications over 20 years old are still completely effective. You can rely on the performance of any Horn product. This has been true for 56 years.
Will the floors you specify today speak well of you for years to come?

This flooring will be a prestige builder for you twenty years from now. It will continue to confirm your good professional reputation.

For in twenty years this floor of Wright Rubber Tile will still be new-looking, lustrous, and beautiful. The unsurpassed durability of Wright Rubber Tile flooring has been proven again and again in residential, commercial, and industrial use. Many Wright floors laid thirty years ago show virtually no sign of wear to this day.

This is the miracle flooring you’ve been hearing about. Being non-porous, it repels dirt, requiring less maintenance than any other floor. Being highly resilient, it resists damage and absorbs sound. Being uniform in color and quality from top to bottom, Wright Rubber Tile can’t "walk off" and so stays smooth and beautiful throughout its long life.

You can specify Wright Rubber Tile flooring with the assurance of lasting beauty. You can be sure, further, that no one will ever say of this floor, "The architect should have known better."

WRIGHT MANUFACTURING COMPANY
5205 POST OAK RD., HOUSTON 5, TEXAS

WRIGHT RUBBER TILE

* WRIGHTEX—Soft Rubber Tile
* WRIGHTFLOOR—Hard Surface Rubber Tile
* WRIGHT-ON-TOP Compression Cove Base

LETTERS continued

BREUER’S ARTS CENTER

Sirs:

Before making any criticism of your work, let me say I enjoyed your December issue, particularly the section on churches and your excellent story and pictures on the Frank Lloyd Wright church in Madison, Wis. Also I enjoyed and agreed with you in many points in your article, "Anarchy in Our Churches." Also I agreed with your impression that each well-known architect seems insatiable in pursuing his own ideas with no unity of ideas as a style typifying our time. To the student and layman the wide variance in ideas and design theory must be confusing.

But I think there are times when too much credit is given to famous men. Too often the supposed innovations that these famous men make are not detected as old ideas.

In your article on the Marcel Breuer auditorium you speak of the "pet notion he had held for 20 years: A lighting gallery located above the auditorium at about mid-depth, not for the audience but for the student-operators who see the effects they are producing just as the audience sees them." This idea is more than 20 years old, and while it may be a pet idea of Mr. Breuer’s, it could not be original with him except by coincidence. Read The Theater of Today written by Moderwell; this is an interesting book I read as far back as 1916.

Neither is the use of hydraulic lifts for the forestage new. There are many theaters today which have such devices as orchestra pit and forestage.

I do not mean to discredit the good job Mr. Breuer has done. The use of good ideas is always a credit to him. However, originality must always be hard to prove.

R. C. SANDBERG, architect
Rock Island, Ill.

Sirs:

The lessons Mr. Breuer learned at the Bauhaus have enabled him to execute notable works of recent years. But the repetition of these lessons without the advancement of the esthetic concept have, I believe, contributed to the sterility of the Sarah Lawrence Theatre Arts Center. (AF, Dec. ’52).

Mr. Breuer’s plan arrangement and innovations are “a highly ingenious architectural achievement.”

However, the weak use of textures and lack of spirit in the treatment of the elevation lead me to believe that Mr. Breuer has been spending too much time with Mr. Gropius at Harvard.

I compliment Mr. Breuer on his efforts in Paris and hope that future projects have the vitality of the UNESCO building (AF, Oct. ’52).

E. ABRABE, design
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

continued on p. 96

THE MAGAZINE OF BUILDING
Now you see it... Now you don’t...

One minute a modern, compact kitchen... the next, a dining room with a graceful, folding backdrop. Magic? No. Just another use for “Modernfold” doors. Architect F. J. Hinton designed the Martinique Apartments for Forman Construction Company of Milwaukee (1) to make every inch of floor space count, and (2) to do it beautifully. To get one door to do both jobs, he specified “Modernfold”—the original, space-saving folding door.

Your ideas come to life... for life with “MODERNFOLD” doors

You’re sure to keep clients happy when you specify “Modernfold”—the original folding door. Why? Because no other folding door anywhere equals “Modernfold” for quality of design... for quality and strength of materials.

Your clients will like space-saving “Modernfold” doors because they last longer, look better, operate easier. You’ll like specifying “Modernfold”—because the line is so complete. You can get exactly what you need in a “Modernfold” door for every closure or space division problem.

Sold and Serviced Nationally

NEW CASTLE PRODUCTS, NEW CASTLE, INDIANA

In Canada:

Eldernold Doors, 1315 Greene Avenue, Montreal.

Only “MODERNFOLD” Doors have center-line design—the same number, same type, same size hinges... both top and bottom... on both sides of the track.

Better Looking Fabric covering completely conceals all operating mechanism—no cornice needed to hide track, trolleys and hinges.

Longer Lasting “Modernfold” doors have more steel hinges both at top and bottom; more steel in each hinge; more vertical steel rails.

YOU CAN’T GET MORE IN A FOLDING DOOR

New Castle Products
Box 507
New Castle, Indiana

Gentlemen: Please send me full details on “Modernfold” doors.

Name:..................................................
Address:..............................................
City:..................................................
County:...............................................Sta-
How Honeywell Customized Temperature Control can help you solve a real problem in every apartment building you design

Special system keeps all tenants comfortable all the time, cuts fuel costs

What can you do to keep tenants from opening windows (thus wasting costly heat) when they think their apartment's overheated? How do you answer a tenant's complaint that "It's too cold up here" when his apartment is far from the boiler? Or for that matter, just how do you satisfy the people who like it 76° and those who insist on 68°—in the same building?

Ever since the first apartment was built, owners and managers have been plagued by such questions. But they need no longer worry.

The way these problems are being met—by Honeywell Customized Temperature Control—in the 2933 Sheridan Road Apartments in Chicago shows why. This installation provides separate thermostats for every apartment—so tenants can select the temperature they want.

Here's what a couple of people intimately acquainted with the 2933 Sheridan Road Honeywell Customized Temperature Control installation have to say: Tenant Lee H. Kulp says, "Our rooms are always comfortably warm—but never hot or stuffy. My wife is delighted."

L. H. Sherman, management associate, says, "All our tenants find the system very satisfactory. As owners and agents we're especially pleased with the economical fuel consumption."
Thermostats indicated on the typical floor plan at left are Honeywell's dependable TO400. They're connected to new Honeywell Midget Valves which regulate temperature of ceiling panels.

Other features of the Honeywell Customized Temperature Control installation include special thermostats in the lobby and service vestibule and individual thermostats to control unit heaters in the garage area.

A separate summer air cooling system for the corridors is controlled by Honeywell's sensitive LO900.

Of great interest is the use of an electronic thermostat mounted outdoors on the north side of the building. This raises or lowers water temperature according to weather, is an important factor in fuel saving.

For comfortable, even temperature in new or existing buildings—of any size—use Honeywell Customized Temperature Control

Whether it's an apartment, church, school, office, factory, hospital, store, garage—or any size building—new or existing, Honeywell Customized Temperature Control can help meet your clients' heating, ventilating, air conditioning and industrial control problems.

Once equipped with Honeywell Customized Temperature Control, they'll have an ideal indoor "climate"—and save fuel besides.

And with a complete line of pneumatic, electric and electronic controls to choose from, Honeywell Customized Temperature Control offers you the greatest flexibility in design. Then, too, when it comes to performance, Honeywell-built controls assure years of trouble-free operation. And they're backed by the finest service organization in the controls industry.

For full facts on Honeywell Customized Temperature Control, call your local Honeywell office. There are 104 across the nation. Or mail the coupon today.

MINNEAPOLIS-HONEYWELL REGULATOR CO.
Dept. MB-4-79, Minneapolis 8, Minnesota
Gentlemen:
I'm interested in learning more about Honeywell Customized Temperature Control.
Name:
Firm Name:
Address:
City Zone State

Two thermostats in larger apartments such as this give tenants zoned comfort, save additional fuel for management. Many tenants keep bedroom zone thermostat turned back for cool sleeping. Manager normally turns back both thermostats when tenants leave for cold-weather vacations—thus saving considerable fuel.
Letters continued

Harmony by Contrast

Sirs:
The article on church building was beautifully presented in your December issue.
The disturbing part was the story regarding Ernest Born's design for a chapel. The trustees of the Pacific School of Religion in Berkeley unfortunately appeared to be very short-sighted. They possess little respect for their own judgment in commissioning the architect to prepare studies. With less than one hour's study and evaluation, a snap decision was made against the designs which undoubtedly cost Born months of thought and effort. He went beyond the circumscribed boundary of the commission to develop an intelligent architectural expression, by integrating the existing unrelated structures with future developments.

Any attempt to match the existing structures would have been a sign of mental and moral weakness. Most churches erected today are cheap imitations of better, earlier examples.

The trustees apparently do not realize that churches are not built to sell and therefore should not be fitted to market conditions, but should be in the forefront of progressive ideas and construction, and thereby contribute to the communities they serve.

Francis Joseph McCarthy, architect
San Francisco, Calif.

Sirs:
Your defense of Ernest Born's performance in this Pacific School of Religion church business at once reminded me of your defense of Harrison's performance at the UN, and, by golly, I read down through the article and sure enough, you mentioned the similarity.

Good for the trustees. I hope they stick by their guns. Not that I don't admire Born's work, not that I don't think this is a good fresh design, well presented. But is it the only one, or the best one?

Is the Piazza San Marco the only inspiration for the architect in this case? Is a square of this type with a campanile shooting up out of the middle the only atmosphere for a school of religion?

If the church is too small for the rest of the group, why not attach the tower to it, and bring it up forward in the view of the spectator, thus solving the problem of making it the dominant element, also saving money. Why face the windows east and west and then have to put on expensive louvers and porches? Why not north and south, as in accompanying sketch plan and perspective? With the church in the front, a quiet and restful cloister garden could be in the rear with perhaps a pool, not a vertical tower shooting up like a skyrocket right out of the center. A covered walk could link the buildings.

Perhaps all this wouldn't produce a Piazza San Marco atmosphere, perhaps postcard vendors and such wouldn't feel so much at home.

continued on p. 102
RUSCO Sets The Modern Pattern In Fenestration

Complete, Pre-Assembled Units — Fitted, Glazed and Finish-Painted — Make Big Savings in Installation Time and Cost...

Here is the window the whole building industry is talking about—the first truly complete window treatment. Proved through thousands of installations in the United States, Canada and Alaska, the Rusco Prime Window offers many unusual advantages. Made of tubular galvanized steel, bonderized and finished with baked-on outdoor enamel it is strong and rigid, yet streamlined and light in weight. Because it is fully pre-assembled, glazed and finish-painted—all ready to install in the window opening—it makes substantial savings in installation time and labor and in maintenance. Removable sash offers many conveniences and saves breakage during construction.

Rusco Offers You Important Features Not Found in Any Other Window!

GLASS... + SCREEN... + WATERPROOFED FELT WEATHERSTRIPPING... + INSULATING SASH... (OPTIONAL) → FULLY ASSEMBLED IN METAL OR WOOD SURROUND...

Sliding glass and screen panels removable from the inside. A great convenience during construction—also simplifies window cleaning.

Use of insulating sash aids in efficient air conditioning—permits no-draft ventilation where desired.

All Rusco Windows have movable panels to allow ventilation.

Joined in series by mullions, Rusco Prime Windows make full "glass wall" construction simple, inexpensive.

Rusco Windows have no troublesome sash cords, weights or balances—raise and lower smoothly in felt-lined slides.

ALL COMPLETE, READY-TO-INSTALL UNITS

HORIZONTAL SLIDE

VERTICAL SLIDE

FULVUE (Vertical Slide)

RUSCO Galvanized Steel PRIME WINDOWS

FOR ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE AND SPECIFICATIONS, WRITE . THE F. C. RUSSELL COMPANY DEPARTMENT 7-4743 CLEVELAND 1, OHIO IN CANADA: TORONTO 13, ONTARIO
in it, but perhaps it might be a more appropriate atmosphere for a school of religion. Sure it’s traditional to have the church up in front and the cloister in back, but is that a bad layout simply because it’s been done before? I also question whether a sloping roofed church would have been more expensive.

Your other churches were very good and interesting. I wonder whether it is so bad to have a lot of different kinds of churches being built. I think it’s stimulating.

I only wish you would quit looking so hard for something “different” to praise in your magazine, such as the UN or this church. Surely there must be lots of sound, yet imaginative, work going on to lavish your praise upon.

ALSON CLARK
Pasadena, Calif.

Sirs:
As a resident of North Berkeley, I am eager to have a civic pride in all its structures. It would be a wonderful thing for our community if the chapel for the Pacific School of Religion, as designed by Ernest Born, would be built. This design is truly inspired and deserves careful consideration by those in charge. A wealth of knowledge was poured into this design and it has thoughtful beauty. I regret if a committee leadership, which appears to see its own limited world, prevents its construction. In this case, it is doubly to be regretted for the attitude has seemed to demean the spiritual quality which we like to think rests in our churches.

WILLIAM W. WURSTER,
dean
School of Architecture
University of California

Sirs:
Every architect dedicated to the contemporary approach has a decision to face when adding to an existing building group—harmonize by extending the old—or "harmony by contrast." In this case I feel Ernest Born wisely chose the latter.

His design has my wholehearted admiration. He has proposed the kind of solution the most intelligent European practitioners have frequently used. For example, new shops in Paris and in pre war Berlin contrast completely with the richly traditional buildings which contain them and whose ancient facades are unchanged above the ground floor. It is a pity his clients did not see that careful perusal of his thoughtful work was to their advantage. It is no disparagement of them to say that they may well have to be educated up to what seems a startling proposal.

Ernest Born has good authority for his position. It was Goethe, I believe, who said the artist must create what the public ought to like—not what it does like.

HERVEY PARKE CLARK
Park & Beutler, architects
San Francisco, Calif.

CHICAGO'S FAMOUS MERCHANDISE MART CALLED FOR

Karnak®
WATERPROOFING PRODUCTS

Twenty-five years ago, the problem of protecting the foundation of the “Mart” from hydrostatic head was answered with Karnak. Even though the big Chicago River flows beside it, this Karnak job holds secure.

Why was Karnak chosen? Because it is the membrane system of waterproofing that holds tight against any water condition.

Karnak is an open mesh long-fibre cotton cloth that has been heavily impregnated with highly refined asphalt so as to leave the mesh open. It is layered, on the job, with alternate moppings of asphalt to provide a tough, resilient, waterproof membrane. The non-sticking fabric unrolls easily... to the very end. It “works” faster and with no waste... saves labor costs.

The Karnak Membrane System is best for roof patching, skylight flashing, window and door flashing, through-wall and cornice flashing, as well as waterproofing against a hydrostatic head in dams, swimming pools, viaducts and tunnels. Send coupon for complete information.

Manufactured by Lewis Asphalt Engineering Corp., 30 Church Street, New York 7, N. Y.

LETTERS continued
Announcing

MULT-A-FRAME

World’s only fully-locking steel framing material

... by Ainsworth!

MULT-A-FRAME, amazing new fully-locking steel framing material with 1000 and ONE uses, lets you frame, hang or support anything faster, easier, at low cost!

No welding, drilling, special tools or skills are needed. MULT-A-FRAME saves planning time, floor space, man-hours, insurance costs in every field . . . assembles and reassembles by standard hand wrench.

Get skyscraper strength without bulk for racks, supports, scaffolds, platforms, hangers, inserts, rigs, cribs, mobile parts carriers, etc. No scrapping . . . MULT-A-FRAME can be used over and over again. A wide variety of fittings is available to fit any job.

See how MULT-A-FRAME can answer your needs. Authorized distributors in principal cities provide engineering service and prompt delivery from warehouse stocks. Write, wire or phone now for FREE samples and catalog. Dept. 109, MULT-A-FRAME DIVISION, Ainsworth Manufacturing Corporation, 2200 Franklin Street, Detroit 7, Michigan.

(Above) One of many welded combinations—available in Standard and Heavy-Duty Channel Frames for every purpose.

3 basic parts

... 3 easy steps

1. Push Spring-T-Bolt into Channel Frame slot anywhere along frame. Give it a one-quarter turn. Long bolt stem easily held.

2. Locate Spring-T-Bolt at desired position and release. Contact points are forced into serrations holding T-Bolt in place.

3. Attach Safe-Locking Fitting and tighten nut. Nubs on Fitting “key” into Channel Slot and prevent rotating about bolt.

MULT-A-FRAME DIVISION

2200 Franklin Street, Detroit 7, Michigan

Ainsworth Manufacturing Corporation
Three G-E Wiring Systems that help keep buildings modern

Here are three examples of modern G-E wiring systems for the Construction Industry. They add exceptional utility—and sales appeal—to the structures in which they are installed.

**Q-Floor wiring system.**

This unique G-E wiring system uses the cells in Q-Floor steel floors for electrical raceways. No matter how changing tenants alter floor layouts, it will always be a simple matter to provide neat, unobtrusive electrical outlets for office machines, telephones, inter-office communication systems. One outlet is possible for each square foot of office space. The booklet "Your Stake in Q-Floor Wiring" gives full information.

**Remote-control wiring system.**

Control of 9 circuits from one location is one of many interesting features of General Electric's low-voltage remote-control wiring system. Home buyers like the extra safety and convenience it offers. Builders like the way it helps sell homes. The booklet "Remote-Control Wiring System" gives full information.

**Interlocked armor cable system.**

In the 440- to 15,000-v range, this remarkable cable permits factory management to wire or rewire their plants in less time, for less cost than with the usual raceway system. The system is permanent, for installation inside or out—yet with comparatively slight expense, it can be moved, expanded, or altered to fit every power need. Interlocked armor cable adds more value than it costs wherever it is installed. The booklet "Interlocked Armor Cable" gives full information.

For the booklets you want, write Section K7-44, Construction Materials Division, General Electric Company, Bridgeport 2, Connecticut.

You can put your confidence in—

**GENERAL ELECTRIC**
Three new synagogues show today's techniques and materials embodied in the plastic architecture of

ERIC MENDELSON

The pioneering character of Eric Mendelsohn's architecture was well established when he came to the US 12 years ago. But in the long, self-imposed silence that followed, many began to overlook the unique character of his contribution.

Among the three synagogues which FORUM is privileged to publish herewith, the St. Louis building is the first of the structures Mendelsohn has finished during those 12 years and it is now presented architecturally for the first time. In it and in his latest projects can be discerned afresh that ideal of "plastic continuity" which Mendelsohn himself describes as his lifelong aim in his notes on background and philosophy that follow.
As a student in Munich in 1907 I rebelled against the then prevalent teaching of historical styles because I recognized that the elastic qualities of the new structural materials, steel and reinforced concrete, must by necessity produce an architecture entirely different from anything known before.

When my early sketches of this idea were exhibited in Berlin just after the first World War under the title "Architecture in Steel and Reinforced Concrete," they were decried as mere book illustrations having nothing to do with architecture. However, my first building (the Einstein Tower) which had been conceived in the trenches under the impact of the war and Einstein's theory—both happenings forboding great changes—tried to express my idea in form rather than in structure.

The first accomplished facts of a creative resurgence then were three: the structural potential of steel as shown in the Hall of Machines (Paris, 1889); the form potential of Van de Velde's work at the Dresden Exposition (1906) which expressed his ideas in forceful lines rather than in lines of force, and which his followers degraded into the marketable excrescence known now as "Art Nouveau"; and the tectonic potential (i.e., the integration of material, construction, and form) of the Railway Station built in Hamburg in 1910. But their importance was set aside by the demands of a rapidly expanding industrialization and mechanization, a development which, seen in retrospect, was unavoidable.

And so it came that the new materials were first exploited for skeleton constructions, repeating post and lintel to make multistory commercial buildings structurally and economically feasible. This structural and intellectual expediency enlisted, with very few exceptions, a whole generation of architects in the service of the building boom and the unimaginative exuberance of the era.

In accepting this inheritance, my generation within the last 20 years ingeniously reduced the skeleton system to a minimum, and the young architects took it over as a finite structural concept recently extolled as equaling the glory of classic Greece.

Moreover, fortified by the torrent of slogans and semantics accompanying the analytic formations of the Dutch "Stijl" group, the abstract and applied experiments of the German Bauhaus, the transitory though time-conditioned stages of the pictorial arts, and finally the pseudo-scientific introduction into architecture of the fourth dimension (i.e., the notion of space-time which is really conceivable only to initiated mathematicians) rationalism was proclaimed as the destiny, and intellect as the creative source of contemporary architecture. This as if great scientific and artistic creations were dictated solely by man's intellect and not, at least in equal measure, envisioned by his instantaneous perception of organic truth inherent in natural phenomena.
A renowned architect traces a path over more than

45 years of faith to an idea

The ancient systems of Post and Beam, and the medieval system of Buttress and Vault—both unelastic rigid constructions in stone—resulted in structures and forms invented by man. But the structural principle of elastic continuity is derived from Nature, its continuity of form made possible by the elastic nature of steel and reinforced concrete. Only in the last few years has this revolutionary principle of elasticity in steel and reinforced concrete been applied as the structural basis for a new architecture.

Wright’s Wax Factory, Racine (1940 and 1950); Nervi’s Exhibition Hall, Torino (1948); Niemeyer’s Twin Theater, Rio de Janeiro (1949); Torroja’s Hipodromo, Madrid (1949); and Candela’s Cosmic Ray Laboratory, Mexico City (1952) show in structure and form this concept of elastic continuity envisioned in my early sketches.

I believe that the architecture of elastic continuity—in contrast to skeleton constructions—opens for our art a new world in which intellect and imagination are again indivisible.
My approach to building a modern synagogue

With a few exceptions like Frank Lloyd Wright's Unity Temple at Oak Park, Ill. (1906) and Bruce Goff's Sea Bee Chapel at Camp Parks, Calif. (1944), religious buildings in the US have followed or, at best, modified the patterns of ancient or medieval originals. And synagogues have followed the rule.

When, in 1945—shortly before the end of the last war—I was called to build the St. Louis synagogue, I was immediately aware of the challenge involved in designing a sacred building in the spirit of our age of great changes.

The foremost problem of a contemporary synagogue was to devise an expansible and flexible plan.

Contrary to a church, where the number of worshippers remains fairly even throughout the year, a synagogue has to make provisions for two to three times the normal sabbath seating on the High Holy Days—the New Year and the Day of Atonement. And since all present religious buildings are not merely houses of worship, but rather community centers complete with assembly hall, Sunday school and administration offices, it was quite logical to use the assembly for this required extension of the synagogue proper.

To permit this combination and, at the same time, to provide a common entrance to the sanctuary (fixed seats) and to the assembly (movable seats for its varied uses) I introduced a foyer between sanctuary and assembly. This intermediate space has folding doors and disappearing walls between it and the sanctuary and assembly. It can serve as an expansion of either larger space, as a connecting link between both major rooms on High Holy Days, or, in its own right, as a meeting place.

The introduction of a foyer makes it possible to conceive all three public spaces as a religious and architectural entity. Beyond its functional and economic advantages, this unification has an important symbolic significance—the very aim of any religious building.

Since the beginning of time, the dual nature of man—always between good and evil, between individual demands and collective responsibilities—was in need of a unifying principle. To have faith in the meaning of life as such he created in his religion a spiritual unity. To sense the purpose and prove the value of his own life he formed his environment as creative unity.

Man's most creative expression of this has been his religious building, the highest form of art of which he is capable. It is his reply to the unknown, his message of the unknowable to coming generations—the symbol of man's finite life within the infinite cosmos, of man's existence determined by the field of forces that brought his specific world into being.

As such his sacred building is a dramatic performance where every event is part of the unity and progress of the play: the sequence in every room of color and material, the progression of every space, of light and of shade toward the consummation of the Divine message emanating from altar or ark.

Today the effects of scientific insights and technological inventions on his material and mental habitat have not changed man's dual nature; the "New Heavens" do not doubt, but only confirm the interdependence of matter and energy.

In his troubled and confused present, living as he is between the fixed ideas of a relatively tranquil past and the yet unborn values of his future, man's return to spiritual unity is most urgent, the evidence of creative unity in his sacred building, therefore, most enlightening. And as for its beauty, as Ezekiel said, "He set it in majesty."

This is what I tried to accomplish in my synagogues.

—Eric Mendelsohn
The temple proper of Congregation B'na'i Amoona Synagogue has a seating capacity of 600, but combined with foyer and assembly this is enlarged to 1,500 on High Holy Days. The merger is made by folding the foyer partitions, a very efficient arrangement for flexibility. Daylight is brought into the temple through a monitor running up the center of the parabolic shell (photo, right) and through a high clerestory across the west wall (see section). Although the columns supporting the roof at its apex are thin, they are quite deep; together with the cantilevered overhang of the roof slab itself, they form a system of sunbreaks against the crucial west exposure.

Designed in 1946 and built in 1949, the synagogue is on a 200' square corner lot, and the buildings (including an interior court) eventually will cover almost the entire area. Temple, assembly and school are tightly arranged around an enclosed garden, which is set some 10' above street level, making it more than merely an entrance decoration. This change in level also guarantees a maximum of quiet and repose for the interior of the project.

Further to avoid street noises, the temple proper is placed at the innermost corner of the lot, the sweep of the curved roof—a large parabolic slab—rising from near the rear boundary at the intersection of two of St. Louis' alleys.

Focus of the temple is the ark (above) flanked by candelabra, eternal light, and niches for the elders' seats. Geometrical ornamentation of the niches still is unfinished. All woodwork is stained brown red (see also p. 112). Acoustical tiles on the parabolic ceiling are oyster white, matched by the painting of the parabolic steel frames. Small circular windows on both sides of the ark are view windows for the choir.

Classroom wing (below) has long glazed wall facing North. Roof is reinforced concrete flat-plate design, supported by closely spaced tee mullions and load-bearing concrete block walls faced with tan Ohio bricks laid to pattern. In construction the aim was to reduce concrete formwork to a minimum; concrete floor slab rests directly on ground.

Bird's-eye view of model shows how lower sections of the complex—the school and community center blocks—are used as buffers to insulate the temple itself from street noises and preserve the proper quality of serenity.
Sections and plan show how rising curve of temple roof from behind ark is supported on large tapering steel beams, and how temple, foyer and assembly can be combined by shifting movable partitions. School area for 400 pupils has been built, but library and nursery which jut out into interior garden have not yet been added.

View from pergola leading to main entrance (below) shows the junction of the school entrance pergola and the south front of the school building. The corner bookstore (with teachers' study above it) and the two-story school wing at the end of the garden form the counterpoint to the east-west direction of the temple and the one-story classroom wings.
The ark is a rich and intricate shrine, and in this synagogue is planned to receive additional glory from the afternoon sun flooding in through the long monitor windows which run along the center of the curved roof. The ark door is four slightly convex, open grillwork panels, tall and narrow. Through these the ark curtain is seen, woven in various shades of golden yellows, forming in pattern and color a unity with the ornamented niches to both sides of the ark. The ark in the synagogue is what the altar is in the church. The ark in the synagogue contains the Holy Scrolls of the Torah—the law given by God to Moses; the altar in the church contains the Host—the body and blood of Christ—symbolizing the Lord's presence. During services the panels fold back out of sight.

Both altar and ark are the visible foci of the religious rites. As such, the altar is crowned by the image of Christ on the Cross, the ark by the Ten Commandments—the Word of God—the moral law to guide all men.
In this unique building the structural method is clear and formative. The main roof of the dominant shape, the temple, is supported by gracefully curved and tapered steel beams. After rising, these beams cantilever out 26' from their supporting columns to shade the west wall's glass screen, while the supporting columns extend down to a steel girder in the assembly roof. This construction has a very dynamic feeling; it is balanced so well that the long bent beams seem almost to be held in tension by their west columns, instead of resting compressively on them. But this thrilling span gives way, nevertheless, after you enter the temple, to a quiet and worshipful atmosphere.

In the lower assembly wing, which can be opened to become a continuation of the temple, the roof structure is steel joints supported by 36" w.f. spanning beams, under a 2½" concrete slab. Floors are concrete slabs, and rest directly on the ground. Foundations: continuous footings at heavy loadings, otherwise spread footings; wall beams carried below frost line. Architect's cost report: $630,000 (32,000 sq. ft. at $19.70 per sq. ft.).
Clerestory window, viewed from front of auditorium (left), rises about 30' above open foyer and assembly. From the light cove, up-tilted projectors illuminate the sweep of the parabolic ceiling.

Construction drama viewed from approximate location of the ark. The two curved beams shown are the pair on which the roof monitor sits, admitting a long slash of light down the center of the graceful roof. Beams are 42" deep at their bases, tapering to 3½" at the edge at the cantilever. Each web was delivered on the job in one piece. Flanges were then site-welded.
This synagogue, designed in 1948—with building begun in 1950 and not yet complete—again allows for extension of the temple itself by expansion into the assembly on High Holy Days. But the expansion this time is sideways, not to the rear; the two rooms, each seating 200, are side by side in one building mass, and are divided by a motorized sliding wall down the center.

When a seating capacity of more than 200 is necessary, the motorized wall is moved into an outside partition pocket, and both rooms are combined. Again this combination finds explicit architectural expression, this time in a finlike ridge on top of the roof to hold the door track. This ridge terminates in a wall behind the temple structure and is a significant feature of the architectural composition (photo, right). On High Holy Days the ark—normally recessed in the main temple wall—moves to the center of the podium. This 17,000 sq. ft. synagogue cost $360,000, or $21.20 per sq. ft.
Site, 2½ sloping acres, was used in more open way than in St. Louis synagogue, although enclosed patio is still a feature. Administration and school wing are on higher level than temple. Construction of this wing: wood frame and brick veneer; of temple wing: steel frame, haydite block, brick veneer.

Temple interior shows ceiling shelved into light coves and walls covered with large driftwood-stained birch panels in sections which follow the rhythm of the choir openings. Decoration of the podium wall is dominated by the first letter of the Lord's name in Hebrew, in conjunction with the intricate ark doors. Golden, this wall is brightly lit from the ceiling and reflects its festive color onto the side walls. The large seven-armed silver candelabra and the flower bowl, lit from below and symbolizing the eternal light, emphasize the different levels of the podium. Chairs are birch with upholstered seats in Venetian red velour repeating the color of the carpet, podium balustrade and pulpit.
SYNAGOGUE IN DALLAS, TEX.

TEMPLE EMANU-EL, Temple and Community Center
ERIC MENDELSON, architect
MICHAEL A. GALLIS, associate
ISADORE THOMPSON, structural consultant

Designed in 1951, and the biggest of the three synagogues shown on these pages, this one will seat 600 normally (with a chapel for 150) and is expandable to accommodate 1,600. It will also have 32 classrooms for 800 students, an activities room, a library, and a craftsroom, besides administration areas, etc. All this will be housed in a large, delicately sprawling group of structures, on a rugged creek-side site which Mendelsohn describes as “splendid though intricate.” He will exploit the intricacy of this site, and the balm of the southern climate, to create an architectural interplay of closed and open spaces crowned by the highly interesting shape of the temple proper. This high mass, the design’s center of gravity, has a horseshoe-like plan which tapers upward, cone-like. It is divided vertically into two working levels: on the main floor the entry, social rooms, open loggias and lobby; on the upper floor the temple proper, foyer and assembly—divisible into three separate areas. Contractor’s cost estimate for this 84,000 sq. ft. building group: $17.80 per sq. ft., a total of $1,500,000.
Interior sketch shows how architect plans to use clerestories to reflect light from the ceiling. Pipe organ and choir recess will enliven the focal ark wall. In the temple's center, at the end of the procession platform, is the reading desk.

**STRUCTURE**

Temple: reinforced concrete slab floor supported on concrete girders which cantilever to carry walls and roof. Tapered structural steel ribs terminate at concrete compression ring, which supports structural million of clerestory and roof.

Assembly area: light-aggregate concrete roof on steel joists is supported by welded steel trusses. Concrete block walls; concrete slab on ground.

Classroom area: load-bearing cross walls between classrooms are of 8" concrete block. Precast concrete units span between walls to form roof and finished ceiling. Concrete slab on ground.
Towering front walls of the temple will carry the sculptured emblems of the Twelve Tribes. Below temple and temple court will be a forecourt, reaching to the densely wooded shore of the creek, a quiet resting place. Note in the model that all wall openings are deeply shadowed by wide overhangs.
RECREATION CENTER

for a factory achieves country club atmosphere in a building of multipurpose rooms

This building is not a country club but a recreation center for a manufacturer's 1,800 employees. Its facilities are so complete and well ordered, its appearance so unostentatiously pleasant, that other employers are carefully studying it. Besides Board Chairman Ekman of Electrolux (a vacuum-cleaner producer near Greenwich, Conn.), the team that produced it included a recreation consultant, architects, engineers and builder.

Recreation Consultant Allen made a dual survey of existing facilities in the community and of worker's needs. Greatest demand was for bowling alleys. Also needed: a recreation hall-auditorium, snack bar, craft and meeting rooms, plus the usual outdoor athletic fields and lockers for them. The usual swimming pool was omitted because beaches were nearby.

When the owner started to acquire a site several miles from the factory, Allen objected because workers will not travel far from a plant to a recreation center, he said, except in a one-company town. So a site of 14 acres was bought just across the road.

At the outset the recreation consultant stressed two requisites:

1. Flexible-use rooms. Despite strong pressure from enthusiasts, not every sport and hobby can justify the cost of a separate room. Nor can all future activities be forecast. Here, for example, the recreation hall handles basketball, shuffleboard, banquets, dances, concerts and theatrical performances. The stage is used for table tennis and children's movies. The projection room is used for a sewing class and the basement houses an upholstery class.

2. Step-by-step development. To permit completion by stages if desired, the building was designed at Electrolux' request in four self-contained sections: the bowling alley; lobby and first-floor lounge; second-floor club rooms; recreation hall. (Though the structure was actually completed in one operation, this "unit" idea gave double assurance that each part would be adequate.)

Architects Raymond & Rado accordingly divided their structure into four parts, for each of which Engineer Weidlinger devised the most economical structural system: 1) a one-way beam and slab roof over the bowling alley; 2) a two-way beam and slab floor over the lobby and first-floor lounge; 3) a two-way flat plate roof over the second-level club and game room; 4) a reinforced concrete cantilever combined with a three-hinged trussed steel arch (see p. 127) over the recreation hall.

Architecturally the building came out crisp, clear and rhythmical (but not pretentious) through workmanlike expression of the concrete frame and direct use of materials. By running the brick curtain walls inside the round concrete columns of the two-story part of the building, the architects achieved unbroken flat interior wall surfaces, and on the exterior a clear and "plastic" expression of the frame.

The owner's stake of nearly $900,000 in the center raises the question why Electrolux started the project. Answer: It believes such a project is an essential element of sound industrial management. (Ultimately the Employee Association, a worker group handling recreation programs, will operate the center by itself.) Thanks to this policy, Electrolux can point to low turnover, low absenteeism and a long waiting list. (Nearly a third of the 1,800 workers have been with the company ten years or more; 80% have five or more years' service.) Though increased production cannot all be credited to the new recreation center, it helps mightily.
LOCATION, Old Greenwich, Conn.
ANTONIN RAYMOND & L. L. RADO, architects
FRANK BINCKLEY, DAVID LEAVITT, associates in charge
F. ELLWOOD ALLEN ORGANIZATION, recreation consultant
PAUL WEIDLinger, structural engineer
MORRIS SHAPIRO, mechanical engineer
CLAUDE ENGLE, electrical engineer
TURNER CONSTRUCTION CO., contractor

Fourteen acres of lawns, playing fields and picnic areas for 1,800 Electrolux workers surround this recreation center. It is located only 100' from factory. Unself-conscious building of concrete (below) expresses structure by leaving columns exposed inside and out.
One of the three-winged building is the entrance lobby. Directly head of the entrance doors is the recreation hall, to the left is the lounge and club-room area, to the right the bowling alley.

Grouped in the lobby for accessibility are 1) the snack bar, the most popular element in the center; 2) the administrative office from which all activities are controlled; 3) the main kitchen which can serve banquets in the recreation hall and small parties in the lounge from this central point; and 4) rest rooms.

Placing these elements in the lobby permits any wing or wings to be closed off when not in demand yet leave the building open for special activities.

*Entrance is an open invitation giving view of lobby from street through floor-to-ceiling glass. Sturdy concrete columns contrast pleasantly with light roof and canopy slabs.*

*Lobby, viewed here from beside stairway toward snack bar, is finished in easily maintained materials: terra-cotta walls, marble chip composition floor and unpainted aluminum door and window frames. Only nonwashable element is hung acoustical tile ceiling.*
Hub of the building is the lobby at center of T-shaped plan. It serves as a corridor connecting three wings, also acts as sound barrier between noisy bowling alley and quiet lounge-meeting area. Note how front brick wall swings outside columns of bowling-alley wing to vary the exterior design.

Floor-to-ceiling windows and interior planting adjoining the entrance give maximum openness to lobby area.

Snack bar—most popular spot in the building—is located in lobby for easy accessibility from all areas. View is toward lounge wing.
RECREATION CENTER

RECREATION HALL

Stem of the T-shaped building is filled with the multipurpose recreation hall and adjacent locker-shower rooms. (As in good school design these rooms serve outside as well as inside athletic activities.) Collapsible bleachers line one side of the hall and a stage occupies the far end. The steel-splined maple floor provides playing or dancing surface over earth-bearing concrete slab.

The hall roof is an interesting combination of reinforced concrete cantilevers and three-hinged trussed steel arches. The span of the hall (which is 80' wide) was too great for economical use of conventional steel or concrete systems—yet, not great enough to justify special long-span construction. For this reason, the steel span was reduced to 60' by supporting it on concrete beams cantilevered 10' from the columns. This structure produced enough height at the center for basketball while low ceilings along the sides scaled the room down for meetings and banquets.

BOWLING ALLEY

Noisiest activity in the center is bowling and to keep that noise away from other areas, the bowling wing was stuck as far out from the building as possible. Locker rooms, snack bar and lobby surround it where it joins the building to absorb as much of the noise as possible.

Ample spectator space is provided at the end of the wing where an athletic-equipment sales counter occupies one corner.

The 52' wide wing holds eight alleys with four on either side of the single line of columns down the middle; deep (2'-2") concrete girders span the 26' from center to outside columns.

Double-duty stage is used as table tennis room and children's movie theater. Slots in front face of stage provide cold-air return for air-heated hall.

Eight alleys fill one-story bowling wing. Space is interrupted by only one line of columns down center. Concrete girders span 26' from center to side columns.

Bowling wing is only one which has a continuous brick wall uninterrupted by columns—in sharp contrast with brick panel walls of other wings.
Recreation hall measures 30' x 96', has warmth of naturally finished wood on floors and walls plus finished ceiling of acoustical tile.

Hall wing, viewed from playing fields, shows "plastic" effect of exposed structural columns. Rear wall of gym is used for handball. At right is lounge.
LOUNGE AND CLUB ROOMS

Quiet activities are centered in the two-level wing overlooking the athletic fields. The variety of activities taking place here includes: bridge parties, showers, other small private parties, chess and checker tournaments, reading, TV-watching, club meetings.

The ground-floor lounge and game room open to terraces which in summer become an extension of these areas.

A fireplace wall divides both levels of this wing forming two semi-private rooms on each level. Upstairs rooms can be further divided by collapsible partitions suspended in ceiling tracks.

While every attempt was made to create a maximum amount of flexible, divisible space here and elsewhere in the building, experience shows a need for even more small rooms. The need—now principally for shop rooms—may result in another wing behind and parallel to the bowling alley.
New Orleans proposes a Pied Piper answer to the high cost of city schools:

"JUNK THE NEIGHBORHOOD SCHOOL"

build an educational compound
in the country, send the children out
of the city each day

The x on the map at left marks the spot where New Orleans will build a 90-acre "village" of schools and playgrounds.

The land for the village is already bought. If the citizenry backs the plan (beginning with construction of the high school in 1954-55), a strange and dramatic event will occur every weekday morning in a perfectly commonplace way.

A densely packed 2 1/4 sq. mi. slum near the heart of the city will be swiftly emptied of nearly all its public school children. Thousands upon thousands of them. They will be gone, out of the city all day. Even the little lame boy will not be left behind as he was when the Pied Piper played at Hamelin.

The tune the children will dance to is the sweet jingle of money. Planner Charles Colbert estimates this one school village—accommodating 15% of the city's public school children—will save more than $11 million in direct land costs alone, a saving so huge it "would provide the children with the finest of bus transportation to the village site, at today's prices, for more than a century."

Add to this the lump revenue the city will get from selling expensive downtown sites, the year-in, year-out income from adding these sites to the tax rolls, the savings from centralized school supervision, construction, services and warehousing; subtract the headache and expense of trying to accommodate wildly erratic child-population peaks and dips in varying neighborhoods, and it is plain that Colbert has hit, at least economically, on a plausible solution to the intolerable poverty of the public schools in many of our big rich cities.

Colbert calls this Pied Piper scheme "perhaps the first major new concept in city school planning since the introduction of the neighborhood school," which means since this country began to build public schools.

His suburban school village does bear a sort of resemblance-in-reverse to the consolidated rural school, but the sheer size of the school village, its new approach to the economics of education, and the social changes it implies unquestionably do make it an entirely new creature.

Overleaf is an account of the situation that led to the Pied Piper plan; on p. 132 is a close-up look at the problem of school housing in a specific neighborhood and the solution—an exceptionally nice and economical neighborhood elementary school design; beginning on p. 134 the practical details of the Pied Piper Plan are discussed; and on p. 135 some of the puzzling social questions the scheme raises.

* Estimated 1952 nation-wide expenditures for public school construction: $1.4 billion. Some other 1952 expenditures for comparison: television sets and repairs, $1.7 billion; tobacco, $5.1 billion; liquor, $8.5 billion.
The heritage of "Noah's Arks"

When carefree New Orleans began to suspect something was wrong with its public schools and faced up to the full facts in 1951 it found the facts were horrifying indeed—though hardly worse than in many another city.

All but one of its 90 public schools were declared unsafe or un­sanitary. During 1940-50 the population had increased 15% but not a single new public school had been built. Use of schools was fantastically unbalanced. With 50% of the public school enrollment, Negro children had 33 schools; whites had 57. (During the decade Negro enrollment had increased 34%; white enrollment, deserting the "awful" public schools for private and church schools, had decreased 15%.) Some white schools were used as little as 25% of capacity (while rapidly growing white suburbs went school-less); Negro schools were crowded to 250%.

Some schools had no electric light, some no plumbing. In short, the common tale of an appalling burden of obsolescence and plain lack piled up by years of neglect.

All these problems were multiplied to their worst in a packed, predominately Negro slum area known locally as Back-A-Town, outlined on the airview below.

Forty years ago Back-A-Town was a mixture of dairy pasture, pleasant streets, and nauseous mudholes laced with open sewage canals and dotted with shacks built from city dump salvage. The open land was shortly jammed with "Noah's Arks," rows of speculative tenements, rented one room to a family. The Ark and shack blight spread until the early 1920's when the limits of this "Negro residential area" were fixed about as they are today. Density has increased until Back-A-Town has about a third of the city's Negro public school children.

But slum land is too profitable to use for schools.

A three-acre site for a new junior high for Back-A-Town cost $149,000 an acre last year; a conservative average for the area is $99,000. (Exorbitant site costs for slum schools are by no means unique to New Orleans. Conservative per-acre costs in New York's West Harlem and Lower East Sides: $200,000 to $250,000.)

What to do

Now it must be understood that New Orleans has not been sitting on its hands since surveying the dismal facts. It has 18 new schools and annexes built, building or under architectural contract. 1.5 more programmed for construction before 1955. It has renovated 27 old schools, will renovate another 15 this year. It has switched four white schools to the Negro system.* All this is relieving the immediate pressure in city-wide terms.

But in Back-A-Town especially, the relief is pathetically little against the need and even that little is temporary. When Colbert looked five and ten years ahead one over-riding fact stared him in the face: Adequately sized sites for a decent Back-A-Town school system were going to cost about as much as the buildings. This was tantamount to saying there would be no decent school system.

The Pied Piper idea—take the schools out of the slums—is Colbert's incisive slash at his Gordian knot.

* Including one trade that gave a Negro school to whites, a man-bites-dog story in the deep South.
A third of the city's Negro public school children (a sixth of total public school children) live in area to be served by the school village. Direction of New Orleans' growth is eastward, so site in suburban Gentilly is considered a good hedge against long-range population shift. Dark squares represent Negro students; light squares, white students.

Typical school in overcrowded Back-A-Town is the old Thomy Lafon, built in 1901 as a white school, transferred to the Negro system in 1932; it now accommodates—after a fashion—2,200 students in part-day shifts. Renovated in '51, it will hold out a few years longer. Every elementary school in Back-A-Town is similarly old, inadequate, crowded.

On the next page is pictured the new Thomy Lafon which will supplement the old buildings. But the old school can not be torn down until the school village absorbs surplus pupils.
One response to sky-high land costs in Back-A-Town
is a school design with ideas for Anytown:

THE NO-CORRIDOR SCHOOL

Along with the architectural contract for Thomy Lafon went as
tough a site problem as any school architect anywhere is apt to
face: How to put a new 525-student elementary school on a 3.2-
acre site already being used by 2,200 elementary pupils!

In the process of solving this corker the architects created a
school that will be equally sensible and charming if and when it
finally has the 3.2 acres all to itself (even the full site is small by
all current standards for a 525-student school); and they devised
economies and niceties that could appropriately grace schools
with all the site room in the world.

The design is so economical ($10.30 per sq. ft.) that when bids
came in last September, the school board found it could build the
whole school at once instead of deferring construction of six class­
rooms for five years, as had been planned. Total construction
cost was $432,000 against a projected Phase I construction bud­
get of $400,000 and a total construction budget of $540,000.

Understandably, nobody likes to talk much about the old
Thomy Lafon school. The models of the new Thomy Lafon do
not show it. But the old school is very much present because the
new Thomy Lafon is built partly on a 1.6-acre block into which
two large and several small buildings of the old school had been
squeezed, partly on an adjoining square of public playground
and partly on the area formerly occupied by the street between
the two blocks. To build the new school, the smaller buildings of
the old school were razed but the two largest remain cheek-by-
jowl with the new school. The old and new school together will
continue to serve about 2,200 children, until the school village
scheme absorbs about 1,700 children from this attendance dis­
trict. Then the old school will be razed, and the new school will
continue with only 525 students.

To cut down total building area and to make every possible
inch of ground usable for play, the architects put the classrooms
on stilts and did away entirely with a classroom corridor. Stairs
from the covered play and circulation space beneath give access
directly from the ground to each pair of classrooms above.

Now look at the by-products!

• The stilts put classrooms upstairs, give them all an outlook with­
out distraction from play areas or street.
• They give protected play space under the school for rainy days.
• They make it easy to keep classrooms cool and dry (and pose
no serious heating problems).

Curtis calls the design “the logical step after the finger plan.”
But do not stop after looking at the big ideas in this little
school; it is crammed with details that merit close study too:

• Note the delightful upstairs play terrace and downstairs play­
ground of the kindergarten, connected by a ramp that is sheer
fun in itself.
• Note the way small patios and low outdoor walls give the ground­
floor “community wing” a wealth of differing little vistas and
nooks, a niceness that eludes many a more expensive schoolhouse.
• Note the varicolored paved terraces for outdoor classes; imagi­
native touches like this and like the climbing wall make endlessly
rich play space out of a pocket-sized plot.
• Note (section) the neat way practical problems have been solved:
the economical plumbing stacks, the unit heaters above stairs.

COST DATA
Construction total .... $432,260.00
Per sq. ft. .......... 10.30 Per classroom (gross) . .. $30,875.00
Per classroom (net) .. 12,617.00 Per pupil (gross) .... $23.00
School and grounds as they will appear if and when the old school buildings now occupying foreground of site (see plot plan) are razed.

Second Floor
- Kindergarten
- Classrooms
- Restrooms
- Offices
- Auditorium
- Cafeteria
- Library
- Conference
- Multi-purpose Room
- Exam Room
- Lobby
- Restrooms

Ground floor is "community wing" planned for broad use by neighborhood. Examination suite for instance will serve as community clinic.
INSIDE THE SCHOOL VILLAGE

its 90 acres do the job of 115 in neighborhood sites;
its land cost is $300,000 vs. $11,385,000 for city sites;
its 11 schools will share 4 cafeterias, 4 auditoriums;
it will be run like a university

The only thing wrong with the no-corridor Thomy Lafon school on the preceding pages is that its students are a drop in the bucket.

To ladle up the surplus children on the Thomy Lafon school site alone will require three additional schools, and before 1969-70 Back-A-Town will need 11 new schools, including a 2,000-student senior high. (These are in addition to three elementary schools under construction, a junior high on the boards, an existing senior high, all of which will continue operating in Back-A-Town after the school village is built.)

The 11 new schools for Back-A-Town require anywhere from 81 to 157 acres, depending on whose site standards are used.

Colbert figures that the school village's 90 acres in one spot are the "educational equivalent" of 115 acres dispersed in town because several schools can share common facilities—auditoriums, cafeterias, gyms, playing fields. Or looking at it more mechanistically: The National Council on Schoolhouse Construction figures on a five-acre base for each elementary school plus one acre for each 100 pupils. With eight 525-student schools coalesced into three groups, base acreage drops from 40 to 15, a 25-acre saving.

Colbert's preliminary site plan takes shrewd advantage of this centralization. He groups elementary units so three schools can share one auditorium and one cafeteria. Auditorium costs for elementary schools in New Orleans have been running between 6 and 7% of the structures. Colbert points out that one 525-student auditorium can adequately serve three schools; he figures on reducing auditorium cost to 2%. He estimates savings on all joint-use facilities for elementary schools in the village at $200,000.

In the secondary school group, the two junior highs will share one gymnasium (the senior high will have its own); all three secondary schools will share one auditorium, one cafeteria, the same facilities for science, arts and crafts, home economics.

Services—telephone, heat, maintenance, warehousing—will be centralized for the whole village and centralization will justify some facilities now lacking or inadequate in the school system: sight-saving classes, testing and guidance, classes for retarded, physically handicapped or brilliant children in the school village.

1. Kindergarten
2. Administration
3. Library
4. Auditorium
5. Cafeteria
6. Gymnasium
7. Play shelter
WHO PAYS THE PIPER?

will the community pay
—by losing the neighborhood schoolhouse
—by forfeiting its voice in school affairs?

will the children pay
—by losing the connection between school and "real life"
—by being submerged in a vast educational factory?

The love of money gets man into as much trouble as the lack of it. So it is only prudent to take our eyes off the high monetary costs of the city neighborhood school and look at the possibility of high nonmonetary costs in the school village.

It has become fashionable to call shifting anything to the suburbs "decentralization." But the school village idea, suburban or no, is centralization. It makes a homogenous big thing out of diverse little things.

It carries the potential (perhaps inevitable?) flaw of centralization: loss of "amateur" community participation, increase in remote and ingrown bureaucratic control.

Without benefit of school villages, the school systems of many of our big cities (including New Orleans) have already come to this pass. The school village is the easy way out—perhaps not a way out at all—because it rides with the trend toward separation of community and school instead of attempting to reverse the trend.

The entire American theory that local control of schools is "good" rests on the assumption that ordinary parents and citizens are interested in the schools, feel responsibility toward them, and are effective. To make this work in practice, the school system has to be interested in the whole community, feel responsibility toward it, and do something effective to become a vital part of it.

The New Orleans school board and Colbert know this well. The school as a servant of the whole community was a concept almost unheard of in New Orleans until the '48 fight over school architecture. In the last few years, the new board and Colbert's transpotation plan for the school village does in fact have already come to this pass. The school village is the easy way out—perhaps not a way out at all—because it rides with the trend toward separation of community and school instead of attempting to reverse the trend.

The New Orleans school board and Colbert know this well. The school as a servant of the whole community was a concept almost unheard of in New Orleans until the '48 fight over school architecture. In the last few years, the new board and Colbert's transportation plan for the school village does have already come to this pass. The school village is the easy way out—perhaps not a way out at all—because it rides with the trend toward separation of community and school instead of attempting to reverse the trend.

The entire American theory that local control of schools is "good" rests on the assumption that ordinary parents and citizens are interested in the schools, feel responsibility toward them, and are effective. To make this work in practice, the school system has to be interested in the whole community, feel responsibility toward it, and do something effective to become a vital part of it.

The New Orleans school board and Colbert know this well. The school as a servant of the whole community was a concept almost unheard of in New Orleans until the '48 fight over school architecture. In the last few years, the new board and Colbert's transportation plan for the school village does have already come to this pass. The school village is the easy way out—perhaps not a way out at all—because it rides with the trend toward separation of community and school instead of attempting to reverse the trend.

The entire American theory that local control of schools is "good" rests on the assumption that ordinary parents and citizens are interested in the schools, feel responsibility toward them, and are effective. To make this work in practice, the school system has to be interested in the whole community, feel responsibility toward it, and do something effective to become a vital part of it.

The New Orleans school board and Colbert know this well. The school as a servant of the whole community was a concept almost unheard of in New Orleans until the '48 fight over school architecture. In the last few years, the new board and Colbert's transportation plan for the school village does have already come to this pass. The school village is the easy way out—perhaps not a way out at all—because it rides with the trend toward separation of community and school instead of attempting to reverse the trend.

The entire American theory that local control of schools is "good" rests on the assumption that ordinary parents and citizens are interested in the schools, feel responsibility toward them, and are effective. To make this work in practice, the school system has to be interested in the whole community, feel responsibility toward it, and do something effective to become a vital part of it.
Government 3 1/4% bonds seen as deliberate brake on building

The Treasury's new 3 1/4% bonds would dampen the 1953 boom in construction just as it began showing a strength that most forecasters had not expected.

Actually the April 13 offering involved only about 1/4% of the nation's outstanding debt. The Treasury offered $1 billion of marketable 30-year bonds for cash. It also offered to swap the new 3 1/4% securities for all Series F and G (12 year, 2.5%) bonds maturing between May and December, which may add another $1 billion to the issue.

Deliberate deflation. But in significance, the 3 1/4% bonds were a towering landmark of GOP fiscal policy. It was the first sale of long-term government bonds in an unpegged market in 12 years. The interest was the highest since 1933. It was a notable example of using public debt management to control credit. It was the Eisenhower administration's first major step to reverse Democratic cheap money policies. Basically, the issue was a consciously deflationary action which should reverberate throughout the US economy as it drives up the cost of borrowing. The big deflationary effect lay in the fact that the issue was designed to attract nonbank investors. Commercial banks that were the main customers for short term Treasury bonds would not buy many of the new ones: their funds must be more liquid. Getting the national debt out of bank hands is deflationary because banks use government bonds to expand credit.

The new issue was tailored to interest investors like life insurance companies, savings banks and pension funds. To the extent they buy the Treasury's 3 1/4%, they will not be buying mortgages or making loans on commercial buildings.

The April 8 announcement of the 3 1/4% bonds took its place as a major date alongside March 4, 1951 when the Federal Reserve stopped supporting the government bond market. Its impact, however, would be faster and more drastic.

Temporary shock. For a few months, the 3 1/4% issue could well produce a drought in construction funds. Some experts figured institutions would invest most of the $1 billion in the next six weeks. But compared to a year's total public and private financing of about $30 billion, the $1 billion issue was not a major item.

To municipalities, the 3 1/4% rate gave new worries about financing school and other local public works construction. Many a city already was hard put to meet its budget. The certain rise in borrowing costs for municipalities would force some cities to retrench on building plans. But this should not show up in actual construction volume for six months or more.

First and hardest hit was the housing mortgage market. VA mortgages at 4 1/4% and FHA loans at 4 1/2% could not be expected to attract private money while Treasury bonds went for 3 1/4%. Cried President Manny Spiegel of the National Assn. of Home Builders: "This was the straw that broke the back of the VA and FHA mortgage market." (Indications were growing stronger, however, that the GOP high command would let VA and FHA rates rise to 4 1/2% to keep step with other interest rates.)

Out of hand? In defense of tightening up, Ikemen pointed to evidence that the spring boom was in a little danger of getting out of hand. Consumer credit was rising. Homebuilding during the first quarter was 11% ahead of the same period of 1952 (see table). Commercial construction was up 44% (helped, of course, by the end of CMP restrictions). And industrial construction was providing the biggest surprise

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>March '52</th>
<th>1st 3 months</th>
<th>'53 Change</th>
<th>% Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential (nonfarm)</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>856</td>
<td>-7.7</td>
<td>2,194 2,454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>620 680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>332 335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,667</td>
<td>1,733</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4,597 4,939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>276 302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>-16.4</td>
<td>376 336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2,197 2,064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>732</td>
<td>735</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>4,937 4,909</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Minor components not shown, so total exceeds sum of parts. Data from Department of Commerce and Department of Labor. |

CONSTRUCTION EXPENDITURES for the first quarter of '53 were $409 million ahead of last year's first three months, or a gain of 6.2%. Public construction, still to feel the effects of the federal cutback order, was 3 1/4% ahead of the first quarter of '52. Private construction showed more than seasonal gains in March, pushed the boom in commercial building 44.4% ahead of '52's first quarter. The decline in private industrial spending narrowed to only 5.2% for three months, compared with 7% for the year's first two months.

IN THIS MONTH'S NEWS:

(see pp. 39 through 72)

Urban rehabilitation suffers a setback as leaders of Baltimore slum plan quit and Miami junks its slum clearance department

Commerce Dept. experts forecast the federal economy drive may cut federal building so much that '53 construction will drop 5% from last year's record levels

Congress wrestles with extending rent control right down to its April 30 expiration date

Urban Land Institute proposes divorcing housing from Title I urban redevelopment law

Associated General Contractors find sharper bidding despite booming business, elect C. P. Street new president

Rcidentl 55 46 —16.4 176 136 —22.7
Military 100 102 +2.0 276 302 +9.4
Industrial 200 196 —1.9 620 680 +10.1
Commercial 172 174 +1.1 332 335 +1.2
Total 1,667 1,733 +4.1 4,597 4,939 +7.4

THE MAGAZINE OF BUILDING

NEW CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY
(expenditures in millions of dollars)
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<th>'53 Change</th>
<th>% Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residential (nonfarm)</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>856</td>
<td>-7.7</td>
<td>2,194 2,454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>620 680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>332 335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,667</td>
<td>1,733</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4,597 4,939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>276 302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>-16.4</td>
<td>376 336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2,197 2,064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>732</td>
<td>735</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>4,937 4,909</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Minor components not shown, so total exceeds sum of parts. Data from Department of Commerce and Department of Labor. |

CONSTRUCTION EXPENDITURES for the first quarter of '53 were $409 million ahead of last year's first three months, or a gain of 6.2%. Public construction, still to feel the effects of the federal cutback order, was 3 1/4% ahead of the first quarter of '52. Private construction showed more than seasonal gains in March, pushed the boom in commercial building 44.4% ahead of '52's first quarter. The decline in private industrial spending narrowed to only 5.2% for three months, compared with 7% for the year's first two months.
of all: instead of taking a nosedive with the virtual completion of defense plant expansion, it showed only a negligible 5% decline. And it was beginning to bounce back even from that dip.

Thus Eisenhower economists had a good case for dampening the boom now to prevent it from turning into a bust later. The tightness of money would bring a temporary paralysis to housing mortgages, and it would discourage a lot of building in the long run.

But the overall effect would scarcely do more than shade off the boom. The year's total construction might be down from 1952 levels—Commerce Dept. experts forecast this month that it would sag about 5%. But the chief reason was the federal economy program (see p. 40) which promised to take a really big bite out of military construction.

Los Angeles mayor loses election over public housing

Last year, although Los Angeles voters repudiated public housing by a sizable majority (59%), Mayor Fletcher Bowron continued to act in support of the city's proposed 10,000 unit public housing program. At one point, the rhubarb grew so heated Bowron landed a swing on a heckler (H&H, Oct. '52, News).

This month, as the mayor sought re-election to his fifth term, his opponents made public housing the chief issue—and won. For the first time in 20 years, a Los Angeles mayor running for office again failed to win a plurality in the primary balloting.

The results:

- Rep. Norris Poulson (R, Calif.) 211,247
- Mayor Bowron 178,362
- City Engineer Lloyd Aldrich 70,459

When Aldrich threw his support to Poulson, Los Angeles politicos figured anti-public houser Poulson was way out in front for the May 26 general election.

Colorado gets new license law—and great confusion

Colorado's legislature enacted a new architect licensing law March 28, the last day before adjourning for two years. Whether it remedied all the defects of the 44-year-old law held unconstitutional by a court (AF, Jan. '52 et seq.) remained to be seen.

Biggest question: under the new law would the certification board license the dozen applicants whose rejection led to the suits? An attorney for several of them said the new law was so vague it might be unconstitutional, too. "It's just what you would expect of a bill jammed through the last days of the legislature," he cracked.

Multi-use theater building awaits New York code changes

If the curtain ever rises in a new and modern New York legitimate theater it would not be thanks to speed by the city council in approving code changes to permit theaters within other buildings. On the other hand, years of talk about such changes were mostly academic: no one had serious plans to build an office-theater. Last month, however, Theater Angel Howard S. Cullman, who is New York's Port Authority chairman, said he and associates would seriously consider erecting a multiuse theater building in the West 50's theater district if the code was amended. They released a schematic sketch (above) to show construction features, including elevator service for balcony patrons, two-level basement garage, as planned for them by Architects Kahn & Jacobs.

Fire and building departments, the League of New York Theaters, and the AIA chapter executive committee had approved, but by mid-April Councilman Thomas J. Mirabile still had set no date for a building committee hearing on the necessary bills introduced in January. Recalling that New York's last new theater was erected in 1927, an exasperated editorial in the "Herald Tribune" begged for faster action: "The new theaters are needed right now—not another quarter century off."

Multi-use theater building awaits New York code changes

Chicago gets world's biggest private bus terminal

Greyhound Corp.'s $10 million bus terminal in Chicago, abuilding four years and opened March 19, achieves the distinction of adding no load to traffic congestion in the busy Loop. As the cutaway sketch shows, buses load and unload from a concourse in the second basement. They depart through a 225' private tunnel to the lower level of Wacker Drive, one of the most congested streets in downtown Chicago. The ticket office and waiting room fill the floor below ground level, freeing the ground floor for shops and restaurants from which Greyhound expects to earn about $600,000 a year. The second floor and roof, behind the facing of 24' high ribbed panels of 18 ga. stainless steel, is given over to public parking, with space for 500 autos. The foundations were designed to permit later erection of a 12-story office building atop part of the five-level terminal. Even without it, says Greyhound, it is the largest independently owned bus terminal in the world. Architects were Skidmore, Owings & Merrill.
Eight years of architect-owner teamwork
on the Hartford Statler pay off
with a better building at better costs:

THE HOTEL THAT RESEARCH BUILT

Once in a blue moon a new building gets so much thought and study that all future planning in that building type is altered and many other building types are affected.

The new $5.2 million Hartford Statler is such a milestone. It will be years before anyone plans another hotel without studying in detail its traffic flow, floor layout, room design, space allocation, plumbing, lighting, engineering, structure and economics. This is a prototype small-city hotel, an experiment whose success may lead Statler to venture similar hotels in many other cities, and which still other cities will plagiarize on their own.

On 455 rooms for $12,000 a room, it will beat the construction cost of the 1,250-room Los Angeles Statler—and have, proportionately, bigger banquet facilities at that.

This is not a design story, although the design is highly acceptable. It is a planning story in which almost every detail is interesting because every detail is so carefully studied. And there are at least six good reasons why everyone interested in better buildings will wish to know more about this project:

1. It is important for construction features which will influence not only hotels, but all other tall city buildings—viz. the thinnest (2") curtain wall ever approved for a downtown tower, the deepest floor cantilever, the lowest floor-to-floor height, the shortest plumbing run, the most efficient minimum bath.

2. It is interesting (and perhaps important) for the way it borrows as well as pioneers—viz. the loft construction from Mies, aluminum framing covers from Belluschi, the glass and porcelain enamel wall from the GM Research Center, the open-ground floor court from Lever House, the split-level plan from the Los Angeles Statler, the immediate separation of overnight and in-and-out traffic from the best hospital planning.

3. It is fascinating for the way the most careful research was focused on what people, either guests or employees, will do or like—viz. 12 easy risers (7') up to the cocktail lounge because 7' is the most people will walk up without fussing; music in the elevators because experience has shown music reduces labor turnover; 34 rooms per floor because the maids' union won't let one maid do more than 17 rooms. And see p. 146 for the towel hook that will finance $100,000 worth of construction.

4. It is an outstanding example of building teamwork, with the owner providing the most complete research for problem analysis, the architect sweating out structural answers to those problems through months of study, the lender underwriting the entire cost, and the builder helping cut nearly $1 million from the budget.

5. It is interesting for the way the details of many other hotels were studied (including five other Statlers) to fix standards for Hartford a foot at a time, first to borrow and then improve the most efficient features and space use that could be found anywhere else.

6. But perhaps most important of all is the way this hotel was conceived from top to bottom as an integral part of its own operation, rather than as a shelter in which the operation could be housed. If this hotel makes money, it will be mostly because operating economies and maximum revenue per sq. ft. were planned into every detail.

If American business would grasp this concept of the building itself as perhaps the most important part of the production line, there would be less talk among owners about not being able to afford a new building, just as there is very little talk of saving money by using old machinery. This concept of the building as a cost-cutting, profit-raising tool offers the one best hope of keeping construction booming when the era of necessitous building ends.
The Hartford Statler results from the closest possible teamwork over an eight-year period between the Statler management and Architect William Tabler. The owner, for his part, made available the most detailed operating data from all his far-flung hotels and footed the bills for the extensive research, the mock-ups, and the planning and replanning needed to squeeze every inch of waste out of the project. The architect, in turn, has devoted all his time to working out solutions to his client’s problems—first in collaboration with Holabird & Root & Burgee, whose associate he was on the Los Angeles Statler, now as sole architect for the new Statler hotels in Hartford and Dallas.

When Tabler tackled the Hartford Statler he was asked to abandon the axiom on which most other Statler requirements were based: no hotel of less than 1,000 rooms built to Statler standards could be profitable. Nevertheless, he was asked to meet almost all Statler’s usual standards. The new hotel must provide a wide range of accommodations—which meant a variety of room sizes; it must break even at 60 to 65% occupancy; it must provide complete service—even an ice-cream plant; its net room area (excluding bath, foyer and closet) must be 50% of gross floor area; it had to include at least 10,000 sq. ft. of rentable ground floor space plus suitable dining room, ballroom, convention and night-club area.

To meet these requirements, Tabler had to 1) cut every space, from lobby to slop closet, to the acceptable minimum—actually scale down the entire operation to half the former 1,000-room minimum; 2) cut out all duplicated space and make single-purpose space do double-duty; and 3) solve a circulation problem created and intensified by the very integration he hoped to accomplish.

Planning highlights of the lower floors:

- Every possible foot of street frontage is reserved for retail stores, whose $43,000 rental payments will cover taxes and interest on the $503,000 site and so enable the hotel to live rent free.
- The sidewalk was curved in toward the entrance by special permission from the city, so cars can park off the street without crossing pedestrian traffic.
- Inside the hotel, room guest traffic is separated at the very entrance from restaurant or convention traffic. Room guests turn to the right, past the desk to the elevators. Others bear left up 7' to the mezzanine.
- One end of the tower was cantilevered 14'-6" to extend sidewalk width and build maximum space above. This 14'-6" cantilever was made economical by the very light weight (10 lbs. per sq. ft.) of the 2" curtain wall.
- There are two entrances to the hotel—one for pedestrians at the corner, one for car passengers and pedestrians at the center.
- All restaurant, banquet and convention facilities are concentrated on the second floor, where they do not compete for more valuable street-level space and where they can all be served from one central kitchen (compared with 4 in the Washington Statler, 5 in the Los Angeles Statler, 4 in the Boston Statler). The Statler management believes this is the first 455-room hotel ever built to feed 1,200 guests at once from a single kitchen.
- Neither escalators nor elevators are provided for ballroom, convention, restaurant or bar patrons. Careful study showed patrons

Split-level plan of public floors (exaggerated here) solves circulation. It divides traffic at door: guests bear right to desk and elevators, other customers bear left—and up in easy stages—to mezzanine bar, restaurant and ballroom. Most of ground-floor frontage is rentable store space. Elevator core is next to kitchen for easy room service. Laundry and refuse chutes in this core connect all floors with basement (not shown).
Tower-shape studies helped find best scheme for awkward site. Top—only half the rooms get the park view, rear rooms could be blacked out by future building on adjacent site. Middle—still only half the rooms get the view, rooms could be blacked out by future building on other side of site. Bottom—reduces blackout problem but opens no more rooms to view. All three have core taking up valuable perimeter wall.

Final tower shape gives two-thirds of rooms a park view, offers maximum protection from future adjacent building and has core located on inside corner—the least desirable perimeter wall for guest rooms.
HOTEL RESEARCH

would walk up without question provided they were lured up in easy stages. This explains the split-level open plan, with the mezzanine only 7' above the lobby level, over a bar and flower shop depressed 5'. From the mezzanine other stairs hidden from the entrance climb 4' more to the restaurant night club or 3' to the ballroom.

* Only the coffee shop, principal restaurant for guests, can be reached directly by elevator. It is also served by stairway to the lobby near the pedestrian entrance.

* Segregation of guest and service traffic to the main dining room overlooking the park was solved vertically instead of horizontally. Food is brought from the kitchen on a bridge across the lobby over the incoming guests.

* The lounge area in the lobby, facing a fireplace and the court garden beyond the glass wall, is small but is no victim of space economy: it is intentionally small to discourage free-loaders from the street using it as a reading room.

* The laundry chute drops linen from guest-room floors directly to the basement washing machines. Statler has found that hand-hauling laundry any distance runs the laundry into the red.

* The refuse chute deposits trash directly to the refuse room. Refuse is separated, and the paper is baled and sold.

These and a host of other economies designed into every part of the building will make it possible for Statler to operate this Hartford hotel with an employe-per-guest-room-ratio of 0.8:1 compared with a ratio of 1:1 for all its other hotels.
PUBLIC SPACES feature open planning, flexible partitions, dual-purpose lighting

To get the most out of the scaled-down public spaces at his disposal, Architect Tabler used four architectural tricks of the trade:

1. He treated lobby, mezzanine, dining-room foyer and adjoining circulation areas as one space. Low partitions, glass, screens and stairs are the only space dividers used.

2. He used height (two stories in the lobby) to tie the different levels together and an outside court open to the sky (à la Lever House) to add to the lobby height.

3. He used light to create depth on the ground floor and to join spaces. Highest intensity light is at the rear of the lobby over the desk and draws the entering guest to the back of the room. Cove lighting in the dining room is visible from the foyer and leads the eye deep into that area. The bar, well back on the mezzanine floor, is accented with light to add depth to that level.

4. He related all adjoining circulation areas by using similar finishes. To further the impression of a continuous flow of space, he kept a vista always before a guest going up or downstairs. Thus, guests going up to the mezzanine have 60’ of inviting space before them; those in the mezzanine or dining-room foyer see into the dining room or lobby below.

Ballroom. Instead of providing many separate rooms of different sizes for various kinds of gatherings as most Statlers have done, this one has only two big meeting rooms: ballroom and assembly hall. Individually they seat 600 each, but are easily combined to handle one large group. Along one wall of the ballroom are a series of small collapsible rooms for private meetings and dinners. Each can be combined with the others and with the ballroom to produce a total of 12 different space arrangements for functions of any size. (Folding partitions are two separate wooden panels with a 5 3/4" air space between. Decibel reduction was so good [40] that test panels erected in the Boston Statler have been kept permanently.)

Analysis of all convention and private-party use of the Boston Statler for a peak month indicated that with this flexibility the Hartford Statler could handle more than 90% of the Boston Statler’s private-party billing in one third the space, with great further economy because the tighter planning makes additional warming kitchens unnecessary.

Ballroom lighting is elaborate. Cove lighting in three colors can be mixed to produce a spectrum ranging from white to deep purple. Ceiling floodlights are adjustable to light either the dance floor or wall displays.

Dining room. The main dining room doubles as a night club. Its second-floor front location gives daytime diners a view of the park, maximum daylight, and a feeling of great uninterrupted space. The window wall is the visual focus.

For night-club activities the big window is draped and the visual focus turns inward to a bandstand which is a continuation of the raised table platform at one end of the room. Now, with light, the intimate night-club atmosphere is gained. A cove light marks the end wall behind the band. General illumination is a subdued combination of baffled downlights and chandeliers of globes whose light can be dimmed or raised and played against spotlights.

Supper room during the day focuses on large window overlooking park.
Nighttime focus is on dance floor and bandstand at far end of room.

Ballroom thrown completely open (above) will handle large conventions and dances. For smaller group meetings, collapsible walls divide the same space into four small rooms plus good size ballroom and separate assembly hall (plan, below).
GUESTS ROOMS make the most of minimum space and a minimum budget

At Hartford, Statler wanted all rooms to pay their way equally on a square-foot basis (5¢ per day). Three factors affect a hotel’s ability to reach this goal:

1. Demand for various-type rooms. To get an accurate estimate of demand involves a lot of intelligent guesswork. Among the things to be considered are: the character of the community—Hartford is essentially an insurance town; the average length of a businessman’s stay in Hartford is four days; the fact that businessmen today frequently take their wives or entire families with them on trips; the fact that more and more families spend their vacations in hotels to get away from household chores.

2. Number of each room type to go on a typical floor. This is obtained by taking the demand for various types and dividing each by the number of projected guest-room floors.

3. Size of each room type. The minimum acceptable room sizes in the Hartford Statler came from an exhaustive cut-and-try method that had to be approved by the flintiest eye of the highest Statler brass.

Mock-ups of each room type were made and officials inspected them rigorously to get the intangible “feel” of the space in each room. Only after this exhaustive procedure were minimum sizes set.

The next step, for the Statler officials, was simplicity itself; they handed their requirements to Tabler, said, “Go to work.”

Here are their typical floor requirements:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room Type</th>
<th>Minimum Size</th>
<th>Actual Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Singles</td>
<td>60 sq. ft.</td>
<td>66 sq. ft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doubles</td>
<td>80 sq. ft.</td>
<td>110 sq. ft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large twin</td>
<td>120 sq. ft.</td>
<td>190 sq. ft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small twin</td>
<td>70 sq. ft.</td>
<td>150 sq. ft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parlor</td>
<td>200 sq. ft.</td>
<td>410 sq. ft.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition they wanted to be able to suite the following combinations of rooms:
1) two large twins, 2) large and small twins, 3) double and large twin, 4) parlor and double, 5) parlor and large twin.

The five two-room combinations plus another two-room suite, two three-room combinations and a de luxe, four-room suite.

* Folding bed in “small twin” permits smaller room and makes this room rentable to either a single businessman; a couple; or a family of three.

Typical floor. With the room requirements fixed, Architect Tabler was faced with the problem of getting the wide room variety in a simple, economical tower that would not complicate the structure or the mechanical work.

First step was to find a bay size of two rooms that would meet the minimum room-size requirements. From previous studies, the bay dimension along the corridor was automatically set: Minimum bathroom width, foyer width and closet depth were known. Multiplied by two (for a two-room bay) they totaled 23' and represented the dimension between column center lines along windows.

This left two variables to work with to determine the required room sizes: the bay depth, and the location of room partitions on either side or in the center of the bay girders. Bay depth along the front of the tower was fixed at 15'; along the back, at 12'-6". Corridor width (6') was figured on the module of standard carpet looms (9") to eliminate carpet waste and save cutting costs.

One departure from the two-rooms-per-bay axiom occurs twice on each floor to give
six minimum single rooms or roomettes. Reason: Insurance companies in Hartford run training courses of several weeks' duration and these roomettes answer the demand for minimum-cost accommodations for "students."

Ceiling heights were fixed by the cut-and-try method to find an acceptable minimum. It was found that 8' was too low, while 9' actually made small rooms feel smaller by accenting the narrow dimension. Final floor-to-ceiling height came to 8'-4" which, with the 5" concrete ceiling slab, gave a floor-to-floor height of 8'-9" (compared with 9'-6" in both the Washington and Los Angeles Statlers).

Bedroom cost and space economies:

- Ceilings are spackle-finished instead of plastered.
- Baseboards are asphalt tile instead of metal (they'll withstand nearly as much hard use as metal, are less costly to repair).
- The ventilating grille in the bathroom door is omitted and the door under-cut 1" for ventilation.
- The closet wall is stopped 5" short of the ceiling and an incandescent bulb in an inexpensive porcelain fixture (hidden from view) supplies cove lighting to the foyer as well as direct light to the closet. Added advantage: if the bulb burns out the maid can replace it.
- Three baseboard plugs are so spaced around the walls that no more than 5' of cord is needed to place lamps anywhere along the room perimeter. Fixed lights are not used because they freeze furniture location and cause the carpet to wear out in spots. (And all switches are noiseless—a switch clicking at 3 A.M. can be heard all down the hall.)
- Analysis of costs went to such lengths that Tabler knew it would be cheaper to use a plaster stool face than leave it open and pay for carpeting to go the additional 10" to the wall!

To make the rooms appear larger a host of psychological tricks were used. Examples:

- Twin beds are placed on opposite sides of the room (instead of in a corner with table between the heads) and chairs and table are arranged to make the room one large grouping instead of splitting it into sleeping and sitting areas.
- All horizontal lines on the window wall are emphasized. Thus the stool runs uninterrupted from wall to wall as does the valance over the window. A muntin separating the fixed and movable lights furthers the horizontal treatment and acts as a psychological railing to reduce fears guests might have about falling out of the wide, high window.
- The drape is stopped at the stool to save costs of material and to keep it from becoming a strong vertical element in the room.
- Window head and door heights are identical (6'-8''). Stool height (29'') matches table height.
- All furniture is scaled down to fit the room.
- The closet is stopped short of the bathroom on the room end of the foyer, adding space to the room proper.
- Continuous carpet makes the floor an unbroken plane.
- There is no overhead downlighting to lower the apparent ceiling height.
- Mirrors are used on side walls to "widen" the room and opposing walls are painted different colors to increase this feeling of spaciousness.

For architect:
H. J. Stojowski, designer; J. B. Robinson, D. P. Dann, R. M. Engelbrecht, J. C. Mayer, associates

For structural engineer:
H. S. Woodward, W. Wing

For mechanical engineer:
W. Bessler, E. I. Daugherty, T. S. Schreiber (of Smith & Silverman)

For contractor:
Neil Horgan, H. W. Dobson, R. B. Whittlesey

For owner:
Harold B. Callis, senior vice president & secretary; Kenneth M. McCann, vice president & general manager, (Statler Studios, Inc.); Fred E. Smith, assistant vice president, (Statler Studios, Inc.); W. R. Leber, vice president, executive engineer; E. Podmayer, assistant; E. Wattins, staff designer; I. N. Simon, staff architect.

Typical floor has 34 rooms, includes five different room sizes. Diversity of rooms in standard bay widths comes from making froni bays 15' deep, rear bays 21'-6" and by locating room partitions on different sides of girders.
BATHROOMS anticipate guests' habits, boast new fixture designs

Here is the best-thought-out hotel bathroom yet built.

It measures only 4'-10" by 6'-7" (inside dimensions) yet is a full, two-passenger bath. Building on lessons learned in the Los Angeles Statler it uses that hotel's painstakingly worked-out design. In the Los Angeles bath, the water closet is turned several degrees off its usual axis for three good reasons: 1) it permits the door to swing into a narrower room; 2) it permits an alternate door location in the end rather than in the side of the bath; 3) it serves as a seat for the make-up shelf and mirror.

To make the compact bathroom seem larger, the medicine cabinet is outsize and wall mirrors visually extend the space.

Habits of guests and maids were considered in the design to cut operating and maintenance costs materially. For example, shower-curtain tracks, recessed in bathroom ceilings in the Los Angeles Statler, are dropped to a reachable level. Reason: lady guests complained in Los Angeles that they had no place to hang stockings to dry.

If a towel hook is handy—and one is here on the bathroom wall—Statler has discovered that a guest will normally use a face towel four times instead of once. Result: Laundry savings of $41.46 per day in 455 rooms equals $20 a day or $7,300 a year—enough to pay annual capital charges on $100,000 worth of construction.

Stoppers on chains are used because mechanical stoppers get clogged and maids refuse to clean them; then an expensive plumber has to clean the trap. Maids will clean drains under chain stoppers. Incandescent light is used to permit maids instead of maintenance men to change bulbs.

Fixture design insisted on by Statler may well add new and improved units to maker's lines. Examples: 1) The water-closet seat cover covers more of the bowl than standard models, serves better as a seat. 2) The one-piece vitreous china sink-vanity shelf pioneered in the Los Angeles hotel is used here. Instead of a hard-to-clean joint between the usual plastic shelf and china basin, there is one continuous surface. 3) The medicine cabinet was built to Statler's specifications. The back of the cabinet behind the shelves is a removable access panel to plumbing. A perforated shade (hinged at the back for easy bulb replacement) over the incandescent light keeps all light down where it is needed. Precisely angled louvers of the towel shelf below the bulb direct light out onto anyone in front of the mirror. The electric-razor outlet is placed on the lower part of the cabinet instead of near the top. A removable razor-blade receptacle has a built-in bottle opener.

Plumbing savings are great. One standard pipe shaft serves two baths (compared with only 53% of Washington's many non-standard pipe shafts). As a result of meticulous planning with plumbing engineers, Statler was able to single-vent each pair of back-to-back fixtures (diagram r.) and thus save nine fittings and 10' of pipe (plus labor costs) for each pair of bathrooms. Another plumbing saving came in using only one vertical air chamber for each bath. Each Hartford bath requires 50' less pipe than Washington Statler baths, 15' less than Los Angeles Statler's. The saving is $100,000 over conventional layouts.
STRUCTURE: 2″ curtain wall and glass hung on a concrete frame

The first 2″ curtain wall on any tall US building will enclose the Hartford Statler. (The Alcoa Building has a 7″ wall; the Gateway Center buildings, 51/2″ walls.) It is a glass-fiber sandwich with 20-gauge metal (porcelain finished) on the outside and asbestos board on the inside.

Here are other comparative statistics:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wt./sq. ft.</th>
<th>Cost/30′ ft.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALCOA</td>
<td>40 Lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GATEWAY</td>
<td>42.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATLER</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cooperative city building officials gave the Statler the green light for this curtain wall by ruling that the 25″ depth of the spandrel beam meets the code’s requirements for exterior fireproof wall area. Result: the window and 2″ curtain wall cover the 140 sq. ft. area defined by columns and spandrels.

Clear glass occupies two-thirds of the room width and is built into a prefabricated aluminum frame. Two transom lights open for ventilation across the bottom of the window. Above, the window is fixed—or rather locked shut. For washing, the window can be unlocked and swung in and out. Both surfaces cleaned from inside.

The window stops short of the room width because drapes, even when drawn back, would obscure part of the glass and sun fading would raise maintenance costs. Moreover, the substitution of curtain wall for this glass saves a big 25% on air-conditioning requirements. On the inside, the window will be shaded with Venetian blinds in addition to full-drawn drapes, because the Statler has discovered businessmen who must sleep during the day cannot get the room dark enough with just the blinds.

The aluminum framed wall units are built on a module of three to a bay to reduce shipping and erection problems. Two of the sections have the windows incorporated in them, while the center one is entirely blank.

To get bids on both steel and concrete structure, the building was designed on the familiar post-and-beam principle. Steel in place and fireproofed was bid at $1,600,000 while concrete came to only $1,000,000—and the issue was settled. (So well settled in fact that in designing the Dallas Statler, this versatile material will be used to get rid of all exterior columns. There, floors will be cantilevered 3′ beyond columns all the way around.)

In Hartford one end of the tower is cantilevered 14′-6″ over the sidewalk, another is cantilevered 12′ over the service drive to free it of columns. Structurally, these cantilevers would have had to be much deeper if they had to support a regular masonry wall (75-100 lbs. per sq. ft.) instead of the light (10 lbs. per sq. ft.) curtain wall.

Column and spandrel beam facing is of minutely fluted aluminum—to avoid the tin-can effect of smooth metal surfaces. Column sections are hung easily from two bolts in the column and the lower end slipped over a lip section below to form the simplest kind of expansion joint. There is no welding or bolting to mar the finished surface of the facing.

The long span roof over the supper room has beams reversed with the concrete slab hanging beneath them to simplify ductwork in the hung ceiling below and to keep the finished ceiling as high as possible.

COST CUTTING: teamwork and sharper pencils save $1.2 million more

Despite all efforts to keep costs down, bids came in 23% over the $5.2 million budget. To cut $1.2 million the builder, engineer and architect put their heads together, saved $800,000 on mechanical items, the balance on design modification.

The builder took over much of the buying and got better prices than on initial bids. Reason: with a signed contract in sight, suppliers began to talk turkey and compete with each other for the jobs.

The engineers sweated mechanical and structural details down to the bone: preheat coils in the basement ventilating system were eliminated; fresh-air inlets were omitted (because guests will open the windows and let in air); the 540-ton air-conditioning system was reduced to 480 tons by counting on wider load distribution; package boilers were used in place of job-built ones. By such methods $370,000 was cut from heating and air-conditioning plant alone.

A steel water tower was abandoned for two wood ones. They are more easily built, require no maintenance—and cypress will last as long as steel. By the time the engineers got through they had brought mechanical costs down from 49% of the building total to around 33%—a major achievement.

The architect changed many details. Examples: Asphalt tile baseboards in closets gave way to a painted line, saving $7,000. Plaster over room window heads and under spandrels was replaced by spackle finish and the cornice was simplified: $20,000. The stoof frame in rooms was simplified: $40,000. The plaster stoof-top width (111/2″) was precisely figured to get two tops from one stock width (24″) with one saw cut: $15,000.

Trimmed to the budget, the hotel is now rising in Hartford.
Dowling's proposal is a structural filling for the present cavity in Philadelphia's central business district made by Pennsylvania Railroad track yard and old Broad St. Station (City Hall Tower is to right in photo below, left). New building group will contain four tall, thin office slabs, a similar hotel and a two-story central shopping mall at street level and below. Situated next to City Hall Tower, site is easiest place for most people to get to by present rail, subway and bus facilities.
Bob Dowling climbs Philadelphia's Chinese Wall

Better architecture in the development of Philadelphia's wasted core depends on a debate on office building economics

How much rent can you get for a square foot of air-conditioned office space in the center of Philadelphia?

Not more than $4 or $4.25 a sq. ft., says Philadelphia's number-one real estate tycoon, Albert M. Greenfield.

Not so, says New York's Robert W. Dowling. If you make your space good enough, you can rent it for $5 a sq. ft.—and you will find it much more profitable to rent good space for $5 than to rent not so good space for $4 or even $4.50.

This is the point of issue in the great Philadelphia debate over how to redevelop the Chinese Wall which used to carry Pennsylvania trains to the very heart of the city at Broad and Market Sts. Present odds are about six to one that Dowling's arguments will prevail.

Enlightened economics still have a long way to go before they can be reflected in equally enlightened architecture, for Dowling's latest scheme is still far short of design inspiration. It proposes five almost identical slabs arising 28 to 30 stories around three sides of an open mall 115' wide. But the basic decision to build only $5 space should give some architect the greatest opportunity of the decade—just as Rockefeller Center’s similar decision that space more than 30' from a window cannot be rented at a profit gave Ray Hood, Harvey Corbett, Wallace Harrison, Andrew Reinhard and the other architects their great chance 25 years ago.

The battle of the Chinese Wall started when Executive Director Ed Bacon presented the Philadelphia Planning Commission’s Penn Center plan (FORUM, June ‘52) for a wide-open, triple-slab development of the old rail yards.

Greenfield was the first to enter the lists, forming what the Philadelphia newspapers described as a $50 million syndicate to buy the site and jam it almost solid with office buildings, a hotel, a department store, a bus terminal and other structures. He assailed Bacon’s concept as “unrealistic,” for suggesting the building on the site be restricted by ordinance to about 70% of ground area. This would not carry the tax load, said Greenfield; no one would pay more than $4 to $4.25 per sq. ft., air-conditioned, therefore there must be much more of it if the development was to pay off right.

**A knight in shining money**, But then Dowling, from his seat as real estate consultant to the PRR, spoke up to say he thought Greenfield was wrong. Land coverage of 70% was not too little but too much, he said; the most profitable office buildings on this site would be slabs only 72' thick (about the same as the UN Secretariat). Open space would benefit not only the city but investors too. He would advise his client not to sell the land but retain it for an open park-like development, like Bacon’s project. If the sites were not overbuilt, Dowling reasoned, the rental ceiling would be not $4 but $5. Quality pays; the limit is $4 or $4.25 only if you try to regain in bulk what you lose in quality of space.

From Bob Dowling, long tagged a tough prospect by architects, this was welcome support, but then Dowling went even further to spring an enlightened scheme of his own.

**The proposition.** Dowling’s proposal (see model photo) was tower coverage of only about 33% of the ground area on the easterly block, and about 35% on the westerly block. The large office building at the end would occupy almost all its island; but would be raised on stilts to continue the ground vista from City Hall. Rent: $5 per sq. ft., air-conditioned

Said conservative Greenfield about this plan:

“I have my doubts... I have my doubts. Those are New York rents. Has he found a paymaster for office space at $5 a sq. ft.?”

Dowling said yes, and he was not just talking. He had:
1. Found not one but three separate landing institutions ready to finance close to 100% of the construction costs of four of the five 30-story buildings on the credit of long-term leases from Grade A corporations.
2. Found buyers for the existing head offices of three large Philadelphia corporations whose immediate office needs would fill 70% of the office space projected for the “Chinese Wall.”
3. Interested all the big hotel chains—Hilton, Statler, Sheraton—in the possibilities of a long-term lease on a 30-story hotel added to the redevelopment.

**Question:** How good will the Chinese Wall Redevelopment in Philadelphia be when the businessmen and bankers get through putting the dollar sign on the plans?

**Answer:** A lot better than most architects dared to hope.

**Question:** Will it be as good as the skeleton plan submitted by Architect Ed Bacon for the Philadelphia City Planning Commission (FORUM, June '52)?

**Answer:** 1) That is still possible, but by no means certain. It will, at any rate, come nearer realizing Le Corbusier’s ideal of “cities in parks” than even Rockefeller Center in New York.
2) Almost equally important, it may contribute to retailing progress by bringing back downtown the best new thinking developed for suburban shopping centers.

**Question:** What is the big difference?

**Answer:** 1) Instead of a three slab office building cutting across the site, the latest scheme runs five slabs around it: 2) Instead of a single concourse below the street level open to the sky, there will be two shopping levels in the mall integrated with open courts.

**Question:** Will architects be left out of the planning until the last minute, as they were in Pittsburgh?

**Answer:** Probably not. The next big step will almost certainly be the formation of a board of design to enlist the creative thinking of top-flight designers before it is too late.
These three telling accomplishments explain how the conservative Pennsylvania was persuaded not to sell its strategic site but lease five parcels out to operators who would build 1.6 million sq. ft. of office space and a 1,000-room hotel covering less than half the acreage. (The PRR reportedly turned down a bid close to $11 million for cash sale of separate parcels for uncorrelated buildings.)

Another important part of the plan: a central, two-level mall lined with shops making up a horizontal department store—bring­
ing the suburban shopping center idea back into the heart of the city. This is also a development of Bacon’s original scheme for a similar bazaar.

Open to the sky in summer, Dowling’s shopping center would be roofed with translucent plastic panels, metal-framed, in winter. Hanging gardens would drop to subsurface level, where crowds generated by the existing suburban railroad station across the street, and by a projected bus depot below grade at the far end of the site, would assure store rents, Dowling thinks, equal to those at street level.

The generous width of adjacent streets would be another help to Dowling: Market St. is 100’ wide, and Pennsylvania Blvd. is to be widened from 90’ to 104’ under a 30-year-old agreement by which the city will pay PRR $1 million for the added strip.

To local doubters Dowling answered that Pittsburgh’s open-planned gateway, which he helped to promote, also had confounded the wiseacres of real estate by renting at $4.77 per sq. ft., air-conditioned—without partitions, cost of which actually raised it over $5. Also: studies show that Philadelphia by 1960 will need 3 million added square feet of office space in its central district, and Dowling thinks 1.6 million sq. ft. not too much for this prime site.

He admits that conventional office space is worth only $4, but there is more economics than idealism in building prime space.

**Space that doesn’t pay.** Dowling’s 72’ slabs would have about 13,500 sq. ft. of rentable space per floor, where a slab 100’ thick would have 17,000 sq. ft. per floor. Dowling believes the 13,500’ would be so good it could all be rented at $5 per ft. to yield $67,500; where the 17,500’ would include so much windowless deep space it could not bring more than $4.50 per sq. ft. or $76,500. In other words the bigger floor would yield only about $9,000 more rent for 3,500 more square feet—or about $2.60 per sq. ft. added. Dowling postulates that $2.60 is too little to pay the cost of first creating, then operating, the added space. The Phila-
delphia slabs would cost probably $10 million to build ($24 per sq. ft., air-conditioned). In Pittsburgh the air conditioning alone brings 77¢ per sq. ft. in rent.

Constructors think that any added floor area—including added elevators—would cost just as much to build per sq. ft. as the prime smaller area. This registers a significant long-term shift in building economics: proportion of total cost eaten up by outside perimeter walls has decreased and therefore so has the wisdom of infilling the space inside the envelope.

**The art of fine real estate.** Dowling’s scheme is actually much more novel financially than architectually (even including its open spaces) because of the new way he slices a huge-city redevelopment into bite-sized investments. His five buildings will be built by four owners on land rented from the PRR (see model photo) and Dowling says he has the first three investors lined up. Some of these buildings, lease-held projects, will be almost entirely financed by large investors like insurance companies who can amortize their investment over a 30-year period, on the basis of good-credit leases presented by the “owner”—who in turn is virtually just an entrepreneur; his only investment is a rental of land from the PRR. Dowling had to present first-class tenants for the unbuilt buildings to create this credit. To get them as tenants he might have to find buyers for their existing home buildings; but the job would be nothing new for the veteran promoter.

**Equitable’s role.** Dowling has divulged no details as to backers or tenants he has lined up for the owners of the Philadelphia site, but the Equitable Life Assurance Co. will presumably be in. Dowling has worked with Equitable on big developments for years.

Architects well remember Robert Dowling’s past record with their profession. He has been a man who seemed to believe that building is simply economics packaged by architects and simonized by landscapers. Before employing architects he has preferred to figure out building shapes, heights, siting and even column spacing for himself, and his first massing of five similar office buildings which fence in this site will recall this.

But this time Dowling has declared that he wants a design board of top creative talent in on the control of the development early, and this month he made a proposal which might reassure even the wariest observer; the first name he suggested for the controlling board of design was Ed Bacon.
Bacon's proposal for redevelopment of the Chinese Wall—developed for the Philadelphia City Planning Commission with Vincent Kling, consultant architect—set three slabs astride long site, with continuous sunken mall running beneath them and the cross streets.

Dowling's proposal retains central mall, on two levels, but turns office buildings in other direction, and builds a greater total of rentable space. At far end of plot is bus terminal, which Dowling also wants to dig in below grade to permit rental space above. Dowling's largest reason for running his tall slabs opposite to the Planning Commission's suggestion is that he wants to place all the office space as close as possible to Broad St., the best renting address.
"A MILE LONG AND AN INCH WIDE"

Long, narrow apartment building bends with the river to give 342 tenants view and ventilation

River facade, broken by two-story “park” at eighth level, will sparkle with primary-colored sunshades
The handsome cooperative-apartment project pictured on these pages is part of a plan to redevelop the slums smack in the center of Yonkers, N. Y. If all goes well, HHFA will contribute 2/3 of the $1.2 million needed to clear the site; the city will contribute the rest; and a builder will put up the 800' long building on stilts at an estimated cost of $3.8 million. FHA, it is hoped, will insure a mortgage under its Section 213 to make this a highly unusual cooperative. Says the Redevelopment Authority's Carl Feiss: "This looks like one of the best Eastern apartment projects we have seen."

Feiss and others think highly of Architects Rabineau & Geller's project for two good reasons: It makes site-planning sense and apartment-planning sense. It also looks economically feasible. Here is why:

Site-planning sense. Located on high terrain four blocks to the east of the Hudson, the building will be raised on tall stilts to give all apartments a view up and down the beautiful valley. To exploit that view further still, the architects curved the "mile-long, inch-wide" building into an elongated boomerang shape. Service rooms face the rear; the entire rear facade is devoted to balcony-type access-corridors. Additional site-planning features: a two-story parking garage for half the tenants, outdoor parking for 150 others; shaded play areas under stilts on the ground floor.

Apartment-planning sense. Like many recent projects in the US and abroad, this building is only one apartment thick, permits cross-ventilation in all dwelling units. Most apartments are on a single level (see unit plans) served by open access-corridors on every floor. Also, like LeCorbusier's apartments at Marseilles, this building has

Straddling a seven-acre redeveloped slum site in the center of Yonkers, the building is flanked by parking space (400 cars) to rear and landscaped park on river side. Because building is only one apartment thick (39') and bent in middle, each living room will look up or down the river. Stilt construction elevates building for better view, creates covered sitting areas and children's play courts. Local zoning law requires one parking space per apartment.

HUDSON TERRACE APARTMENTS
CITY OF YONKERS, N. Y.

J. THOMAS C. WARAM, planning director
JONATHAN MARSHALL and NEWELL L. PLUMHOFF, redevelopment planners
ELI RABINEAU, architect
A. W. GELLER, associate architect
McHugh & McCRosky, planning consultants
PETER W. BRUDE, engineering consultant
a public "street" halfway up. Left almost completely open, the "street" will be used for nursery schools, recreation and public services. The roof will have similar public facilities.

Since the spectacular view is to the west, the architects spent much thought on the selection of projecting, roller-shutter type sunshades, found that a standard Swiss product served their needs best. Shades will be in bright, primary colors, will help enliven the huge facade and subdue any extravagantly colored drapes in individual apartments.

Economic sense. Assuming that contractors will put firm bids under the very low (95¢ per cu. ft.) cost calculated by the architects—who expect big savings from their rigorously standardized concrete frame and similar factors—the economics become feasible.

The architects' calculations put expected rentals well within the $30 per room per month limit which FHA likes to slap on its Section 213 cooperatives. Preliminary analysis suggests an average of about $98 per month per apartment (average size: about 3½ rooms) or less than $23 per room—including mortgage payments and maintenance charges. If construction costs should eventually reach as high as $12.5 per cu. ft., room rentals would approach $23.

There is only one hitch in all of this: while it is no trick to find a private sponsor to put up an ordinary FHA apartment building to make a fast, government-insured profit, this project, on the other hand, seems to require a sponsor with enough vision to realize that the potential economies of standardized construction can result in similar profit. If Yonkers can find such backing, the imaginative and far-sighted city fathers who commissioned Rabineau & Geller's project may teach the rest of the US some valuable lessons about real values in apartments.
Six duplex apartments, each of seven and eight rooms, occupy the upper floors of the building. They enjoy projecting balconies off living and bedrooms. Upper bedrooms, which extend full 26' width of building, are accessed only from the upper floor because there is no access corridor on this level.
Central system equipment: seven 75-ton chillers in Washington's Greenbriar Apartments symbolize the growing complexity of apartment house operation.

Apartment air conditioning: Demand for guaranteed weather forces building investors to study the relative merits of giant compressors vs. small room coolers

The biggest new idea in apartment building is air conditioning. Witness the ever increasing crop of air-conditioning boxes growing out of apartment windows, like those in Manhattan House (next page). Air conditioning is already mandatory in the high-rent markets of southern cities such as Dallas, Houston and Atlanta. And in Washington about 50 fully air-conditioned apartment houses have gone up since the war.

As a result apartment investors everywhere are facing up to the fact that tomorrow's apartments may have to be air conditioned to compete with the lower costs and rents of yesterday's buildings—for the same reason investors today would not dare put up an office without air conditioning.

Apartment air conditioning has made the most headway along the East Coast from New York to Florida and across the South to Texas. But increasing activity is reported almost everywhere. For instance, three big, fully air-conditioned apartment houses were recently built in Pittsburgh; others have risen in Roanoke, Indianapolis and Wichita. Still others are planned for St. Louis and Chicago. (In Los Angeles and San Francisco, however, air conditioning seems to be no match for low humidity and balmy ocean breezes.) As many as 500 air-conditioned apartment structures ranging from walk-ups to 26-story skyscrapers have gone up since the war.

The rising demand for apartment air conditioning is perhaps best illustrated by what is happening at New York City's Manhattan House (AF, July '52). To hold down costs, central cooling was not provided. But realizing that some of their well-heeled tenants (rents run $65 a room) might want air conditioning, N. Y. Life spent $60,000 for extra wiring and outlets so tenants could install room coolers. However, in last summer's steaming heat, tenants swamped N. Y. Life with requests for still more wiring and outlets. At last count 247 of the 580 tenants had room coolers—a total of 400 cooling units. Some apartments have three or four units apiece and new coolers are constantly appearing in windows.

Not far from Manhattan House on New York's swank East Side, two big houses have just gone up with central cooling systems. Also revealing are the advertisements of other New York apartments which boast about being equipped with electrical outlets for cooling units.

Air conditioning has also cracked Philadelphia's high rent market. Three big new downtown buildings have central systems.

For three good reasons Washington is probably the most air-conditioned apartment city in the US: 1) the capital is chiefly an elevator-apartment city; 2) it suffers from muggy weather in spring, torrid weather in summer; and 3) it has a higher proportion of air-conditioned offices than any other city in the country. As a result, practically all Washington elevator apartments have been air conditioned since the war.

There are fewer air-conditioned apartments in hot southern cities such as Houston and New Orleans, but only because they have relatively fewer apartments. But in many southern areas those elevator structures that are built must have cooling systems just to get FHA commitments.

Financing. Because air conditioning is insurance against future obsolescence—especially in the high rent bracket and the high temperature belt—FHA favors central cooling, calls it a "very desirable plus factor." In places such as Washington, where cooling is almost taken for granted, FHA feels that a proposed project without air conditioning might lack market acceptability. As FHA's assistant commissioner for underwriting, Curt Mack, tactfully puts it: "In such a case we would probably remind the developer that he left something out."

In short, FHA will usually underwrite the first cost for apartment air conditioning. However, as it requires with all major items in rental property, FHA calls for reserves set aside for the maintenance and replacement of cooling equipment.

Costs. Including heating, central air-conditioning systems are running 10-12% of the total cost for new apartment buildings. Heating alone runs about 4-5%. However, the exact price depends on the size of the structure, type of system used and the number of convectorslike, year-round air-conditioning units in each apartment. For instance, here is how actual prices (including heating) vary:

- New York City. Total air-conditioning cost for the $4.1 million, 16-story, 200 East End Ave. apartment house: $445,000; $557 per room.
- Washington, D. C. The $1 million Commander: $540 a room. The $2.5 million Washington Circle: $600 a room.
- Pittsburgh. The $5.1 million Bigelow: $532,000; $445 a room.
- Dallas. The $1.5 million Dorchester: $232,000; $655 a room.
- Ft. Worth. The $3 million Westchester: $468,000; $614 a room.
Air-conditioning check list for apartments

While built-in cooling is comparatively new in apartments, experience has already uncovered many pointers for the unwary:

- Central systems should be foolproof. Unlike office buildings, apartment buildings are usually staffed with personnel unfamiliar with air conditioning. This is especially true in smaller buildings where the regular janitor tends cooling equipment.
- Condensation can cause considerable damage. Especially when fan-coil units are used, their 45° water risers, take-offs, drains, and all fittings must be carefully insulated and sealed to prevent condensation.
- Zone controls will often pay for their added cost. In spring and fall, for instance, harried maintenance men have been asked for heat by tenants with northern exposures while angry people on the south want cooling, or at least no heat at all.
- When tenants complain, it is usually because of noisy units and inadequate dehumidification. Only a first-rate system will cure both. Humidity control is especially critical at night when the temperature dips but outside air is still moisture laden. When the system is inadequate tenants unwittingly overchill their rooms like ice boxes in an attempt to get rid of excess moisture.
- Many engineers recommend full thermostatic control for all apartments, not just on-off switches. This permits quick changeover from heating to cooling—often needed several times every spring and fall—without calling on the janitor. And without such controls, tenants complain about overheating. On warm winter days they turn on the conditioner just to bring in refreshing outside air, but passing through the unit this air gets heated unnecessarily.

The above points naturally mean some added first cost compared to the cheapest possible system. Without them, however, maintenance costs can skyrocket.

1. Window-type room conditioners

Here is how apartment investors are using standard room coolers to meet the demand for air conditioning. For rents starting at $58.50 a month, Builder Robert Metrick has put 1½ hp box-type coolers in all living rooms and bedrooms of three Long Island projects—1,000 cooling units all told for 362 two- to six-room apartments. Each unit goes in a 28" x 15" under-the-window hole topped by a steel lintel. Total installation cost averages $57 per cooling unit. In addition, wiring runs $25-30 per air-conditioning outlet. Net price for the room coolers depends on how many units are bought; the 1½ hp ones retail for $300.

The coolers are wired to each apartment's electric meter so tenants pay operating costs. However, Metrick's janitors replace filters and handle ordinary service calls. A local dealer takes care of emergency breakdowns within the five-year warranty period—the usual guarantee with room units—for a flat $1 per unit per year. And according to a US Treasury Dept. ruling, room conditioners are amortized in eight years.

Metrick's architect for his three projects was Max M. Simon.
2. Fan-coil unit air conditioning

Washington, D.C.'s sprawling, $12 million "Woodner," containing 1,140 apartments, is the biggest air-conditioned house in the US. Its 1,300 ton fan-coil system typifies a method widely used in all-size apartment houses.

Anchored to the Woodner's basement slab, two motor-driven centrifugal compressors—600 and 700 hp—refrigerate water for distribution to each of 1,491 fan-coil units under windows throughout the building. In winter the operating engineer switches over to heating by by-passing the same water to four low-pressure oil-fired boilers.

Without ductwork, fan-coil units provide air conditioning the year round for all Woodner rooms except kitchens and baths—standard procedure in apartment houses. Chief feature of this installation is that each unit requires a small wall opening for fresh outside air (see photos, right). About 25% fresh air* is pulled into the unit by a small fan, ranging from 1/20 to 1/10 hp depending on cooling capacity. The fresh air blends with warm room air also drawn in by the whirling fan. The resulting air mixture is filtered, and blown over the water coil for heating or cooling. Then the conditioned air is discharged upward into the room.

Exhaust fans for kitchens and baths pull in surplus cool air from the air-conditioned rooms to provide secondary cooling in these spaces. However, independent steam convectors heat the baths in winter.

The Woodner's maintenance staff checks each fan-coil every spring and fall: motors are oiled and dirty filters are replaced. (Similar units in Manhattan apartments are blackened with soot so fast they need new filters every three to four months.)

Costs. Including heating, total price for the Woodner's air-conditioning system was $1.1 million. (Without cooling, heating alone would have been about $600,000.) Thus air conditioning averages $500 a room in a project where 80% of the apartments are 1 1/2 room efficiencies.

Excepting personnel expenses, operating costs for cooling are estimated at $22,000 a summer—mostly for electricity. This is based on Washington's very low electrical rate which dips to .79½ cent per kw-hr when air conditioning is used. Not counting exhaust fans, the heating-cooling system adds up to approximately 1,700 installed horsepower. Nonelectrical expenses include miscellaneous items like make-up water for the cooling tower. All told, 375,000 gal. of oil were burned up last year for heating and domestic hot water. The main air-conditioning plant is amortized over the regular 20 years. However, individual fan-coil units are amortized over 10 years (whereas conduit units—next page—are amortized in 15 years because they do not have fans or motors).

The Woodner's architects were Builder-Owner Ian Woodner and W. F. Holladay. Associate designer was David S. Oman and mechanical design was by General Engineering Associates. Rents run $60-65 per room.

* Purpose of the fresh air is to dispel odors and smoke and ventilate rooms.
3. Conduit air conditioning

The 247 apartments in Philadelphia's plush $1 million Parkway House are fully air conditioned 365 days a year by a $456,000 high-velocity conduit system. In this system each room unit works without a motor and needs no hole in the wall for outside air. A big 100 hp fan on the 13th-story roof hurls 45,000 cfm of conditioned outside air through a series of 8" round conduits dropping through the building. Like giant arteries hidden in wall columns, these vertical conduits feed warm or cool air to each of 708 room units in 247 apartments (see sketch).

Moisture control. Like fan-coil units, each Parkway House wall cabinet also houses a water coil for heating and cooling room air. In summer, water chilled to 50° flows through the coil. Its effect is chiefly cooling; no unit with a water coil alone can constantly remove the right amount of moisture under changing outside conditions.

Major reason for the separate supply of conduit air is to achieve proper dehumidification at all times, e.g., at night when humidity is still high though outside air temperature may be only 80°. It is the extra-dry conduit air that dehumidifies. Thus with a conduit system the water and air are independently controlled to respond at once to any new combination of outside heat and humidity. (At the Parkway House each tenant controls his own climate manually.) Another reason for conduit air is so fresh air can be constantly poured into apartments the year round.

Comparison. Because conduit units each contain neither motors nor filters, they require but little room maintenance. However, being without filters, they collect lint over their coils from return air and may need vacuum cleaning two to three times a year. Although the one big fan has about 15% more horsepower than the total of all the little motors in an equivalent fan-coil system, operating costs for the systems are about equal. Reason: the large motor is more efficient than hundreds of small ones.

Parkway House's 512-ton air-conditioning plant is located on the roof* and uses two steam-powered absorption machines for refrigeration, because Philadelphia offers low-cost steam ($2 per 1,000 lbs.). There are no heating boilers; the purchased steam is channeled through four heat exchangers—one each for north, south, east and west zones—to heat hot water in winter.

Cost. Including heating and $54,000 for all kitchen and corridor exhaust fans, first cost breaks down to $507 a room for 900 rooms (FHA count would be 1,036 rooms). Including steam and 1.2¢ electricity for 300 hp of fans, pumps, etc., annual operating cost is $27,000 for cooling, plus $30,000 for heating 290,000 sq. ft. of air-conditioned space. About 32.2 million lbs. of steam are consumed annually for all purposes; of this 12.8 million lbs. are for summer cooling.

Parkway House was designed by Architects Roth & Fleisher for Builder-Owner E. J. Frankel. The N. Y. Life Insurance Co. financed a $2,925,000 conventional mortgage. Rents average $55 a room.

---

* Since absorption machines have no motor or compressor there is little vibration. However, big centrifugal compressors are even being installed on roofs without vibration problems by mounting them on spring-supported "floating" slabs.
1. Precast concrete warehouse at $4.20 per sq. ft.
2. Hotel air-conditioning at $3.10 per sq. ft.
3. Ice-cold concrete at 35¢ per cu. yd.
4. Flexible school heating at $1.98 per sq. ft.
5. Glass-walled factory at $6.15 per sq. ft.

Concrete frames weighing 22 tons each are cast on the floor slab and tilted into position.

1. TILT-UP RIGID FRAMES SPAN 60'

Precast bents, purlins and two-story wall panels cut warehouse cost to $4.20 per sq. ft.

Precast construction is proving more and more economical. In this Place & Co. warehouse at South Bend, Ind., the technique is used for an entire warehouse structure—60' rigid frame bents, 18' high wall panels, and 20' purlins. All of these were cast on the building's 6' thick floor slab and tilted into position. The entire cost of the 60' x 340' building, including 7,200 sq. ft. of office space, was $156,878 or $5.93 per sq. ft.; cost of the structure itself was $106,969 or $4.20 per sq. ft.

The 22 ton, 18' high concrete bents, the largest ever to be precast, are erected 20' o.c. They not only carry the roof, but also support 8' wide mezzanine floors on each side of the building for supplementary storage space. And, the three end bays contain a second story for office space.

The 17 bents are cast on the floor slab and when cured are simply hoisted into position. This is done with two cranes hoisting simultaneously with an interconnecting hitch between two lifting hooks to reduce the possibility of damage through unbalanced hoisting. Using this method five bents were raised and braced in five hours. After each bent is positioned 1 1/2" diameter tie rods beneath the floor slab are welded to dowels at the base of each bent. Turnbuckles in the tie rods are tightened as the bent is loaded, then greased, covered with tarpaper and the floor pockets filled with concrete.

Once the bents are erected and braced 20' long, 6' x 12' purlins span between bents and their joints are grouted to form a monolithic structure. The warehouse is roofed with a concrete deck of 7 1/2" by 2' panels topped with a 4-ply built-up roof. It contains 14 skylights to light the warehouse.

Largest of the precast wall panels are 18' square, 6' thick. Three of them on each side of the building contain large openings for overhead doors, while those around the office and warehouse area contain openings and sills for windows and door openings as required. In erection-wall panels are braced with a steel frame and tilted into position. Then reinforcing bars between each panel and bent are tack welded, and the vertical joints between them filled with concrete.

The warehouse was designed by Structural Engineer William S. Moore; Place & Co. were the contractors.
Base of frame is jacked up and a board placed under it to protect floor slab during the raising operation. Wood blocking in slab pocket prevents frame from sliding forward.

Tie rods in floor slab take up thrust of frames; tension in rods is increased by turnbuckles as frames are loaded.

Raising the frames is done with two cranes; an interconnecting hitch between two lifting hooks is used, avoids possible distortion through unbalanced loading.
Roof stack leads filtered air to vertical ducts.

Hinged steel "pilasters" are all equipped with hooks which grasp brackets.

"Pilaster" in place is ready for pouring of concrete.

Smaller take-offs connect stack with room units under windows.

Duct and pipes are enclosed by permanent steel formwork or "pilaster." Each such stack serves two rooms, one on each side.

Remodeling completed, with stack embellished to look like paneling.

2. REMODELING WITH AIR CONDITIONING: An economical way to up-date a hotel

Efficiently engineered plumbing and duct work enabled the 600-room Atlanta Biltmore hotel to be air conditioned for $3.10 per sq. ft. including refrigerating machinery and room units. The work was done with the hotel 85% occupied, thus saving much of the revenue loss in conventional remodeling. Actual remodeling cost only $51.60 per room, half the going rate.

Vertical duct and pipe stacks serve window air-conditioning units, one stack to each pair of adjacent rooms throughout the hotel's ten bedroom floors. Air is drawn in at the roof, cleaned and dehumidified, then enters the top of each 12" vertical duct. This duct acts as a plenum, from which air is drawn through 4" flexible "hoses" to room-conditioning units, the necessary suction being supplied by a 6" fan in each unit. Water risers run alongside the ducts, each 1½" pipe system circulating hot or chilled water depending on the season.

Pipes and ducts run through 2' square holes in the floor and branch out to the conditioning units on either side of the stack. Iron brackets around the vertical duct and pipes carry 18 ga. steel formwork, which remains a permanent fixture. Pouring is from the floor above: first, 3 cu. ft. of lightweight vermiculite concrete; then loose vermiculite fill up to the ceiling height of the next floor; finally a capping of 1 cu. ft. of vermiculite concrete. Repeating this on every floor gives a four-hour fire rating to each duct column.

Advantages over a conventionally fireproofed shaft: this shaft is 4" smaller each way (saving 1½ sq. ft. per room); no caulking around pipes; no waiting for concrete or plaster to set; and the vermiculite provides both thermal and acoustical insulation in a single operation.

This ingenious technique was engineered by Hotel Engineer W. K. Converse with the cooperation of Southern Zonolite Co. and Carrier Corp.
3. ICE-COLD CONCRETE

Dam builders use cracked ice to reduce cost of cooling concrete

In dam construction the heat generated by hydration of cement accumulates faster than it can be dissipated. Even with a lean mix this can set up stresses powerful enough to crack a massive 100' retaining wall. To date the difficulty has been overcome by piping cooling water throughout the concrete at the high cost of $1 to $1.40 per cu. yd. York Co.'s new solution is to pour flaked ice into the mix—up to 90 lbs. of it per cu. yd. of concrete. Together with prechilling of the other ingredients, this keeps curing temperatures below a safe 75° F. and costs only 35¢ per cu. yd.

62,000 tons of ice went into Philpott dam, Va. Right, aggregate flow diagram.

Inside the ice plant at Folsom dam: Ice forms on revolving steel cylinder, is flaked off (1), fed to bucket elevator by screw conveyor (2), thence to storage bin at top of batching tower (3) from which it drops along with other ingredients into mixers (4) and is finally conveyed to the dam in 8 cu. yd. bucket hung from 20 ton cable-way (5).
4. DOUBLE DUCT HEATING

Warm and cool air are mixed at outlet grille to improve control.

Temperature control proves economical, rapid and flexible in this $1 million Connecticut high school thanks to a new forced-air system using one central boiler, four decentralized fan rooms and two plenums. One of these plenums is for hot air, one for cold.

Steam heat is piped from a central boiler to four separate fan rooms, each serving part of the building. In the classroom wing two supply plenums run above the corridor. Each supplies fresh, filtered outside air; one at 55°F., the other heated to 135°F. In short take-off ducts leading from the plenums to each classroom this hot and cold air is mixed as desired for optimum warmth and ventilation. Air flow in each take-off is adjusted by pneumatic mixing dampers automatically controlled by room thermostats. The blended air enters each classroom through a single register high in the corridor wall. It is exhausted through continuous openings below the windows, is carried beneath the floor to a return plenum under the corridor and is discharged or recirculated as required to supply 17½ cfm of fresh air per pupil.

This system is particularly advantageous in overcoming short periods of solar overheating in classrooms. For instance, on a chilly fall or spring day when the afternoon sun pours in heat faster than is desirable, extra cool air is immediately supplied to counteract the rise in temperature.

The heating and ventilating installation cost for this 640 pupil school is $125,000 or $1.98 per sq. ft., an unusually low cost derived mostly from its decentralization of fan rooms and its economical compromise between duct runs and pipe runs. Maintenance will be low thanks to concentration of equipment in easily accessible fan rooms.

Architect for this Gordon Swift High School at Watertown, Conn. is Warren H. Ashley; Associate Architect: C. J. Malmfeldt; Engineers: Marchant & Minges.

Temperature control is effected at classrooms where warm and cool supply air is mixed.
5. LOW-COST GLASS WALLS

help reduce factory costs to $6.15 per sq. ft. without impairing quality

This small factory boasts quality construction at low cost. Its reinforced concrete walls, its 7' high heat-absorbing glass set in aluminum-painted steel sash, its all-welded steel frame with 36' clear span joists and insulated roof panels were put together at a cost of only $6.15 per sq. ft. Yet, thanks to sound engineering and the use of quality materials, this building was given a mortgage appraisal of $9.50 per sq. ft. by an independent consulting engineer.

Located in the expanding northern suburbs of Philadelphia, this 13,300 sq. ft. factory contains a 147' x 74' manufacturing area with only one row of 6' lally columns down the center. A 2,000 sq. ft. semicircular office is at one end.

The factory is engineered for utmost simplicity in construction. A 5" thick concrete floor is poured directly on a clay subsoil. Side walls are of 8" wide, 24" high reinforced concrete. The all-welded frame consists of lally columns and light open-web steel joists. Along the outside wall 31/2" columns are 14' o.c. welded to 1" thick, 6" x 12" steel base plates bolted atop the side walls. Interior columns are 21' o.c., welded to 12" x 12" steel base plates atop concrete footings. Side-wall beams are welded directly to the tops of columns to eliminate separate capping. Open-web joists weighing 10.8 lbs. per ft. are 36'-8" long and set 36" apart with a pitch of 1/8" per ft. down from the center line to the outside walls. They carry 2" thick insulated roof panels (U value 0.15, weight 5 lbs. per sq. ft.) topped with built-up roofing.

Each 14' column bay contains two 61/2' wide prefabricated steel window units tack-welded to the pipe columns. A 31/2" plate mullion joins the window units midway between columns (see diagram). The top lights of windows open outward for ventilation. They are protected from rain and summer sunlight by a 40" overhang that is pitched upward to form a rain-water gutter.

This suburban factory was completed in July 1952 at a total cost of $82,000. Consulting Engineer: Ralph Wesley Jones.
PRODUCT NEWS

PRECAST LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETE handles like lumber

When US Plywood's President Lawrence Ottinger announced last month the purchase of a brick business and the rights to manufacture a Sweden-born mineral building material, he was not straying far from the forest. Zeprex, the lightweight, precast concrete US Plywood will produce late this year, has natural appeal to woodman Ottinger. Nailable, drillable and sawable, the load-bearing fireproof slabs also should draw accolades from the US building industry. (Zeprex already has received wide favor abroad. Europe annually absorbs 30 million cu. ft. in roof, floor and wall slabs, and in beams and building blocks. In the past 23 years, the amazingly elemental yet sophisticated material has seen service from the Equator to the Arctic Circle in all kinds of structures—hospitals, factories, homes.)

Processed in an autoclave, Zeprex is a chemical bond of siliceous material, cement, water, plus "x." Its basic component, monocalcium silicate, has a compressive strength five times that of concrete, so that even when the compound is expanded to increase its thermal value, Zeprex can more than hold its own structurally. Practical contractors will take its build-ability as warmly as purist design who will laud its monolithicness. Cooked to seashell white, the unicellular mass is outfinish, inside wall and insulating middle, in one.

Manufacturer: US Plywood Corp., Weldwood Bldg., New York 36, N. Y.

Close-up of the surface reveals the tiny air cells that make Zeprex an excellent insulator. Formed back-to-back in the chemical process, these cells yield no through-way to moisture and so also as a vapor barrier.

Roof-deck slabs, primarily used for their thermal and acoustic insulation qualities, also provide a pleasing white finished ceiling surface. The 12' x 20' x 5" sections of Zeprex are handled easily by two men.

In application the structural concrete may be drilled, nailed, sawed, or chopped like ordinary lumber.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thickness</th>
<th>Span</th>
<th>Safe total loads psf (safety factor—3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4'</td>
<td>6'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3&quot;</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4&quot;</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5&quot;</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6&quot;</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7&quot;</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8&quot;</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In storage: various slabs processed plain, reinforced or prestressed and a precast 40' reinforced beam.
Take sound design, careful engineering, top quality materials, superb construction . . . and you have the ingredients that make Ro-Way America's most wanted doors for commercial buildings and residential garages.

From every angle, Ro-Way doors are designed to please. Clean, simple lines that blend with and enhance any style of architecture. Famous features that assure smooth, easy-up, easy-down operation: Taper-Tite track and Seal-A-Matic hinges; ball bearing Double-Thick Tread rollers; Power-Metered springs individually powered to the weight of each door.

And every Ro-Way door is built to satisfy. Mortise and tenon joints both glued and steel doweled. Muntins, rails and stiles squared up with precision. Sections rabbeted to assure weather-tight joints. Millwork both drum and hand sanded for finer finish. Heavy gauge steel hardware Parkerized and Painted after fabrication for maximum rust resistance.

So—for every commercial building or residential garage—specify Ro-Way and be sure of complete satisfaction.
300-bed St. John's Hospital in Springfield, Mo., reflects progressive techniques in architectural design. Maguolo and Quick, St. Louis, architects and engineers; Gustav Hirsch Org., Inc., Columbus, Ohio, electrical contractor.

Westinghouse Control and Power Center was fabricated at the local Westinghouse plant especially for the hospital. Control center operates ventilating motors. Power center steps down 480 volts to 120/208 volts for lighting loads.

Westinghouse Air-Cooled Power Center, 300 kva, 480/208 volts, contains a 1000 ampere convertible distribution panelboard. One of nine, this factory-assembled unit saves valuable space and minimizes layout problems.
Electrically, it's Westinghouse... in St. John's Hospital

Where modern power is matched to modern architectural design

The new St. John's Hospital in Springfield, Missouri, reflects the most progressive techniques in architectural design. Moreover, its system for distributing electrical power is as modern as the building—assuring a high degree of service continuity.

This reliable power system was planned during the blueprint days by the architects and engineers, with Westinghouse assistance. It provides for two primary feeders with dual switching and control equipment. Further, if the incoming power supply is interrupted, an engine generator keeps essential services in operation.

Bus duct feeders distribute power throughout the hospital at 480 volts. Motors are supplied this voltage through control centers, while 120/208-volt lighting and appliance circuits are supplied by "Triplex" power centers.

Wesringhouse unitized power and control centers are located in every section of the hospital. Placed near the loads they serve, these compact units save valuable space... minimize layout problems.

In every building, the design of the distribution system is a vital consideration. It must be planned early... tailored to individual requirements... matched with well-engineered equipment.

Wesringhouse builds apparatus that gives you more freedom in design techniques... and backs it up with technical assistance to help select the right distribution system for your building. For complete information, call your nearest Westinghouse office and ask for the construction application engineer. Or write to Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P. O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.
They got the most for their money today and easy expansion for tomorrow

This power center is the heart of the power system at St. John's Hospital... and it shows sound planning by Maguolo & Quick and Westinghouse.

St. John's wanted their electrical dollars put into working equipment, not stand-by capacity. But they also had to allow for future expansion. So they chose a Westinghouse Power Center with the ASL Air-Cooled Transformer, which is completely safe and doesn't require a vault. Provision was made for future air-blast equipment, so that as the load grows, transformer capacity can be boosted with slight increase in cost.

The end units house air circuit breakers which provide protection for the incoming line and the 480-volt power feeders which serve the hospital. Controls are so arranged that a stand-by diesel generator automatically cuts in and supplies operating rooms and other vital circuits if utility power should fail.

For complete information about Westinghouse Power Centers, ask for Booklet B-4162. Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P. O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.

YOU CAN BE SURE...IF IT
Electrically, it's Westinghouse... in St. John's Hospital

Power for the boilerhouse! Here, 600-ampere duct feeds the 300-kva sub-power center in the boilerhouse. Note how duct hugs the wall. This run is over 400 ft. long.

Tee for two! Here an 800-ampere main feeder connects with two 600-amp branch feeders. Tee is one of several standard units. Note circuit breaker cubicles for overload protection.

Bus duct minimized power loss, matched perfectly with building plans

The choice of Westinghouse Bus Duct to carry power in St. John's Hospital was highly suitable to the client, the architect and the contractor.

Of prime concern was the possible power loss in carrying 480 volts the considerable distances between the main and sub-power centers. Bus duct minimized this loss, assuring distribution economy.

Bus duct matched perfectly with building plans. Standard lengths, elbows and tees, plus specially fabricated sections, made it easy to fit the runs into the structure, around obstructions.

Installation was fast, simple. Pre-assembled in advance of the installing crew, sections bolted together easily; were swiftly mounted with sliding cantilever and "C" type hangers.

These advantages, plus reliability, reduced maintenance and flexibility to handle additional loads without expensive rewiring, make Westinghouse Bus Duct ideal for institutional, commercial and industrial buildings. For full details, see your Westinghouse Representative, or write for B-5835, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
Designers select control centers for substantial savings

Motor control was needed for the ventilating fans and compressors at different locations throughout St. John's Hospital. "We specified control centers because of their lower over-all cost for this job," said G. E. Quick, consulting engineer.

"We were sure," Mr. Quick reported, "that grouping controls in one location would cut installation costs up to 40% and save on maintenance in the future." Westinghouse Control Centers install easily. Factory built at a nearby Westinghouse plant, each control center was individually wired, tested and shipped to the job, ready for operation. Because the single enclosure of the Westinghouse Control Center houses all necessary starter units and wiring, it leaves the surrounding wall area free and clean.

Westinghouse Control Centers offer other advantages for greater safety and flexibility to meet any motor control problem. For further information, write for Control Center Booklet, B-5621, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P. O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.
Electrically, it's Westinghouse... in St. John's Hospital

**Westinghouse Panelboards** provide modern, labor-saving control of lighting and appliance branch circuit power distribution... electrically and mechanically.

---

**Circuit breaker panelboards cut maintenance, eliminate unnecessary power outages**

The electrical nerve centers of St. John's Hospital are 89 Westinghouse Circuit Breaker Panelboards.

These panels provide maximum circuit protection and minimize interruption of the services so vital in a hospital. And, with fuses eliminated, they cut maintenance time and cost.

The hearts of these panels are the famous Westinghouse De-ion® Circuit Breakers. They trip instantly on short circuits and dangerous, high overloads, but ride out temporary, harmless overloads. *Unnecessary* power outages are ended. Circuit breaker handles provide positive trip identification when breaker has opened automatically. When faults are cleared, a flip of the handle restores power.

On standard lighting panelboards, each circuit and the bus to which it is connected is clearly and permanently identified. Ends costly ringing out of circuits. This and other quality features of Westinghouse Panelboards can cut job installation costs.

There's a Westinghouse Panelboard to answer every circuit protection problem. Thirteen assembly plants assure prompt service and quick delivery throughout the country.

For the full story, call your Westinghouse Representative, or write for B-5260-A, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P. O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.

---

Brightest moment in the Back-A-Town school situation will come in 1954-55 when four new schools are completed. Loss of utterly worn-out old schools will then make situation worse. School village is intended to close the gap. Study is by Henry Deyo, statistical planner on Colbert's staff. Frances Fort is technical researcher.

No other recessed lighting instrument offers all the practical advantages of Century's series 930 ellipsoidal Downlite... compact, low in cost, uses general service lamps... bulb just screws in from below—no plate to open... eye comfort is assured by the extremely low brightness of the opening—which is small... the bottom of the unit is absolutely flat and smooth (no bumps in the ceiling plane) and the precision reflector is Alzak Processed for permanent efficiency.

Village School continued from p. 134

Tommy Lafon is a good sample of the informal, nonimposing architectural character Colbert's office is after in the school village. All buildings will be one or two story, will emphasize the small scale and autonomy of the basic units, not the big scale of the whole project.

The biggest design headache will be: how to allow many different firms to design the different schools and units with optimum professional freedom, yet assure the whole thing will hang together?

As in all jobs for the school board's current construction program, private architects will do the work on a flat 6% fee basis. Architect Colbert gets no fee for his master plan because he worked it out while he was a salaried employee of the school board.

Something new in administration

The first unit to go up will be the high school, scheduled for 1954-55 construction. Other units will be added gradually over the next 15 years as old Back-A-Town schools reach the last stages of decrepitude.

Administration of this giant collection of schools will be something new for public schoolmen; it bears some analogy to university administration. Colbert's planning office visualizes it this way:

Each of the 11 schools will be an autonomous unit with its own chief. Like any ordinary principal, he will administer the educational program, help teachers, deal with parents, but will be relieved of routine responsibilities of physical plant maintenance and supplies.

Each of the four big groups of schools (one secondary, three elementary) will have an administrator somewhat like the usual public school "area supervisor," somewhat like the dean of a college within a university. He will absorb most routine operating responsibilities, will oversee educational policy and general competence of teachers and principals in his group. Top man in the village will have a job something like a university president's: as Colbert's office and the school board envision it, he will scrupulously leave operation of the individual schools up to his principals and "deans."

That wonderful $11 million

The thing that makes the school village so alluring of course is simply its flabbergasting land savings. The board bought the 90.2-acre site in suburban Gentilly (six miles from Back-A-Town) last year for only $300,000! In Back-A-Town, 90 acres would cost at least $9 million and the "equivalent" 115 acres would come to at least $11,380,000.

Colbert estimates construction costs on the school village at $10 to $12 million. In other words, land and buildings for about the same as equivalent land alone in Back-A-Town. Incidentally, $11 million worth of property not...
Skytrol glass blocks—a new toplighting medium—now give the architect a sturdy, flexible design unit that overcomes these three big objections to skylights: high heat loss, condensation and costly maintenance. The double cavity created by the fibrous glass insert gives the Skytrol Block a “U” value of .44, thus reducing heat loss and practically eliminating condensation. These new skylight blocks are self-cleaning, and they reduce other maintenance costs to an absolute minimum.

Skytrol panels are installed only slightly above the roof line, in concrete, thus they do not create unsightly superstructures to interfere with clean, modern lines. Each block is 11¼” x 11¼” x 3¾” and contains an integral fibrous glass diffusing screen and corrugated bottom face to diffuse the light and spread it throughout the room.

Now you can inject a new design principle into the problem of daylighting corridors, libraries, auditoriums, industrial buildings, office spaces, and other areas where toplighting is practical. Send the coupon for more information about Skytrol Blocks.

Please tell me more about PC Skytrol Blocks for toplighting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>Zone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pittsburgh Corning Corporation

Please tell me more about PC Skytrol Blocks for toplighting.
It's all in the frame...

When you specify Wascolite Skydomes you can be sure your buildings will have an overhead daylighting system with high-quality illumination and no maintenance problems. Years of experience in the waterproofing field have helped us develop a pre-fabricated acrylic unit that is completely trouble-free—and it's all in the frame!

Made of Extruded Aluminum with welded joints for clean lines, enduring beauty and great strength.

An efficient condensation and weepage gutter built right into the frame, and a 4% slope to assist drainage.

For fool-proof installation the frame is secured to the inside of the well so that the curb flashing is never punctured.

Engineered so that the acrylic dome floats in the frame—edge protected and free to expand and contract.

Wasco Flashing Company, 89 Fawcett Street, Cambridge, Mass.
For Bright, Inviting Facades...

COMBINE Enduro WITH Glass

- Daylighted openness is becoming more and more popular today for monumental buildings or retail store fronts. Here is another example of daylight brought indoors by combining ENDURO Stainless Steel with large glass areas... without sacrificing structural strength and durability.

ENDURO's strength-to-weight ratio is extremely high. You can use thinner, lighter sections and still design rugged, weathertight construction. No need to "heavy-up" the section, either, to allow for eventual weakening. ENDURO Stainless Steel stubbornly resists rust and corrosion... maintains its great strength through the years.

Your building operator and retailer clients will appreciate the fact that ENDURO is easy to clean and to keep clean. An occasional washing quickly restores its sparkling attractiveness. Yes, it's mighty practical to combine ENDURO with glass!

Why not use ENDURO to spark client enthusiasm? Versatile ENDURO responds beautifully to your creative ideas to produce striking architectural effects. Competent local fabricators can be found in every area. Your Sweet's File gives more ENDURO details and specifications; write Republic for assistance on your specific design problems.

REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION

Alloy Steel Division • Massillon, Ohio

GENERAL OFFICES • CLEVELAND 1, OHIO

Export Department: Chrysler Building, New York 17, N.Y.

See Sweet's for data on Republic Pipe, Sheets and Roofing... Electrunite E.M.T... Fretz-Moon Rigid Steel Conduit... Berger Lockers, Bins, Shelving and Cabinets... Truscon Steel Windows, Doors, Joists and other Building Products.
Junior high, one of four new Back-A-Town schools, almost covers expensive ($450,000) three-acre site.

A new departure in design and appearance

200 or 300 WATT SQUARE RECESSED DOWNLIGHT

- Square, silver-mirrored Permaflector, lamp and lens positioned for maximum efficiency with controlled brightness.
- Choice of extensive distribution, intensive distribution and drop bowl lens.
- Designer styled one-piece die-cast frame with concealed hinges and latch.
- Inconspicuous finger-pull for easy opening and maintenance.
- A readywired "packaged" unit with many labor saving installation features.
- Designed to recess into a 12" accoustical module.

Write for Specification Sheet

PITTSBURGH REFLECTOR COMPANY
401 Oliver Building, Pittsburgh 22, PA.

FLUORESCENT INCANDESCENT

Lighting

REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES • WHOLESAVERS EVERYWHERE

bought in Back-A-Town will bring the city school system somewhere between $42,000 and $61,000 a year in school tax money (total taxes on $11 million in real estate come to something between $85,000 and $123,000 a year).

A century of bus rides

Transportation costs are insignificant compared with the land savings.

New Orleans school-bus costs have been running high because New Orleans uses regular public service drivers at union wages. Even so, transportation cost per year (including repairs, depreciation, administration) would come to $108,283, and $1 million would pay for 102 years of it. If retired men, housewives and teachers are employed to drive at nonunion wages (which Colbert thinks will happen when a big transportation program is adopted), annual costs will drop to about $61,000.

Pupil density in Back-A-Town is so heavy that each bus can be filled at a single pick-up point which cuts running time from pick-up to school village to about 20 min. Pick-up points will be every four blocks; students will walk a maximum of two.

The few Negro residents near the school village site need schools badly and they favor the project. Their children will be accommodated along with the Back-A-Town migrants. Elsewhere in the city, including Back-A-Town, neither support nor opposition has yet developed and there has been surprisingly little discussion of the plan by educators in New Orleans or elsewhere.

The citizenry, having turned its back on the school conservatives, appears to regard the Pied Piper plan as just one among many gratifyingly lively doings of their gingered-up school board. The board has been publicizing the scheme for months and plans to present it officially when a concrete proposal for the high school is ready for public consideration.

The big "if"

If the village scheme works out as well as Colbert hopes, he sees it eventually supplanting the neighborhood school altogether. He points out that it is a natural for coping with the phenomenon of the one-age suburb, would provide a way of using all schools to capacity for their full potential life.

"In this era of rapid transit, of commuting between suburb and city," says Colbert, "it seems logical that the schools should follow the general pattern."

But like the good, hardheaded planner he is, Colbert is keeping that if in mind. He thinks of the first school village as strictly a pilot plant, says he would not want another planned for New Orleans until the first has been in operation long enough for planners and educators to see what it does to children, teachers and the community.
When flooring problems are dropped on your lap…
call on the Kentile, Inc. Flooring Contractor

WHY WASTE VALUABLE TIME?

Call on the Kentile, Inc. Flooring Contractor as you would a paid member of your staff.

* Kentile Asphalt Tile
* KenRubber Tile Floors
* Kencork Floors & Walls
* Special (greaseproof) Kentile
* KenFlex Vinyl Tile

The Kentile, Inc. Flooring Contractor’s name and address are listed under FLOORS in your classified directory… or write: Contract Dept., Kentile, Inc., Brooklyn 15, New York.

Specialists in Resilient Tile Flooring for over 50 Years
Revolution on the Skyline!

Universal Home of "Miracles in Metals" and Sealuxe Engineered products, salutes the STATLER CORPORATION, who have so boldly planned a hotel building of the future ...for use today! Continued proof that SEALUXE Metal-Glass Facades are creating a Revolution on the Skyline!

**Sealuxe ENGINEERED ACCESSORIES**

**APPENDAGES! DEVICES! ATTACHMENTS!**

- Browne "Folding Flue" Windows
- Ventilating Picture Windows
- Cellular Spandrels and Fascias
- Rectangular Fins
- Dormer Surrounds
- Solar Shades
- Integral Radiation and Conduit Compartment
- Polygonal Fins
- Canopies (Eyebrows)
- Weather Controls

UNIVERSAL products are a complete "Dictionary of Devices Against the Sun"—a complete "Manual of Techniques for Metal-Glass Facades."

Universal CORPORATION

6710 Denton Drive, Dallas 9, Texas

ENGINEERING • MANUFACTURING • INSTALLATION

J. P. TRAVIS, President, Creator of "Miracles in Metals"
New Hotel Statler, Hartford, Conn.

**SPECIAL SEALUXE FEATURES...**

- A More Beautiful, Functional Building
- 30 Pounds per Square Inch of Hydraulic Pressure without Leaking
- Expansion and Contraction Joints Permit Better Building Behavior under Hot and Cold Temperatures
- Greater Building Flexibility and Movement
- Shadow Lines that Hold Like Granite
- Sealuxe Engineered Facades Diffuse Reflection and Never Reveal a "Tinny" Appearance
- No Increase in Cost over Conventional Construction!

W. B. TABLER, Architect - GEO. A. FULLER CO., Builders - New York, N. Y.

UNIVERSAL can help solve your design and engineering problems. Authorized agents are in ALL of the Architectural Centers to assist you.

**Universal CORPORATION**
6710 Denton Drive, Dallas 9, Texas
ENGINEERING • MANUFACTURING • INSTALLATION

J. P. TRAVIS, President, Creator of "Miracles in Metals"
Here's how you can add a "lifetime luxury clause" to all your apartment leases. Install handsome Lees Contract Carpets throughout your reception and living areas from the lobby on up. Shown is Whitestone, a fine Lees Wilton in Modern Botanical pattern, just one of the many lovely Lees Contract Carpets specially woven for long wear and hard traffic. There's a Lees for every purpose and decor in a wide range of colors, patterns and textures. Custom designs for individual interiors. Send for specific information from James Lees and Sons Company, Contract Carpet Division, Bridgeport, Penna., or offices in principal cities.

These two modern Washington, D. C. apartment buildings, the Berkshire and 4301 Massachusetts Avenue (whose lobbies, corridors and apartments are luxuriously carpeted with Lees Contract Carpets) are owned by The Standard Construction Company. Decor and installations respectively by Ethel Pilson Warren and R. Mars, Washington, D. C.

When you can get window beauty, convenience, efficiency and savings at the same time it's worth investigating. That's what the owners of Howard Gardens have.

Beauty — Casements have a charm unmatched by any other window style. Lupton's slim lines combine grace with sturdy construction. Where larger panes of glass are preferred any of the standard muntins may be omitted.

Convenience — Lupton Casements are engineered to open and close quickly and easily. Can be cleaned safely from inside the room.

Efficiency — Lupton Casements feature sturdy welded construction with positive ventilator contact on all four sides for maximum weather protection.

Savings — Lupton Casements first cost is low, maintenance is too, they seldom need adjustment, give years of trouble-free service.

More and more architects are specifying Lupton Metal Windows. They are a quality product at a mass production price. They are backed by over 40 years experience in designing and manufacturing metal windows. See Sweet's for complete catalog of Lupton Windows in aluminum or steel.

MICHAEL FLYNN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
700 East Godfrey Avenue, Philadelphia 24, Penna.

Member of the Steel Window Institute and Aluminum Window Manufacturers' Association

LUPTON METAL WINDOWS
mate role in community life for which the new Thomy Lafon is so admirably planned.

What of the opposite side of this coin—the influence the community will exert on the school village? Half the battle is already lost when a neighborhood feels no real sense that the school belongs to it. The other half of the battle depends on how well the autonomy of the school village units can be maintained, how well the safeguards against regimentation work out. Colbert envisions a PTA for each 525-student unit and a council of representatives from these for each 1,575-student unit. He realizes that if the whole school village has to be involved in every proposed modification or innovation, the PTAs will die of frustration.

The trouble with this planning is that most of the safeguards against size and regimentation are not built in as they are in the well-planned neighborhood school. They are superimposed extras, easiest to sacrifice when the next urge to save money, or make things easier for the administrators, comes on.

But, after all, a school is primarily for teaching and nurturing children. How does the size and location of the school village affect them directly?

Step or a leap?

School represents a big step for small children, even when it is just around the corner and half the faces are familiar. The leap from Back-A-Town to the school village Kindergarten is about as abrupt and bewildering a change in environment as anyone could conceive.

Colbert thinks the question of keeping the little child near home is academic in Back-A-Town. Many of the pupils are what were known during the war as "latchkey" children; there is no one to take care of them during working hours. The school village, with its staggered afternoon bus schedule, will help solve that problem. Also, he points out, a pretty nasty environment is being exchanged for a pretty nice one.

He advocates that each elementary school in the village serve a corresponding geographical neighborhood in Back-A-Town and thus help cut down the element of strangeness.

This is meaningless of course if the school village elementary units are set up to house two or three grades each, as shown in the preliminary scheme, instead of a complete K-6 school. While a 525-student unit made up of two grades meets the letter of the ideally sized elementary school, it hardly fulfills the spirit.

A "neighborhood" big enough to embrace 1,575, 5- to 11-year-olds includes an overwhelming proportion of permanent strangers. Not even the present, poor Back-A-Town schools were planned for loads like this; they got that way by being used far over capacity.

Colbert reports the question of the two-grade unit or the complete K-6 unit has not actually been decided, will await debate by the educators.

An educational factory?

The threat of an educational factory also hangs partly on whether two or seven grades are included in the basic 325-student units, partly—again—on how well the administration can withstand the temptations of uniformity. Whether the scheme becomes a mill with its emphasis on the general—or whether it retains the diversity that builds up naturally from attention to the specific, depends on the personnel. No more and no less can be said of any centralization.

At best, starting to school for a Back-A-Towner is going to mean an abrupt trip out of one world into another. (When you read this, think of your own first day at school.) And as he gets older, it is going to be hard for him to understand any connection between

 continued on p. 190
"Century" Asbestos Corrugated makes an ideal siding for this new inter-plant bridge and building because of its outstanding durability and freedom from maintenance. After many years this long-lived siding will still be sound, serviceable, and weather-tight.

If that's the kind of dependable siding and roofing you are seeking, you ought to know more of the many advantages in using "Century" Asbestos Corrugated. Here are a few facts about this versatile, economical material:

It is made in large, strong sheets from portland cement and asbestos fiber—therefore cannot burn, rot or rust. It is impervious to rodents and termites. It is completely, permanently weatherproof. Although it never needs paint, it will take decorative colors well.

"Century" Asbestos Corrugated has proved itself to be a maintenance-free and long-lasting building material—well worth your close consideration. We shall gladly send you complete information on request.

KEASBEY & MATTISON
COMPANY • AMBLER • PENNSYLVANIA

Nature made Asbestos...
Keasbey & Mattison has made it
serve mankind since 1873.
ANNOUNCING

KEYSTONE'S

KEYBEAD

GALVANIZED REINFORCING

FOR STRONG, ECONOMICAL, "TRUE" PLASTER CORNERS

Plasterers, lathers, architects, contractors, builders and dealers will find Keybead an easy-to-use, easy-to-handle plastering help. It is recommended for use where strong, economical, "true" plaster corners are a requisite on the job.

Quick and easy to lath, Keybead combines open-mesh reinforcing with a precision-formed bead. The open-mesh design of Keybead permits plaster to flow through the steel wires and give a generous bond of plaster to lath—a solid plaster corner results. This thorough steel wire embedment combined with the true-formed bead makes strongly reinforced, crack-resistant plaster corners. And, to prevent rust streaks, Keybead is galvanized, too.

Keybead is made in 7', 8', 9', 10' and 12' lengths; 5" width providing 2½" wings, 18 gauge 1" mesh, packed in convenient cartons. Write for further information and prices.

by the makers of KEYMESH and KEYCORNERS
galvanized plaster reinforcing

KEYSTONE STEEL & WIRE COMPANY

Peoria 7, Illinois

KEYMESH • KEYCORNERS • KEYBEAD • KEYWELD • KEYSTONE NAILS • KEYSTONE TIE WIRE • KEYSTONE NON-CLIMBABLE FENCE • KEYSTONE ORNAMENTAL FENCE

4293 Bondini Blvd., 930 19th Ave., 1800 N.W. 16th Ave., 1544 First Ave., South

SEE OUR CATALOG ON SWEET'S FILE
Notice how the plaster flows through Keybead providing a generous bond of plaster to lath. The steel wire mesh is thoroughly embedded producing strong reinforcement.
THE MOST IMPORTANT PUBLIC BUILDINGS IN WASHINGTON, D.C., WERE BUILT TO ENDURE FOR GENERATIONS. IT IS SIGNIFICANT THAT THESE AND OTHER OUTSTANDING LANDMARKS OF OUR NATION'S CAPITAL ARE BARRETT-ROOFED

A basic reason for this preference is that Barrett Roofs—including the world famous Barrett Specification—are far and away the first choice of America's architects. They want to be sure that the buildings they create have the best roofing protection in the world. And they specify Barrett to get it!

BARRETT DIVISION
ALLIED CHEMICAL & DYE CORPORATION
40 RECTOR STREET, NEW YORK 6, N.Y.
205 W. WACKER DRIVE, CHICAGO 6, ILL.
36TH ST. & GRAY'S FERRY AVE., PHILADELPHIA 46, PA.
1327 ERIE ST., BIRMINGHAM 8, ALA.

In Canada: The Barrett Company, Ltd.,
5551 ST. HUBERT ST., MONTREAL.
air conditioning

will add special advantages
to the tallest tower in Texas

When the Republic National Bank Building in Dallas is completed next spring, its 40 floors, including four basement levels, will offer many extra advantages to its customers and tenants. There will be drive-in banking service, parking space in the basement and—most important of all—Carrier Conduit Weathermaster* air conditioning which gives the occupants of every office control of their indoor climate. In this unique Carrier system outside air for ventilation is cleaned and filtered, humidified or dehumidified in a central apparatus. Primary air, and chilled water from a central refrigeration plant, are sent through small diameter air conduits and water pipes concealed within furred-in columns to Weathermaster units beneath the windows in each room. Secondary room air, drawn over a water coil by induction, is mixed with this primary air at the room unit. Room temperature is controlled by each tenant with just the turn of a knob. The Carrier Conduit Weathermaster system was developed especially for multi-room office buildings, apartments, hotels and hospitals. But you will find other types of Carrier air conditioning everywhere—from homes to churches, from schools to theaters. Carrier makes a wider range of air conditioning equipment than any other manufacturer. There is more Carrier air conditioning serving more people and more purposes than any other make. Carrier people founded the air conditioning industry more than 50 years ago. All this experience is yours to command. Look for Carrier in the Classified Telephone Directory. Or write Carrier Corporation, Syracuse, New York.


when there's more than one floor... think of Sedgwick

WHO PAYS THE PIPER continued

tween the business of going to school and the rest of the business of living. Today teachers try hard to show children that what they are learning is involved with what else they know of life. What are we to think when the very plan of the school plant counteracts and negates the pedagogical philosophy taught there?

An idea for luckier places

For Back-A-Town with its overwhelming collection of problems, going far deeper than the question of school plant, the school village may be the only tolerable way out of an intolerable situation.

More fortunate communities pondering the advisability of the scheme might well adopt at least one of its ideas: the consolidation of separate junior and senior high units on a big, low-cost suburban plot. Small and medium-sized towns have been putting their high schools on the outskirts, but this is a new idea for the big cities with the big slums. It is the secondary schools that need the most acreage; their students are ready to fare forth from neighborhood shelter; with encouragement the students are old enough to exert, themselves, some voice in the schools.

A combination of the secondary school village with neighborhood elementary site savers like Thomy Lafon or convertible schools (AF, Oct. '51) might go a long way toward raising the standards of city schools at reasonable expense.

Some puzzling questions

But when schoolmen weigh the advantages of the school village for lower grades they will need to ask themselves some puzzling questions—questions like these:

- Which is more necessary for a child: an adequate playground or a sense of neighborhood roots?
- Which is harder on a first-grader: climbing three flights of stairs to class or riding six miles from home?
- Which is the greater good: use of the schools as community centers or special classes for the handicapped?

These are not simple questions. There is nothing black-and-white about them. The tangible beauty, charm and spaciousness of good schoolhouses are easy to recognize as excellences. The queer, complicated excellences that are able to abide with happenstance ugliness and inefficiency—but not with imposed perfection—are harder to see; and how are they to be valued?

To this add weatherproof design, safe fume removal, low silhouette, and many others. Ask a Gallaher representative or write to Department A-4.

GALLAHER Air-Vans®

If You Demand Efficient Performance You'll Buy...

NEW Belt Drive
4000 to 65,000 CFM up to 4.2" S.P.

Direct Drive
100 to 11,000 CFM
up to 4.2" S.P.

Thousands of industrial applications where safe, positive air changes are necessary are now within the range of economical power roof exhausters.

You get performance because Gallaher Air-Vans are the only units with patented, built-in, scroll effect. Extensive Gallaher research has shown that without this feature efficiency against even normal static pressure is not possible.

In the new belt driven Air-Vans up to 4" S.P. is developed. No other power roof exhauster can even approach this figure.

These are not idle claims. Published Air-Van ratings are the result of recognized, physical tests of the entire unit by an independent laboratory. They are not calculations or interpolations.

To this add weatherproof design, safe fume removal, low silhouette, and many others. Ask a Gallaher representative or write to Department A-4.

Manufacturers of AIRVAN® AND AIR-MAX POWER ROOF EXHAUSTERS

The GALLAHER Company
4108 Dodge Street
Omaha, Nebraska

IN COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS

IN RESIDENCES

to move loads from floor to floor and to make better use of space
to add one-floor convenience

Sedgwick furnishes safe, modern vertical transportation equipment to fit in with your plans. Quality performance is assured by 60 years of constant improvements and engineering advances. Specified by three generations of architects. For free specification service and engineering recommendations, write:

Sedgwick
MACHINE WORKS
140 W. 15th St., N. Y. 11, N. Y.

Specialists in Vertical Transportation Since 1893
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HERE'S WHAT YOU NEED

You need to **CUT STEAM COSTS**
A Petro industrial oil burner will do it! The Petro burner is designed to burn low-cost heavy fuel oil with high efficiency and complete reliability. Saves money year after year.

You need to **CUT LABOR COSTS**
A Petro oil burner will do that, too! Completely automatic, it regulates itself without constant attention; frees attendants for other duties.

You need to **MEET FLUCTUATING STEAM DEMANDS**
A Petro industrial oil burner does just that! The fire can be modulated to meet the most extreme requirements of varying steam loads.

You need to do all this **AT LOW COST** without replacing your present boiler equipment.

**INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCIAL**

**and RESIDENTIAL OIL BURNERS**

**FOR EVERY FIRING NEED**

Petro industrial oil burners are your best buy! They operate with high efficiency in practically every type of boiler.

Petro oil burners have world-wide acceptance. Their dependability is traditional. They are recommended by leading heating contractors everywhere. Fifty years in oil firing gives the Petro organization an exceptional degree of engineering experience and practical "know how."

Petro's outstanding ability to burn heavy, low-cost oils with maximum efficiency has reduced fuel costs in thousands of plants and buildings.

See Petro section in Sweet's Architectural File, or write for catalog and specifications to Petro, 3174 W. 106th St., Cleveland 11, Ohio.
THESE TVA BUILDINGS

Watauga Dam powerhouse and control building

Details of wall and roof
Watauga Dam control building

All buildings designed by Tennessee Valley Authority Design Department.
Constructed by TVA Construction Department.
H ave Four Things in Common

They are small
They are practical
They are beautiful
They are aluminum

Tucked away in hidden valleys in Tennessee, these buildings house TVA generators and controls. Designed by a group of men with an unusual combination of common sense and a feeling for beauty—they have a monumental quality that citizens expect in their public buildings and an economy in construction and operation that should please every taxpayer.

Aluminum was used here for wall panels, windows, railings and trim because it was easily transported to hard-to-reach locations and quickly erected at the site with a minimum of equipment. And more, it gave these buildings aluminum’s freedom from maintenance where maintenance would be especially costly. Many of these locations are unattended, operating either automatically or by remote control.

In your next building, consider aluminum for places exposed to wear and weather—wherever maintenance will be a problem, wherever you want distinctive appearance and lasting good looks.

Alcoa engineers have had a part in nearly every pioneering use of aluminum in the architectural field. They will be glad to work with you. For information on any application of aluminum call your nearby Alcoa Sales Office or write: Aluminum Company of America, 1887-D Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.
BOOK REVIEWS

FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT TALKS TO AND WITH THE TALIESIN FELLOWSHIP. Three long-playing (33 1/3 RPM) microgroove records (six sides) pressed but not recorded by Columbia Records, Inc. Copyright by the Frank Lloyd Wright Fellowship. Price $5 per record.

Several years ago Frank Lloyd Wright delivered a memorable address before the convention of the American Institute of Architects in Houston, accepting the AIA Gold Medal. Luckily his words—probably the most stirring statement ever made by any architect—were preserved on a disc when he delivered them, and astute national AIA officials later performed a real service by making his speech available in record form. Since then, 160 sets of these records have been ordered from the AIA, and the demand, rather than slacking, seems to be steady.

This is another neat accolade to the man who is more than merely an inspirational architect, but has become the central figure of esthetic defiance of our age, a conscience not only for his own profession, but for all other artists as well, and for all others the individualist. That Wright's long, stubborn, scornful, principled struggle has been successful is a reassuring truth in a dogmatic world.

Now here is a new set of three long-playing records of Wright in a more relaxed mood. On them he talks about acoustics, reads fragments from Walt Whitman, discourses on Man or Machine, and repeats his address to the Junior AIA meeting at the New York AIA convention in June, 1952. The content of these records does not equal the magnificent address at Houston. Technically they have quite a few background acoustical klumps and birdies. They are not edited sufficiently, and do not follow their labeling precisely—at one point the listener is promised Frank Lloyd Wright improvising on the piano, but no piano is heard.

But they may some day be precious all the same, because they do this: They permit an intimacy with the fact of Wright's personality, which is as vivid as his great architecture. In these records he is sometimes ornery—as in the sides which eavesdrop as he talks with fellows of his Taliesin fellowship about man and the machine; at other times wryly humorous—as when he advises young architects to do the whole job of building houses: designing, contracting, landscaping and interior decorating, because then their fees will be 40%; at times sharply critical—as in this passage on education: "... Teaching today seldom gets down to the elemental bottom—the truth. ... That is because the teachers were taught facts, which is what they teach, instead of truth. ... And as you all too well know now, architecture, modern architecture especially, is still chiefly concerned with effect. Effects are charming, or they're ugly, or they're desperate, or despicable, but why? ... Seldom is the endeavor of our day and time concerned with principles, with causes. ... Young artists aren't taught to ask why. You can ask what, and when and maybe where, but never why. That cannot be true education."

But more than anything else Wright is resonantly noble, as in his final words, added as an afterthought when he has already brought the talks to a conclusion and has said good-by:

"One thing more. Consider that you as young architects are to be the pattern-givers to American civilization. There can be none other pattern-givers than our architects, so if we in America ever do have a culture of our own you must be the way-showers. A civilization is only a way of life. A culture is a

continued on p. 198
Why did they use a Gold Bond poured-in-place gypsum roof deck?

Here are four of many good reasons:

1. Economy. Combines fireproofing, high load bearing capacity and extreme durability at a lower cost than most other types of roof construction.

2. Construction is fast. Quick set gives full working load capacity in less than 30 minutes, and roof covering can be applied within 24 hours.

3. Maintenance is low. If changes are ever necessary, a Gold Bond Poured Gypsum Roof Deck can be cut, nailed or patched easily and quickly.

4. A Gold Bond Poured-in-Place Roof Deck is 66% lighter than concrete. This reduces dead load and cost of the entire supporting structure, including columns and foundations.

You can specify a Gold Bond Poured Gypsum Roof Deck for any design—pitched, barrelled or flat. By varying the kinds of Gold Bond Form Boards, you can achieve insulation, fire protection, or a combination of insulation and sound-conditioning.

Gold Bond Gypsum Roofs are installed only by approved fireproofing contractors. Write our Architect Service Department for detailed drawings and load tables.

LA GRANGE PARK VILLAGE MARKET
LA GRANGE, ILL.

ARCHITECT:
Mittelman and Tsekeris . . . Chicago, Ill.

GENERAL CONTRACTOR:
William Jones and Sons . . . La Grange, Ill.

ROOF DECK CONTRACTOR:
Amsing-Johnson Co. . . . . Chicago, Ill.

You'll build or remodel better with Gold Bond®

LA GRANGE PARK VILLAGE MARKET
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GENERAL CONTRACTOR:
William Jones and Sons . . . La Grange, Ill.

ROOF DECK CONTRACTOR:
Amsing-Johnson Co. . . . . Chicago, Ill.

You’ll build or remodel better with Gold Bond®
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Situated in park-like 200-acre tract, development consists of eleven 13-story cross-shaped units, 110 2-story colonial units. Plywood forms were used for all concrete.
THREE KEY ADVANTAGES OF FIR PLYWOOD FORMS

1. SMOOTH, FIN-FREE CONCRETE
On this modern housing development, fir plywood forms were used for (1) all exterior and interior wall surfaces and (2) reinforced concrete ceiling slabs. Result: Walls are smooth, dense, uniformly attractive; ceiling slabs were smooth enough to be painted direct after grinding and application of spackling compound—permitting a substantial savings by eliminating expensive plastering.

2. ECONOMY THROUGH RE-USE
Large built-up forms of Exterior plywood (see specification data below) were used 13 times on the 13-story tower buildings, eliminating form re-building as pouring progressed. After use on the large buildings, many of the plywood form panels were re-used, in some cases, an additional 8 to 10 times on the 2-story buildings which dot the 200-acre tract.

3. 20% TIME AND LABOR SAVINGS
According to estimates of engineers on the job, use of built-up plywood forms afforded a 20% savings in time and application costs over the cost of lumber forms—plus savings in finishing time and cost of both ceilings and exterior walls. Even on interior walls where appearance was no factor, time and labor savings plus re-use made plywood the most economical material.

PLYWOOD FORM SPECIFICATIONS:
These registered industry trademarks are your guide, guard and assurance of DFPA quality-tested fir plywood manufactured especially for concrete form work.
INTERIOR PLYFORM (highly moisture-resistant glue) gives multiple re-use: up to 12-15 are not unusual. For maximum re-use, specify EXTERIOR PLYFORM (100% waterproof glue). For special architectural concrete use fir plywood with “.4” face veneer (such as used for exterior walls and ceilings on project described above) or one of the new plastic-surfaced or hardboard faced for plywood identified by this star and link industry seal mark of quality.

(Star and link symbol)

For further information write Douglas Fir Plywood Association, Tacoma 2, Washington.

CONTRACTORS: Starrett Bros. & Eken, Inc., New York
SUBCONTRACTORS HANDLING JOB: Dinwiddie Construction Co., San Francisco
Thompson & Wilson, San Francisco, architectural consultants
way of making that civilization beautiful or that way of life a beautiful way of life. So culture is your office here in America and as no stream can rise higher than its source, so you can give no better to architecture than you are. So why not go to work on yourselves to make yourselves be in quality what you would have your buildings be? ... "

**MANUAL OF HOSPITAL MAINTENANCE.**
American Hospital Assn., Chicago, Ill. Publication M22-52, 116 pp. 6" x 9", $1.50

This common-sense pamphlet gives a great deal more than its title promises. It covers a narrow subject so broadly and so well that it should circulate far beyond hospitals. Administrators of almost any sort of institution might profit from much of its material.

The manual does not go into detail on just how to care for specific pieces of equipment. (For this purpose it recommends a triple file of manufacturers' instructions, one copy to be kept in the maintenance engineer's office, one in the foreman's office and one to be used on the job by the workman.) It is not even meant primarily for maintenance men—although a wise administrator will see that they get a copy. It is a guide to maintenance policy, problems and organization for executives and board members.

The discussion of preventive maintenance—what it means, why it saves repairs, and just what it entails, is particularly good.

**PLANNING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL BUILDINGS.**

Happy is the school architect who works with a good educational consultant or a creative and articulate superintendent. For those who do not enjoy this good fortune (and it is not unknown for an architect to find he has to initiate educational ideas!) this book is the next best thing. And may he work with a school board that has read it too.

Messrs. Engelhardt and Leggett, famed educational consultants themselves, do not attempt to lay down any laws on school architecture. Instead they explain just what is going on inside of elementary schools today, and why, and list the physical facilities that these doings require.

Since they cleverly organize much of the material by activities (for example, under classrooms: growing plants, cooking, using records, etc.) the book is equally useful for progressive or conservative schools, lavish or narrow programs. And embedded throughout are thousands of useful tidbits such as a reminder that teachers are apt to get lots of books and packages in their mail or an explanation of just how milk distribution is handled.

For architects who have become overly infatuated with tricky school lighting, this book should be required reading. First of all, it continued on p. 202
Pinches Maintenance Pennies

...THE ALL-ALUMINUM
MIAMI AWNING WINDOW

Quality building products like Miami Awning Windows need no pampering. Once installed, they are ready for lifetime service. Heavy duty frames (63-ST5) extruded aluminum alloys are built to take pressure and built to stay strong and beautiful year after year. Windows won't stain, tarnish or rust and never need painting. Just an occasional oiling of the operator is all that's ever needed. Write for full facts—today.

WEATHERTIGHT
Eliminate cold spots around window frames. Tough vinyl plastic weatherstripping is installed along entire perimeter of frame.

SMOOTH OPERATION
Special patented torque shaft along bottom frame actuates each end of vent sections at the same time. Result—smooth, balanced opening and closing.

MIAMI WINDOW CORPORATION
5200 N. W. 37th AVENUE, MIAMI, FLORIDA

For further information, write, wire, or phone Dept. AF-4 or see Sweet's Architectural File No.

The Original Awning Type Miami-Window
How much TIME remains?

TIME . . . elapsed time . . . may spell the course of life . . . or the rush of death . . . Hands that race the seconds must be steady, reliable . . .

And the instrument for recording these seconds must be equally reliable. That is why Auth Elapsed Time Indicators are so frequently selected by leading hospital designers for use in operating rooms. They are reliable.

Other dependable Auth equipment for hospitals includes:
- Nurses' Call, Doctors' Paging and Doctors' In and Out Register Systems
- Vokalcall Systems for voice communication between patient and nurse
- Attendants Emergency Alarm Systems for Neuro-Psychiatric Patients
- Centrally Controlled Clock Systems
- Fire Alarm Systems
- Inter-Communicating Telephones
- Night Lights and Ground Detector Panels, etc.

Write for FREE Literature.

AUTH ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.
34-20 45TH ST., LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.
The planners of the United Nations General Assembly Building have used Permalite for two important applications. Permalite, the leading perlite aggregate, was specified in plaster for fireproofing the structural steel; and in concrete for insulating roof fill. As a result, the maximum 4-hour fire rating for supporting steel has been achieved; and the roof has been insulated by lightweight concrete. For insulation, fire-resistance, lightweight and better workability, plan to use Permalite on your future jobs. Permalite meets rigid specifications of Underwriters’ Laboratories fire test. Frequent production control tests assure uniformity and consistently high quality in these aggregates. Complete data in our bulletins PA-26, PA-7 and PA-9.

Write Great Lakes Carbon Corporation, 612 S. Flower Street, Los Angeles 17, D'Epargne 6994 or local Permalite producer. See our insert in Sweets File for Architects.

PERMALITE in plaster fireproofs the steel
PERMALITE in concrete insulates the roof

ARCHITECTS
- U.H. Board of Design Consultants
  - Wallace K. Harrison, Director of Planning
  - Max Abramovitz, Deputy Director of Planning
  - James A. Dawson, Chief Construction Engineer

GENERAL CONTRACTOR
Fuller-Turner-Wolsh-Slaltery

PLASTERING CONTRACTOR
T. A. O'Rourke Company

ROOF FILL CONTRACTOR
Brennon (Sloan, Inc. and Knickerbocker Construction Corp.
- a joint venture

Indekeen Perlite Company
Cincinnati 17, Ohio

Perlite Products Corp.
Dallas, Texas

William J. McCormack Sand Co., Inc.
New York, New York

Pennsylvania Perlite Corp.
Allentown, Pennsylvania

West Indies Perlite Mfg. Co., Inc.
Havana, Cuba

MacArthur Company
St. Paul 4, Minn.

McClure & Erickson Corp.
Los Angeles, California

Perma-Rock Products, Inc.
Baltimore 30, Maryland

The Whitemore Company
Resistolite 31, Mass.

Virginia Perlite Corp.
Hopewell, Virginia
puts lighting in its place—as an important, but only one of many equally important, considerations.

It also questions the good sense and the science behind the attempts to get uniformity of brightness, uniformity of reflectance, low contrasts. Against the quotes of the lighting experts, it pits quotes from students of the eye. "If the lighting profession ever achieved its ideal of uniform brightness, it would have something definitely unnatural and disliked. Human eyes would be troubled rather than made content."

The authors reminds us that artistic blending of colors and hues is perhaps equal in importance to the more measurable light qualities of intensity and brightness, that the ability to see and understand what is being seen is probably more a matter of psychology than ability of the eye mechanism.

Aside from the blandly and good-naturedly iconoclastic chapter on vision, light and color, this is not a contentious book. It marshals a tremendous fund of observation, experience and counsel, organizes it for greatest helpfulness to anyone writing a program or anyone engaged in long-range school planning, and brings the whole thing alive with dozens of photographs of children and equipment in action.

**How You Can get Heat Insulation plus Sound Control at minimum cost!**

Gordon C. Swift Junior High School, Watertown, Conn. 58,800 sq. ft. of 3½" POREX PLANK.


Gen. Contractor: Massachusetts Builders, Inc.

**COMPOSITE POREX ROOF DECKS**

**HEAT INSULATION**

(U = 0.15 Btu)

**SOUND CONTROL**

(Noise Red. Coef. .70)

**NAILABILITY**

For Auditoriums, Gymnasiums, Schools, Armories, and Many Other Uses

**LIGHT WEIGHT**

(only 15 lbs. per sq. ft.)

**LONG SPANS**

(8 ft. max.)

**INCOMBUSTIBILITY**

Porete Mfg. Co.

North Arlington, N. J.

Gentlemen:

Please send me your bulletin #78A describing POREX PRODUCTS.

NAME_________________________

ORGANIZATION_____________________

ADDRESS_________________________

Precast lightweight concrete products since 1920

Porete Mfg. Co.

North Arlington, N. J.


This slim volume contains seven essays on the major elements of urban planning—public participation, zoning, redevelopment, transportation and finance, plus an introduction and a summation by the editors. Two intensely practical contributions are given on public participation by Hugh R. Pomeroy and on urban redevelopment by Charles K. Agele. The other three essays detail existing practice in each field.

In "The Planning Process and Public Participation," Hugh R. Pomeroy draws on his long experience as planning director of Los Angeles and Westchester County, N. Y., to trace the progress of planning in the US from its origins in civic motivation to become an integrated function of local government. Planning should give some guidance to tremendous private building which contributes most to the development of a city. We need to "brush aside the hokum that still clings to the idea of planning: the hokum associated with static master plans manufactured by peripatetic high priests of planning; the hokum that planning is a mysterious science and art that can be practiced only by those who have undergone some sort of special intellectual circumcision for the purpose; the hokum that planning has some ethereal quality that cannot stand being subjected to the rugged processes of democratic government." Planning is essentially a public process that calls for deeply rooted citizens' participation through public lectures, citizen organizations, and neighborhood groups, to name only a few of the 13 types of citizen participation described by Pomeroy. He particularly emphasized the need to have people educate the planners. You can always get a few individuals to express themselves on planning but it is not so easy to get any expressions from the inarticulate majority of the community who often have more at stake because there is less they can do on their own resources.

In the Title I section of the misnamed 1949 continued on p. 208
HOW
V-LOK
STANDARD
BAYS

Frame A Modern School

Build An Industrial Plant

And Reduce Framing Costs of an Industrial Garage

V-LOK—the interlocking structural system made in standard bay sizes—is spelling out ECONOMY in many ways.

V-LOK will get a building up and under roof faster than any other type of steel construction.

These structural members design readily into standard school room dimensions, factory buildings, supermarkets, ranch type houses. Write for catalog.

STANDARDIZED STEEL BUILDING PRODUCTS
MACOMBER • INCORPORATED
CANTON, OHIO
V BAR JOISTS • LONGSPANS • BOWSTRING TRUSSES • STEEL DECK
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The New Manomet Elementary School, on Cape Cod Bay at Plymouth, Mass., is another fine example of the skillful blending of traditional exterior architecture with modern interior classroom design. Here too, as in most modern schools, DRAFTSTOP was selected as the heating, ventilating and cooling system. In the exclusive Herman Nelson DRAFTSTOP unit, window down-draft is completely controlled at all times—and a constant supply of fresh air, warmed or cooled to a predetermined temperature, is gently circulated throughout the entire classroom—without drafts.

Superintendent of Schools, Mr. Donald T. Welch; Architect, Walter Gaffney; Consulting Engineer, A. Y. Christie; Mechanical Contractor, Ernest Margeson Co.
Leads in Design

The fact that Herman Nelson leads the unit ventilator industry in design is no accident. Herman Nelson products have forged into leadership position simply because they are better made, better engineered and better designed than any other heating and ventilating products on the market.

From the earliest days, under the direction of its founder, Mr. Herman Nelson, the Company has never lost sight of the value of the old-fashioned ideals of quality. Often copied . . . but never equalled, the Company’s products have set new standards of quality year after year.

The streamlined exterior appearance of the products . . . with their color-engineered beauty . . . has not been the only factor in design. The job to be done, the ease of servicing the products, the simplicity of assembly and all other elements have been DESIGNED for maximum efficiency and greater economy of operation.

The success of these principles has been demonstrated year after year as leading Architects and Engineers have specified Herman Nelson unit ventilators for schools in every State of the Union.

If you are planning a new school or a modernization program—write for experience reports and factual information. Please ask for Bulletin number 3500—Dept. AF-4, Herman Nelson Unit Ventilator Products, American Air Filter Company, Inc., Louisville 8, Ky.
I did say “wrap English oak around the columns.” Didn’t you ever hear of FLEXWOOD?

So many things you thought impossible you can do with Flexwood — the finest, rarest woods, sliced so thin you can wrap them around columns of even the smallest radii — apply them to walls with sharpest curves or angles — get perfectly matched grains over larger surfaces — forget studs, nails and stripping — wood panel a room in a weekend! And, applied to an incombustible background such as plaster, Flexwood is so fire-safe it is approved by building authorities throughout the country.

Mail coupon for full-color Flexwood Case History Book — and samples.

United States Plywood Corporation, Dept. FW-41
55 West 44th Street, New York 36, N. Y.

Please send me, without obligation, sample of Flexwood and Case-History Book showing how Flexwood helped solve 17 architectural problems.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY AND STATE
Here's the new "Bible" for industrial builders. Here's where you can learn how to cut building time and costs with Ruberoid Corrugated Asbestos Sheets. Here's where you can find 32 pages of specifications, assembly instructions, application photographs and detail sketches... everything an applicator needs to know about installing corrugated sheets for roofing or sidewalls.

Ruberoid Corrugated Asbestos is strong and durable... fireproof, weather-proof and corrosion-resistant. Pre-cut lengths from 6' to 12' speed construction. Its light weight permits the use of lighter weight supporting members and foundations. It's maintenance-free... never needs painting. Made by the famous Eternit process originated by Ruberoid in this country 25 years ago, Corrugated Asbestos is the ideal material for all types of industrial buildings.

Let Ruberoid's Corrugated Asbestos Catalog be your guide to better buildings, too. Write today for your free copy.

Mail coupon today

The RUBEROID Co.

ASPHALT AND ASBESTOS BUILDING MATERIALS

THE RUBEROID Co.
500 Fifth Avenue, New York 36, N. Y.

Please send me 32-page illustrated booklet on Ruberoid Corrugated Asbestos construction for roofings and sidewalls.

NAME: ____________________________
TITLE: ____________________________
COMPANY: _________________________
ADDRESS: _________________________
CITY: ____________________________ ZONE: _______ STATE: _______
BOOK REVIEWS continued

Housing Act we have a practical tool for the redevelopment of urban blight. Now, a municipality itself can erase an inadequate street pattern, replan the area, allocate whatever part of it is necessary for public use and turn the bulk of it over to private developers in a bright new form. The net cost of such re­development is shared by a $2 outright grant from the federal government for each dollar spent by the city, either in cash or kind (streets, sewers, etc. which the city would have to put in sooner or later, anyway). Says Charles K. Agle: “Any city that does not take advantage of this redevelopment opportunity is foolish . . . the human body is constantly replacing dead tissue and revitalizing itself, and the city must do the same or become a sprawling graveyard of decay.”

OTHER BOOKS REVIEWED

SPECSIFICATIONS. By H. Griffith Edwards. Published by D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 250 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y. 311 pp. 6 ¼" x 9 ¼". $5

A primer of good specification writing for the student and young architect.


A textbook for the student of civil engineering and architecture, and a reference work for construction engineers, this book sets forth the principles of estimating the costs of construction engineering projects and the methods for the preparation of detailed estimates.


This book simplifies the design of continuous structures by detailing the basic mathematical formulae, the design and moment coefficients and the bending moment curves for beams of constant moment of inertia under 67 different conditions of loading and support.

WORLD’S CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURE, Vol. 3 (Sweden and Finland). Edited by Yuichi Ino and Shinji Koike. The Shokokusha Publishing Co., Inc., Hirakawa-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan. 104 pp. 6 ¼" x 12". Illus. $5

Brief outlines of the architectural trends of these two countries. The technical aspects are given under separate headings, and for the particularly interested reader there is a useful bibliography.

INDUSTRY IN TOWNS. By Gordon Logie, ARIBA. George Allen & Unwin, Ltd., Ruskin House, Museum St., W.C.2. 376 pp. 6 ¼" x 10". Illus.

This is an exhaustive analysis of urban industry in England, with some references to Switzerland and Denmark. US factories are not discussed.

ARCHITECTURAL PRINCIPLES IN THE AGE OF HUMANISM. By Rudolf Wittkower. Distributed by Transatlantic Arts, Inc., Hollywood-by-the-Sea, Fla. 144 pp. 7 ½" x 10". Illus. $6

The author summarizes in this book his studies on Renaissance architecture.
The FASTEST and SUREST detector for automatic fire alarm systems is DETECT-A-FIRE®

1. HOSPITAL FIRE DETECTION can be made faster and surer by use of detectors employing an entirely new principle. The Fenwal DETECT-A-FIRE thermostat avoids the limitations of ordinary detection devices ... actuates the alarm instantly when the surrounding air temperature reaches a danger level.

2. SAVED MINUTES MEAN SAVED LIVES when it is necessary to evacuate patients. A detection system employing DETECT-A-FIRE units gives you that time. The stainless steel shell is itself the sensitive element that actuates the electrical contacts. At last complete protection against "lag" ... and also against false alarms.

3. PERMANENT INSTALLATION, LONG-TIME VALUE. The slight difference in cost between Fenwal DETECT-A-FIRE thermostats and those less modern and comprehensive pays for itself twice: once in greater safety, again in long, trouble-free life. Not subject to corrosion or other deterioration because the electrical contacts are hermetically sealed in stainless steel.

4. FREE BULLETINS (above) contain complete details on Fenwal DETECT-A-FIRE thermostats, the only unit bringing you the benefits of Rate-Compensation Actuation, a new principle of fire detection. Fenwal engineers will gladly work with your system installer so that you will enjoy the advantages of full fire protection and long term economy. Write Fenwal Incorporated, 254 Pleasant St., Ashland, Mass.
announcing
ARCHITECTS EUROPE AIRCruise, 1953...

the most ambitious and complete professional tour ever offered to the North American architect and his family.

This unique tour has been especially arranged to afford the American and Canadian architect the opportunity of seeing for himself the origins, history and development of his profession, in the company of his family and colleagues.

Architects Europe Aircruise, 1953 is a 23-day all-expense air tour of 8 European countries and 11 cities of architectural and cultural interest, including London, Cambridge, Stockholm, Copenhagen, Hamburg, Berlin, Frankfurt or Zurich, Geneva, Rome (optional visit to Florence), Barcelona and Paris.

Receptions for members of the tour have been arranged by local architectural societies in each city. Outstanding European professional men will conduct visits to places of architectural importance, ancient and modern.

Special activities have been planned for wives of tour members, including fashion shows.

The tour will feature time and energy-saving air travel between all points, with first class hotel accommodation everywhere. All-expense fare $1235 may be listed as a deductible business expense.

Air departures from New York, Boston and Montreal on August 30, 1953. One departure date only.

As space is limited, early bookings are advised.

Write today for illustrated folder giving full details:
GRAYSON TRAVEL LTD.,
North American Office,
265 Craig St. W. • Montreal, Que., Canada

A personalized travel service with offices and correspondents throughout the world.

HEAD OFFICE:
107, Park Lane, London W.1, England

Polychrome terra cotta panels and statues enable you to design greater beauty, interest and character into modern structures.

Construction detail, data, color samples, advice on preliminary sketches, will be furnished promptly without charge. Send your inquiry today to Dept. F.

FEDERAL SEABOARD TERRA COTTA CORPORATION
10 East 40th Street, New York 16, N. Y. Plants at Perth Amboy & So. Amboy, N. J.

To make washrooms really modern
—specify the Scott No. 943 Recessed Towel Cabinet

Here's the fixture designed to keep step with today's growing trend to recess fixtures. It's one of the many Scott fixtures available to meet the most exacting demands for modern washrooms.

For a detailed dimension and installation drawing of the No. 943 fixture or for the help of a trained Scott consultant, write Washroom Advisory Service, Dept MB-4, Scott Paper Company, Chester, Penna.

SCOTT
Symbol of Modern Washrooms
On-the-spot air conditioning for CBS Television City

Cool air is brought right where it's needed most at CBS-TV's new Television City in Hollywood. Special air conditioning ducts, capable of being raised and lowered, and moved sideways around a 10 foot radius, are designed to spot-cool any part of this vast studio quietly and efficiently. The huge quantities of chilled water used for cooling the air are supplied by two Worthington 335-ton centrifugal refrigeration systems.

Television City's rigorous air-conditioning demands stem directly from the intensive heat thrown off by 3,000,000 watts of lighting—enough power to heat the electric irons in 3,000 homes. It was the ingenuity of the architects and building engineers, coupled with the recommendations of Worthington specialists, that provided the practical solution.

For over half a century, Worthington-engineered air conditioning installations have been serving business and industry. Today, the complete Worthington line is ready to meet any assignment, large or small. Remember, a Worthington system is all Worthington-made, not just Worthington-assembled. In addition to getting a perfectly balanced system, users benefit by Worthington's complete unit responsibility. So when you think of air conditioning—think of Worthington. Contact your nearest Worthington district office, or write to Worthington Corporation, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Division, Harrison, New Jersey.

WORTHINGTON

Climate Engineers to Industry, Business and the Home
5000 Rolls of Wall-Tex Used in Queens First Award Apartments

Wall-Tex pattern No. 3703 was used in Park Briar.

Park Briar Apartments in Forest Hills, Lawrence N. Rothman Architect

In the Queens Architectural Competition, Park Briar Apartments and the Queensview Cooperative won First Awards as outstanding examples of excellence in design and construction. And the fabric wall covering chosen for these buildings is outstanding, too. Wall-Tex was used because they wanted its rich textured beauty — its strong cloth base to keep plaster cracks under control — and its safely washable surfaces. Wall-Tex will be easy and economical on their maintenance budget and will look fresh and attractive for years. It's your best investment in wall decoration.

pre-trimmed, easy to hang

Wall-Tex comes in easy-to-handle rolls, 24 inches wide, precision trimmed at the factory, ready to paste and hang. Any staff decorator can apply pre-trimmed Wall-Tex fast and expertly. Mail the coupon for free File Folder and swatches.

Columbus Coated Fabrics Corporation Dept. AF-43, Columbus, Ohio

Send your File Folder and Sample Swatches.

Name: ____________________________
Street: __________________________
City: ____________________________ State: __________________________

SINCE 1903 one of the great names in the Oil Burner Industry!

...your best bet when you're looking for low-cost automatic HEAT!

There's a Johnson Burner engineered to fit every heating job... whether it's for a 5-room house or a 50-story skyscraper, for a hotel, a hospital, a school or an industrial plant. No heating equipment you can buy will prove more dependable, more economical to operate or more faithful in its performance. Ask your heating engineer... he knows. There's a Johnson dealer near you.

...Johnson Oil Burners...
S. T. JOHNSON CO.
940 Arlington Ave., Oakland 8, Calif.

Church Road, Bridgeport, Pennsylvania

SPEICIFICALLY DESIGNED...

for primary and intermediate SCHOOLS

HAWS—the complete line—makes specifying easy. Two special school drinking water units illustrated typify the design latitude attainable from HAWS. Special models for specific uses... and without custom-made price tags.

See Sweets or write for the new HAWS Catalog

HAWS DRINKING FAUCET CO.
1443 FOURTH STREET • BERKELEY 10, CALIFORNIA

THE MAGAZINE OF BUILDING
...the finest structures rest on
RAYMOND FOUNDATIONS

BOK SINGING TOWER
Mountain Lake, Florida

ARCHITECT: Zantzinger, Borie & Medary, Philadelphia
contractor: Horace Burrell & Son, Philadelphia

THE SCOPE OF RAYMOND'S ACTIVITIES—Soil Investigations... Foundation Construction... Harbor and Waterfront Improvements... Prestressed Concrete Construction... Cement-mortar In-place Lining of Water, Oil and Gas Pipelines.

RAYMOND CONCRETE PILE CO.
140 Cedar Street • New York 6, N.Y.
Branch Offices in the Principal Cities of United States and Central and South America
PRACTICAL DIMMING SYSTEM developed for fluorescent lighting

In the 13 years fluorescent lamps have been on the market, their economic, esthetic, and even psychic pros and cons have been measured against good old light bulbs. A giant stride in fluorescents' favor was made in '49 when white lamps were introduced that revealed as full a range of the flattering red part of the spectrum as incandescent (AF.

The little ballast box packs a wallop for fluorescents. Right, new dimming in TV studio.

The Quality Suspension system for the installation of acoustical units

W. J. HAERTEL & CO.
832 West Eastman Street • Chicago 22, Illinois

Product News, Dec. '49). Now, the availability of a new light control and ballast greatly increases the range of uses for fluorescent lighting. Auditoriums, salons, and cafés are some of the areas where these efficient lamps can now be more fully utilized.

In addition to lower operating costs, fluorescent dimming has a distinct visual advantage over incandescent systems: white fluorescents change very little in tone over the entire brightness range, whereas filament lamps blush red as they darken (see chart below). G.E. engineers John H. Campbell and Harry E. Shultz, designers of the new system, also report that colored fluorescents, although up to 25 times as efficient as incandescent lamps, have been limited in their use because, until now, their brightness could not be regulated.

The new dimming system requires a 236 v supply to the electronic control. Three wires are run to the entire lamp load and special single-lamp ballasts. The brightness selector, a simple knob device, can be placed wherever convenient. The dimmer operates not by varying lamp voltage but by controlling the time during which juice is applied. Light output varies according to the interval that current flows through the lamp during each
St. Francis Hospital in Lynnwood, California, selects the York High Velocity Double Duct System... the advanced system that permits individually-controlled air conditioning in rooms and wards.

Hugh Davie, Architect
Pozzi Viimar Co., Contractor
Al Kleiber, Engineering Consultant

You may have only a passing professional interest in the air conditioning problems of one of the world’s most modern hospitals.

But this new, major development points out a solution to your air conditioning problems... no matter what they are!

You see, York Engineers work with the industry’s widest range of equipment. They do not have to compromise—and try to fit a rigid system to a building or fit the building to a system.

They can recommend with broad impartiality, the installation that precisely suits the particular requirements of the building you are air conditioning. The result? Better performance, longer life at low initial and operating cost. No wonder York has installed more air conditioning and refrigeration capacity than all the others!

There is a York Engineering Office near you. The number is in your Classified Telephone Directory. A consultation with a York Engineer incurs no obligation, of course. It can lead to important savings in time, money and worry for you, as it has for so many others. Or write to York Corporation, York, Pennsylvania.

In every major trading center there is a York Engineering Office with men skilled in the arts of engineering, contracting, construction and service. They are constantly backed by continual factory research and product development in one field exclusively—air handling and mechanical cooling! They are at your service always!
Adaptable AQUATOWERS are the ideal units for...

APARTMENT COOLING...

Because they offer the simplest and cheapest way to arrive at the cooling capacities required by apartment buildings, multiple installations of Marley Aquatowers are appearing on more and more new structures. This system of cooling offers true flexibility of operation: no complete shutdowns for maintenance; varying schedules of operation with consequent power and water economy.

Increased capacity and service for greater areas are provided simply, with uniformity of appearance, and at minimum cost by additional units. Aquatower installations also offer construction economies wherever the hoisting of large equipment is a problem.

Aquatowers conform to building codes and are available in a wide range of sizes and models for services requiring 2 to 60 tons of refrigeration. For reliable assistance in proper tower selection or prompt delivery from local Aquatower stocks, get in touch with your nearest Marley Engineering Sales Office.

* Trademark Reg.

The Marley Company
Kansas City, Missouri

JUST A FLICK OF A SWITCH OPENS—CLOSES DRAPERIES Automatically

THE DRAW-MATIC

Draw-Matic is the solution to the operation of draperies for larger openings... Draw-Matic operates smoothly and efficiently without effort... a completely concealed unit, opens and closes draperies of pre-set positions. Can be operated by remote control, ideal for residential, commercial, industrial and institutional installations.

Draw-Matic requires no special installation or hardware, although the use of the Kirsch heavy duty rod, ball bearing sleeve pulleys, nylon masters and slides is recommended. Plugs into nearest electrical outlet.

Draw-Matic units are precision made and unconditionally guaranteed for long dependable service.

Write today for detailed information and prices!

DRAW-MATIC ENGINEERING CO.
13025 WEST McNICHOLS RD., DETROIT 35, MICH.

THE TREMCO MANUFACTURING CO.
CLEVELAND and TORONTO

years of experience make this a SAFE SPECIFICATION
PAINT FIRST THEN GLAZE WITH

TREMGLAZE MASTIC GLAZING COMPOUND

Architects safely specify TREMGLAZE Mastic Glazing Compound because time has proved its ability to withstand weather, steam, fumes and condensation without being painted over. TREMGLAZE speeds up the job, eliminates cost of painting over, saves time and money on clean-up-labor. TREMGLAZE meets Aluminum Window Manufacturers Association standards.

CALL THE LOCAL TREMCO MAN
OR WRITE
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By putting the parking lot on the roof Sears, Roebuck and Co. cut land needed in half, but it took FOAMGLAS insulation to make it practical for their new Winston-Salem store. Other insulations lack compressive strength enough to withstand such a load, while each 2" x 12" x 18" block of FOAMGLAS used theoretically could support the weight of nine Sears' customers' cars.

During the past four years, their FOAMGLAS roof has meant lower air conditioning costs for Sears because FOAMGLAS sealed glass cells are impervious to the moisture that impairs so much the effectiveness of other insulations. Sears sure got a lot more with FOAMGLAS!

To find out how this remarkable insulation can benefit your client, please use the coupon right away.

PITTSBURGH CORNING CORPORATION
PITTSBURGH 22, PA.
THE PROVED WAY TO PRODUCE THE BEST CONCRETE...

IS WITH LOW-COST WATERPROOF Sisalkraft!

Successful jobs by the thousands have proved conclusively that you get the best concrete by using Sisalkraft—2 ways—

1. Over the subfill—
Sisalkraft assures a denser, harder, moisture-free concrete by preventing loss of cement and water into the subfill.

2. Over finished concrete—
Sisalkraft assures absolutely the best, uniformly-cured concrete—while protecting it against debris, marring, staining.

Available in rolls 3 to 8 feet wide and blankets in any width up to 26½ feet.

Write for samples, application information, and location of nearest Sisalkraft dealer. Dept. AF-4.


ALUMILINE
EXTRUDED ALUMINUM PRODUCTS
Specified by Leading Architects for:
HOSPITALS • SCHOOLS • RELIGIOUS BUILDINGS • BANKS
STORE FRONTS • OFFICE BUILDINGS • INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
HOUSING PROJECTS • SHOPPING CENTERS

- Extruded Aluminum Store Front Construction
- Extruded Aluminum Factory Assembled Entrance Frames
- Narrow and Wide Stile Extruded Aluminum Doors
- Custom Built Extruded Aluminum Windows

Send for these new 1953 Catalogs: "Alumiline" Store Front Construction and "Extrud-A-Line" Entrances

THE ALUMILINE CORPORATION
1540 COVERT ST. BROOKLYN 27, N. Y.
Distinctive Beauty and Outstanding Service for Municipal Buildings with Architectural Concrete

These examples show the possibilities architectural concrete offers the architect for designing municipal buildings to make any community proud.

This versatile structural material has rugged strength, unexcelled resistance to the elements, maximum firesafety and long life.

Being moderate in first cost, needing little maintenance and having long life, architectural concrete municipal buildings will please both taxpayers and officials with their low annual cost.

Our technical staff will gladly help you obtain the structural and economical advantages of concrete. Free literature, distributed only in the U.S. and Canada, is also available on request.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
Dept. A4-7, 33 West Grand Avenue, Chicago 10, Illinois
A national organization to improve and extend the uses of portland cement and concrete... through scientific research and engineering field work
cycle. A control unit for dimming one to eight lamps cost $1.50; a unit for one to 35 lamps is $200. Ballasts are 44 each.

Manufacturer: General Electric, Nela Park, Cleveland 12, Ohio.

LIGHTWEIGHT CELLULAR SUBFLOOR nests flexible electrical system

A structural unit, multipurpose subfloor, and electrical distribution medium. Fenestra-

architectural
porcelain
enamel

Rugged Resistance

Nature is relentless!

Few materials are able to withstand her ravages . . . it takes real stamina to meet her tests.

To survive these tests, Architectural Porcelain is forged in the white heat of the enameler’s furnace . . . here, glass is fused with steel to form a single durable building material . . . combining all the natural beauty of glass with the strength of steel.

Architectural Porcelain is completely non-porous . . . it will not become impregnated with soot and grime from the atmosphere . . . it is weather resisting . . . its color and brilliance are permanent — soap and water restores its original lustre—even after years of service.

The resistance pitted against the elements by Porcelain—and the lifetime service it delivers, will be a testimony to your judgment.

Our complete brochure is yours for the asking.

Please direct all inquiries to

Davidson ENAMEL PRODUCTS, INC.

1104 EAST KIBBY STREET, LIMA, OHIO

Every cell in the structural subfloor is a potential wire raceway. Electrical equipment involved in any interior arrangement, or rearrangement, is easily accommodated.

Nepco load-rated Electrifloor is more than a new product; it is the fruition of thinking teamwork within the construction industry. Detroit Steel Products and National Electric Products, working under the uncle eye of the American Iron and Steel Institute, combined building know-how to develop this cellular, light-gauge steel, electrified floor. Officials of the National Building Code and sundry city codes, and Underwriters’ Laboratories put it through their own particular wringers and it came out clean:

After submitting the prefab panels to the abuse they might get during shipping, installation, and use. Underwriters approved Electrifloor and cited its enclosed cells as smooth, large raceways for electrification.

Testing the subfloor for load-bearing capacity, fire resistance and ability to take laterally and literally hell-on-earth—earthquakes, floods, gales and concoctions—code guardians certified it.

Thus officially approved, Electrifloor should soon earn the unofficial plaudits of men on the job and in the design rooms. Installation is clean. Each section can be carried and laid by two men. Quickly erected to form a flat deck, the panels immediately serve as a safe walkable platform for construction crews and materiel. Providing almost unlimited power service via header ducts with conductors running through each cell section, the new subfloor can adapt itself to immediate and future requirements of an office, a hospital, a TV studio. Any spot on the entire area can be tapped. The duct’s large cross section — 30 sq. in. — permits an electrical capacity which can meet the most complex power and communication needs.

The strength-to-weight ratio of the sections and header ducts are precisely engineered for maximum efficiency at minimum weight. A shallow concrete pour tops the unbroken surface: no metal lath or joists are necessary. Creating less dead weight, Electrifloor needs less steel to hold it up than other panel-type subfloors, and so contributes to the overall economy of the structure. Cost of Electrifloor fully installed runs from about $1 to $1.30 per sq. ft.

YOU'LL SAVE
with REINFORCED CONCRETE

- Every year, more and more designers turn to reinforced concrete. And there's plenty of hard-headed thinking behind this trend.

Time and time again, comparative studies have proved that reinforced concrete building frames are more economical. They cost less! They go up faster! And materials are readily available from local sources.

Reinforced concrete also offers rugged strength. It is inherently firesafe, highly resistant to wind, shock, and quakes. No wonder reinforced concrete is becoming the preferred way to build.

Design your next building for reinforced concrete!

CONCRETE REINFORCING STEEL INSTITUTE • 38 South Dearborn Street, Chicago 3, Illinois
Now in SWEET’S CATALOG!

STEEL LINTEL SUPPORTS FLOOR ABOVE WINDOW

STAIRWAY OPENING HOLES FOR PLUMBING EASY CUT ON JOB

HOLLOW CORES USED FOR WIRING

Apartments Use Precast Slabs for Long Span, Pre-finished Ceilings

Flexicore floor and roof slabs clear-spanned rooms up to 21' 6" and eliminated ceiling plaster on this 556-unit Minnesota project. Smooth underside of ceiling slabs was painted. Flexicore’s fast, low-cost erection cut total job time 20%. Precast slab design simplified openings. For catalog and nearest manufacturer, write The Flexicore Co., Inc., 1763 E. Monument Avenue, Dayton 1, Ohio.

To Subscribers

When you move, please tell us at the earliest possible moment so that you may continue to receive copies of ARCHITECTURAL FORUM without delay.

To expedite the change of address, send the old address as well as the new.

THE MAGAZINE OF BUILDING
architectural forum
540 N. Michigan Avenue
CHICAGO 11, Illinois
AIR CONDITIONING THE EXISTING BUILDING:

This 13-story project proves it can be done quickly and economically with self-contained Frigidaire units

LOCATION: Nashville, Tenn.

GENERAL SHOE BUILDING CORP., Owner

Here's a problem that's bound to arise more and more as older buildings begin to feel the competition of postwar, air conditioned structures.

Simply stated, the problem is this: (1) To air condition a multi-story building in which no previous provision for air conditioning has been made. (2) To do it while business goes on as usual in the building. (3) To do it at a cost that's in line with reasonable rental charges.

An ideal solution suggested by Frigidaire for this 13-story Nashville office building is a multi-unit system — using several self-contained Frigidaire air conditioners on each floor.

Besides providing a fast and economical answer, this Frigidaire plan has many other advantages. Since the Frigidaire units are individually installed and need little duct work, there is no costly interruption of business during installation. For the same reasons—if necessary—installation can easily be put on a floor-by-floor, "pay-as-you-go" basis.

But even more important than the installing is the end result—a system where the danger of total or even serious breakdown is held to an absolute minimum; a system that's "zoned" by the individual controls on each unit; a system that can quickly be modified to meet changing conditions.

For expert help with such a system—or with any air conditioning or refrigeration problem—call the Frigidaire Dealer, Distributor or Factory Branch that serves your area. Look for the name in the Yellow Pages of your phone book. See Frigidaire catalogs in Sweets Files, or write Frigidaire Division of General Motors, Dayton 1, Ohio. In Canada, Toronto 13, Ont.

A total of 39 self-contained Frigidaire units air condition this 13-story office building from top to bottom. Water for the units is circulated through two cooling towers on the 12th story roof. Central "on-off" controls are located in the basement.

Three 3-ton units like the one in this anteroom are used to condition the 12th floor. Cooled air from the units is distributed to individual executive offices through insulated ducts placed in an attic space directly above the ceiling.

Frigidaire Dependable Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Products

Built and backed by General Motors

Complete line of Air Conditioners • Reach-In Refrigerators
Water Coolers • Ice Cube Makers • Ice Cream Cabinets • Display Cases
Compressors • Beverage Coolers • Home Appliances
OF COURSE YOU PREFER STEEL FOR FRAMING SMALLER BUILDINGS

Construction by Lathite Contractor Edouard Guichard, Fontana, Calif.

NOW YOU CAN AFFORD IT WITH

PENMETAL has devised a system of Lightsteel Structural Sections that brings the superior qualities of steel to light construction—at an economical figure. Here are the facts:

Lightsteel Structural Sections provide structural stability...complete protection against warping, shrinkage, rot, termites. Fire safe—suitable collateral materials, they cut insurance costs with ratings up to a full 4 hours. New Catalog tells the whole story, gives all facts, specifications, building data. Write for your free copy; ask for Catalog SS-21.

PENN METAL COMPANY, INC.
205 EAST 42nd STREET • NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK

SPANOTRAC
The New Curtain Track for Diversified Applications

STURDY, DURABLE LIGHT-TO-MEDIUM DUTY DRAPERY TRACK. EXPERTLY ENGINEERED AND DESIGNED FOR...

- Darkening drapes in Audio-Visual Classrooms
- Partitioning classrooms in schools, churches and other institutions.
- Auditorium windows and small stages.

SPANOTRAC is available in aluminum or magnesium. Track shape size is approximately 1" x 1". SPANOTRAC is installed single, in sets, sections, and is recommended for use with light-to-medium weight curtains, not to exceed 20 feet in length.

TOM THUMB CURTAIN CONTROL

"The baby of them all"—a compact, miniature curtain control recommended for operation of light and medium weight curtains for...

- Room Partitioning
- Backdrops
- in Homes and Offices... Schools and Churches... Clubs and Restaurants... Funeral Homes... Banks... Display Windows... Hotels... Hospitals... Dancing Studios...
- Convention Exhibits, etc.

For Details and Price Information Write Dept. F-4.

AUTOMATIC DEVICES CO.
116 N. 8th Street • Allentown, Pa.
"We support the most celebrated curtains in the world"

Now you can have your air conditioning and beauty too! Conventional unsightly air conditioning grilles can be eliminated by specifying Hendrick Bulator...the new dual-unit. Bulator combines a Hendrick decorative grille with a customary deflecting vane grille to afford both attractive appearance and proper air throw and spread. The secret of Bulator's success is that the combination of both grilles leaves 60% open area and no appreciable loss of air throw efficiency. Vanes of the deflecting grille are adjustable—so that air can be thrown up or down, left or right. Bulator is available in a wide range of designs and styles to best conform to your decorative motif. For further information write to Hendrick.

Hendrick MANUFACTURING COMPANY
50 DUNAFF ST., CARBONDALE, PA. • Sales Offices in Principal Cities.

The Magazine of Building Perforated Metal • Perforated Metal Screens • Wedge-Slot Screens • Architectural Grilles • Mitco Open Steel Flooring • Shur-Site Treads • Armorgrids
Stop worrying about bruised walls!

Kalistron

color is fused to underside

Astounding but true, Kalistron-covered walls, even after years of abuse, don't show ugly bruises or scrapes. Records at leading hospitals, hotels, schools, other heavy-traffic buildings prove it. Miraculous? Here's the secret: Kalistron is different, it's made by fusing color to the underside of clear, super-tough plastic sheeting. No surface wear can get at that underside color.

Also, that underside feature means wonderfully rich color-depth. As a result, Kalistron walls are more beautiful to start with. And that beauty lasts! You get big savings in wall maintenance costs.

Exceptional also for upholstery, with 3-way-stretch fabric-backing. Available in special colors for harmonizing of walls, furniture and decorations.

Write for detailed information.

Address: United States Plywood Corporation, Dept. F-34
55 West 44th Street, New York 36, N. Y.
**PRODUCT NEWS**

**FLUE TO PROOF RAIN CAP**

**PREFAB CHIMNEY** designed for flat tops

The factory-engineered *Vitroliner* is an economical and convenient chimney for flat-roofed, one-story structures. Supported by straps nailed to ceiling joists (16" o.c.), the packaged unit can be installed by one man in less than an hour in any part of the building. The chimney's steel pipe core, made with bell and spigot joints, has a coating of acid-resistant vitreous enamel inside and out. Insulation, 1" thick, and a metal casing are said to insure high stack temperatures and good draft as well as to protect nearby wood members from any dangerous heat. The *Vitroliner* is listed by Underwriters' for use with coal, oil, or gas heating units, and is adaptable to suspension-type or stand-up furnaces. The flue comes in diameter sizes of 6", 7", 8", and 10". Its 19" square sheet-metal housing extends from 3' to 6' above the roof line. The chimney sells for $50 to $75, according to size required.

Manufacturer: Condensation Engineering Corp., 3511 W. Potomac Ave., Chicago, Ill.

**WALL HUNG PANEL CEILING** designed for corridor installations

*Simpax* aluminum ceiling is a clean and functional mask for the service lines and gadgets often concentrated in building corridors. Fastened to the walls, the slotted channel supporting the 1' x 4' flush panels will span halls up to 8' wide. The ceiling weighs less than 0.5 lb. per sq. ft., and requires no intermediary supports. Any one of the flush pans can be removed with a screw driver without disrupting the others. Thus, each serves as an access door to wiring, ductwork, piping, etc. overhead. Small pull knobs can be attached to panels that are taken out often; i.e. those under valves. Where perforated pans are used with sound absorbing pads of mineral wool or glass fiber, the ceiling can provide noise reduction coefficient of .65, .75, or .85. *Simpax Wall Hang* costs from 95¢ to $1.15 per sq. ft., in place.

Manufacturer: Simpax Ceiling Corp., 552 W. 52 St., New York 19, N. Y.

Technical Publications p. 230
trim, slender lines... simplified maintenance

Trim slender lines and pure white Opalite bowl of this general utility fixture help maintain the character of today's crisp architecture. Complementing curves at edges of narrow satin chrome ceiling pan and bowl minimize dust seepage, create a clean vertical line. Careful engineering assures maximum light output, fully diffused. In four standard sizes with matching wall brackets. All are fully approved by Underwriters Laboratories.

Write for complete architectural portfolio to Lightolier, Dept. AF-4, Jersey City 5, N. J.

For easy maintenance, fingertip pull on any side drops bowl to safe position, held by the Tortionite* spring. Can be removed entirely by compressing spring.

*Pat. applied for.
RAYNOR Carved Panel Wood Sectional Overhead DOORS

for Any Style of ARCHITECTURE

for Any Type of INSTALLATION

To you, Mr. Architect, we submit the above illustrations of the Raynor Carved Raised Panel Door as typical examples of the original door designing ability we boast of in our Raynor Engineering Department.

With the design carved in 1" thick panels, this beauty of all wood sectional overhead doors eliminates the costly and inconvenient practice of nailing extra pieces to the door when an original or individualistic effect is desired.

By combining this alert and creative door designing ability with the Raynor spacious and modern production facilities (hardware and woodwork built complete in the Raynor plant) we feel the Raynor line of residential, commercial and industrial doors, equipped with patented Graduated Seal, standard or special construction, is the door you can depend on, the door you can specify with confidence.

Consult your telephone directory or write direct and permit us the privilege of sending you our Sweets file catalog and a complete set of full color literature.

See Our Catalog in Sweets

RAYNOR MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Builders of a complete line of wood sectional overhead doors
East River Road, Dixon, Illinois

COMPLETE LINE OF QUALITY FLUORESCENT AND SLIMLINE FIXTURES FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT... COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL BY WILEY Pioneers in Fluorescence Since its Inception

Designed and completely manufactured by WILEY, with ETL Certified Electrical Components

- Modern, functional designs to harmonize with any architectural motif.
- Stock fixtures adaptable for all lighting layouts.
- Units designed for quick, easy erection. A minimum of "on-the-job" assembly.
- Patented E-Z Servicer.
- District Sales Engineers available for prompt cooperation.

For Full Information, write R&W WILEY, INC. Dearborn at Bridge St. Buffalo 7, N.Y.
Underwriters' Approved IBEW (AFL-CIO) Label Fleur-O-Lier Certified Models

WINSTON COMPLETE LINE OF COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL FIXTURES

- Modern, functional designs to harmonize with any architectural motif.
- Stock fixtures adaptable for all lighting layouts.
- Units designed for quick, easy erection. A minimum of "on-the-job" assembly.
- Patented E-Z Servicer.
- District Sales Engineers available for prompt cooperation.

For Full Information, write R&W WILEY, INC. Dearborn at Bridge St. Buffalo 7, N.Y.
Underwriters' Approved IBEW (AFL-CIO) Label Fleur-O-Lier Certified Models

Winchester, Ky.: Thoroughbred Motor Courts, which have received nation-wide attention, benefited from the design magic of Raymond Loewy. Included in the many unusual features are these built-in Formica desk-vanity units. Scratch resistant Formica is unharmed by inks or ordinary cosmetics.

McCommish Floors, Formica Fabricator
The New
UTW for high velocity systems

by ANEMOSTAT

The Anemostat "ALL AIR" Under-the-Window Unit offers many new applications for high velocity air distribution. This unit requires no coils, drains, drip pans, or special thermostats and can be simply installed at low cost.

COOLING—Primary cooled air, having been mixed with induced room air, is propelled upward from the unit and further mixed with the warm air from the windows and exterior wall and is then draftlessly diffused throughout the occupied space. Controlled internal induction permits the use of temperature differentials up to 35°.

HEATING—By reducing the controlled induction, high temperature air is propelled upward from the unit and is mixed with the cold air from the windows. The temperature is thus equalized and the air is then draftlessly diffused throughout the occupied space.
when you need to be SURE
specify Will Burt stokers

for a completely satisfactory coal heat installation

When you need to be sure of satisfaction, it pays to specify a rugged Will-Burt stoker. You can rely on Will-Burt for dependable service, long life, minimum maintenance and economical heat. Wherever bituminous coal is burned, Will-Burt reliability will help build the complete customer satisfaction that brings good words and more jobs for you.

More than twenty years of experience in stoker design and the finest of precision workmanship go into every Will-Burt stoker. Exclusive Will-Burt features such as the automatic air control, patented shear pin, and disconnect switch save fuel and improve operation in general. Will-Burt stokers are available in a wide range of sizes—there are bin-feed and hopper models for most domestic and commercial needs.

When you have a job that calls for coal heat, you can insure satisfaction by specifying Will-Burt. Write today for complete details.

continued on p. 234
Standard Dry Wall Products
New Eagle, Pennsylvania

Gentlemen:

During the past five years we have built four hundred homes in the greater Cincinnati area. I have to admit, and most builders will, that water is one of our greatest problems. We have had our share of dampness and basement leaks as most builders do, until we were at our wits end as to what to do.

The past winter and spring was about the coldest and dampest ever recorded in the state of Ohio. Having tried just about every waterproofing on the market without the best results, we decided to try Thoroseal.

We have built sixty-five homes so far this year. Each of these homes were given a two brush application of Thoroseal. To date we have had but one complaint, which was minor and easily stopped with Waterplug. I am thoroughly convinced and sold on Thoroseal and Waterplug. I believe it is the best waterproofing on the market today. It is superior to anything we have ever used.

Yours very truly,

[Signature]

ROYAL W. JACKSON
ROYAL W. JACKSON
5636 HALEMAGH ROAD
CINCINNATI 24, OHIO
October 25th, 1951

Noted home builder claims Thoroseal
and Waterplug best
material on the market--

Here's a contractor who won't be annoyed with customer complaints again. To be sure that all his homes are dry, he uses the 40-year-old Thoro System Products, a name top on the list with famous contractors the world over.

Thoroseal comes in beautiful pastel colors and can be applied also to the interior surfaces of your basement walls to seal and beautify.

Get our 20-page brochure, pictorially described in detail "HOW TO DO IT"

Standard Dry Wall Products
NEW EAGLE, PENNSYLVANIA
Phone Monongahela 67
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IN KENTUCKY'S NEW

Wheeling Metal Lath
lies flat, stays rigid.

Wheeling Channels
go up quickly, easily.

General Contractor: Struck Construction Co., Louisville, Ky.
Supervision: State Property and Buildings Commission
Kentucky's new Capitol Annex Office Building in Frankfort successfully combines classic beauty with modern functionalism, yet retains the prime advantages of each. Patterned in style after its "sister" building, the State Capitol, the new Capitol Annex provides needed office quarters for the various State Government agencies.

To give a firm foundation to all plastered surfaces, and still allow for maximum flexibility of design, the builders used over 100 miles of Wheeling Channels and 50,000 square yards of Wheeling Metal Lath. They were thus assured of sleek, graceful interiors, free from cracks and flaws.

The Wheeling line of building materials includes:
Steelcrete Reinforcing Mesh, Expanded Metal, Metal Lath and Metal Lath Accessories, Tri-Rib Steel Roof Deck, ExM Angle Frame Partitions, Steelcrete Vault Reinforcing.
DRIVE-IN BANKING. Super Service Banking Drive-In Plans Manual. Mosler Safe Co., 320 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y. 12 pp. 8½" x 11"

Fast, convenient banking service for motorists is the theme of this recent booklet. Prepared to help bank designers plan drive-in facilities, the manual covers a variety of efficient installations. Schematic drawings indicate dimensions of window units, proper radius of automobile turn, correct spacing of the multiple drive-in windows, and traffic flow markings.

PLANT LAYOUT. Chart-Pak for Making Industrial Layouts. Chart-Pak Inc., 104-B Lincoln Ave., Stamford, Conn. 10 pp. 8½" x 11"

Prepared to introduce architects and engineers to a simple means of preparing industrial layouts, the brochure describes a line of pressure-sensitive transparent and opaque tape rolls. Some of the tapes are preprinted with symbols (drawn to ¾"=1' scale) representing material conveyors and structural components; others with broken and solid lines, reference numbers, letters and arrows. Plastic layout boards and grid sheets for equipment templates are also described in the publication.

MAINTENANCE. Wall Washing Machine. Ross & Story Products Corp., 705-707 Dewitt St., Box 12, Syracuse, N. Y. 4 pp. 8½" x 11"

Describes the efficient operation of a portable non-electric machine for cleaning walls and ceilings.


The folder describes a fast way to do columnar tabulations for billing and statistical work with Remington's electric 10-key tabulator typewriter. According to the publication, a typist can tabulate accurately from one column to another without removing her hands from the keyboard.

SIGNS. Plexiglas, the Outdoor Plastic for Signs. Rohm & Haas Co., Washington Square, Philadelphia 5, Pa. 24 pp. 8½" x 11"

Solid-color and color-decorated signs, fabricated of Plexiglas, a weather-resistant acrylic plastic.


Five models of elevated steel tanks for water storage are pictured in this brochure. The tanks are recommended by the manufacturer for public and private water systems, industrial and institutional applications, as well as airports and military bases.

continued on p. 238
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SOLID SECTION
Steel and Aluminum CASEMENT WINDOWS
FOR RESIDENTIAL AND APARTMENT CONSTRUCTION

High quality, low cost windows of Solid Section Steel or Aluminum, Lemco Casement Windows offer economy of installation and continued owner satisfaction. Specify these fine windows on your next building project.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDERS

AMERICA'S OLDEST CASEMENT WINDOW MANUFACTURER
CROFT STEEL PRODUCTS, INC.
16 MARKET STREET • JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

FOR DEPENDABLE PERFORMANCE
In every climate... in every weather condition... in every type of structure from single family residences to luxury hotels, schools, churches and hospitals, Gate City Wood Awning Window dependable performance has been proven over the years.

JENN-AIR
"Low-Contour"
OUTDATES "GIRAFFE" TYPE ROOF VENTILATORS

Jenn-Air "Low-Contour" Power Roof Exhausters blend into the clean, horizontal lines of modern design.

Send for our free illustrated brochure for complete specification details.

JENN-AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY
ARCHITECTS & BUILDERS BLDG. • INDIANAPOLIS 4, INDIANA

Gate City Perma-Treated WOOD AWNING WINDOWS
Pioneered by GATE CITY SASH & DOOR CO.
"Wood Window Craftsmen Since 1910"

"You can Specify Gate City with Confidence"

Refer to SWEET'S FILE 17c-Ga

Member of the Producers Council, Inc.

GATE CITY SASH & DOOR CO.
P.O. Box 901, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
Please send Catalog No. 89 with latest illustrated literature.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE
Helping the Architect design new, low-cost masonry structures of enduring beauty

**DUR-O-WAL**

**WITH TRUSSED Design**

_{Dur-O-wal is available in both lap and butt weld to ensure tight joints for every type of masonry wall._

Now, Block, Brick or Tile Walls are being Reinforced with steel

STRONGER - FASTER - AT LESS COST

A LERT builders throughout the nation are turning to patented, custom-designed Dur-O-wal to give masonry walls a backbone of steel. Dur-O-wal's trussed design provides both vertical and horizontal reinforcing to protect the beauty of the building you design.

There's double economy in time-tested Dur-O-wal... low first cost and ease of handling cuts construction time. The trend toward greater wall expanse and exposed masonry demands the finest in steel reinforcing. Find out now why

More and More Architects Now Specify

**DUR-O-WAL**

_The backbone of steel for EVERY masonry wall!_  

Write our nearest plant

Dur-O-Wal Products, Inc.  
P.O. Box 629  
Syracuse 1, New York

Dur-O-Wal Div., Dept. 651  
Cedar Rapids Block Co.  
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

To present the best of today's American architecture, the Museum of Modern Art published a new edition of "Built in USA" with a selection of 43 outstanding postwar buildings—private houses, schools, factories, office buildings, laboratories, apartments, a hospital, a retail store, a chapel and a boiler plant.

Of the 19 private houses, 13 were published first or exclusively in HOUSE + HOME.* And 3 more will appear in coming issues.

Of the 24 other buildings, 16 were published first or exclusively in ARCHITECTURAL FORUM.

We believe this record is unmatched in architectural journalism.

**house + home**

architectural forum

540 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois

*or in its predecessor, architectural forum
NEW WAY TO ENERGIZE YOUR FLOORS
FOR 1001 ELECTRICAL NEEDS

You save building time, labor, materials and money—and get flexible permanence—with Fenestra-Nepco Electrifloor. And your building will never be electrically obsolete.

What is Electrifloor?
It’s structural unit, electrical system and subfloor all in one. Long-span, load-rated, lightweight Fenestra cellular steel panels are quickly locked together by a small crew to form a tremendously strong subfloor. Electrical header duct is then mounted on top of the panels and wires fed through the panel cells, which form smooth, clean, closed raceways. These raceways are 3" x 10"—big enough to handle power, light and telephone cables, or extra wires if they are ever needed.

What does it do?
Lightweight, load-rated Electrifloor saves structural steel by cutting the dead weight of your entire building. Foundations can also be less massive. The building goes up fast and is ready for occupancy months sooner. As the frame goes up the floors go in and form flat working platforms. No scaffolds, no delays. And because of Electrifloor’s design your building will resist winds, earthquakes and bomb shock... the welded-together panels form a girder-type structure.

Your building will never be electrically obsolete... you can have electric outlets anywhere on the floor... any time. You can change outlets without disrupting your business... move electrical equipment from one room to another, from one floor to another, without expensive electrical alterations. You can move partitions—change your whole office layout. All you do to add an outlet is drill down and pull wires up.

Electrifloor has been fully tested and approved by Underwriters’ Laboratories, Inc.

Who developed it?
Fenestra—long a leading manufacturer of metal building panels, and National Electric Products Company (Nepco), long a leading manufacturer of electrical wiring systems are co-operating to give you Electrifloor.

Engineers of both concerns are ready to work with your architects, engineers and contractors.

Write us today for facts on the City-County Building in Detroit, a new Electrifloor installation, and for your free book on Fenestra-Nepco Electrifloor, Detroit Steel Products Company, Dept. AF-4, 2296 East Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Michigan.
GLASS. Mississippi Glass, Catalogue No. 53. Mississippi Glass Co., 88 Angelica St., St. Louis 7, Mo. 16 pp. 8½" x 11" Prepared to help architects, contractors and decorators select the right kind of patterned glass for particular applications, the catalogue gives valuable technical data on Cool-lite, Mississippi's heat-absorbing and glare-reducing glass, and describes the essential features of its other rolled, figured and wired glass products. Close-up photos illustrate the various patterns and tables give information on sizes and thicknesses available, and light transmission characteristics.

WOOD PANELING. WedgeWood Wall Covering, Georgia-Pacific Plywood Co., 270 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 16 pp. 9" x 12"

Five photographs of attractive interiors show finished applications of WedgeWood, a grain-textured plywood. The paneling is described as being easy to apply and finish. It is also reported to be inexpensive. The reader is invited, via a comparative cost-sheet page, to compute installed costs of various decorative wall-paneling materials.


Catalogue presents specifications and photos of the manufacturer's timing and gear motors, and temperature controls, complete with rating charts and mounting dimensions.

LIGHTING. Troffers, Folio No. T-50. Gruber Lighting, 125 S. First Street, Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 12 pp. 8½" x 11"

Troffer-type fluorescent fixtures designed for recessed mounting in acoustical ceilings are illustrated and described in this two-color folio. The unit does not have to be fastened to the ceiling: snap-in housing straps support it by spring tension. Ten different shielding devices are adaptable to the basic fixture, including hinged louvers, diffusing glass and control lenses.

LIGHTING. Incandescent by Gruber, Folio No. 1-53. Gruber Lighting, 125 S. First St., Brooklyn 11, N. Y. 16 pp. 8½" x 11"

Thirty different incandescent ceiling and wall-mounted lighting fixtures are illustrated in this two-color booklet. Designed for commercial and institutional interiors, the fixtures include corridor units, ceiling bowl units, cornice fixtures, hospital bed lights, and several pendant fixtures.

LIGHTING. Ballasts for Fluorescent Lamps, GEA-4950E. General Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y. 16 pp. 8½" x 11"

The two-color bulletin contains photographs and wiring diagrams of fluorescent lamp ballasts for residential, commercial and industrial use. It gives specifications of switch start, trigger start, slimline, circline, germicidal, and d.c. operation ballasts.

COPYING PROCESS. Hundreds of Uses for Ozalid. Ozalid, Div. of General Aniline & Film Corp., Johnson City, N. Y. 48 pp. 5" x 8½" A process for duplicating working drawings and records from originals prepared on translucent paper is described in this booklet. Specific advantages for small as well as large firms are cited for the Ozalid copying process.
for unusual lighting effects

PYREX® brand Lenslites

PYREX brand LENSLITES offer a highly flexible medium for control of incandescent light sources. Variations in light distribution can be obtained simply by changing the position of the lamp and reflector relative to LENSLITE, or by using various distribution patterns in glass itself. Heat-resistant PYREX brand LENSLITES can be used with lamps up to 1000 watts without danger of heat breakage. Carefully engineered prisms assure precise light control and minimize brightness. Stippled rear surface produces smooth, even illumination.

PYREX "DOUBLE-TOUGH" (tempered) LENSLITES are available in sizes 7/8" and 7/16" for use in hospital psychiatric wards, prisons and similar institutions where low requirements.

Available both round and square in a number of sizes and in concentrating, wide, and extra-wide angle distribution patterns, PYREX brand LENSLITES may be obtained from leading fixture manufacturers. For design data send for Bulletin LS-9.

Traditional or contemporary . . . large or small . . . Follansbee Terne Metal tops them all! And for good reason. No other roofing material offers so many advantages to architects, builders, home owners.

For instance:

ARCHITECTS find Follansbee Terne Metal permits unusual design variations. It is "at home" with any architectural style . . . ideal for flat or low pitch roofs. And expansion or contraction are never a problem with Terne!

BUILDERS know the sales appeal which Follansbee Terne Metal Roofs give to every home. Terne can be painted any color, any time, without special preparation . . . and color has real pulling power, especially when it harmonizes with buyer whims.

HOME OWNERS like its lifetime protection. The complete blanket of Terne Metal permanently protects a home from wind, rain, hail, lightning and fire like no ordinary roof can. The trouble-free qualities of a durable Follansbee Terne roof mean real economy too.

On your next job, investigate Follansbee Terne Metal Seamless Roll Roofing. See why . . .

FOLLANSBEE STEEL CORPORATION

GENERAL OFFICES, PITTSBURGH 30, PA.

COLD ROLLED STRIP SEAMLESS ROLL ROOFING
POLISHED BLUE SHEETS AND COILS

Sales Offices—Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Milwaukee, Nashville, New York, Philadelphia, Rochester, San Francisco, Seattle, Toronto and Montreal, Canada.

Follansbee Metal Warehouses
As presented in house + home for April...

Modular project house of dimensional lumber and stock materials. Ernest Kump, architect.

Among other April features:

Open plan house for a cold climate by Edgar Tafel

Award-winning houses by Twitchell & Rudolph
and George Rockrise

Architects' bonanza: builder houses
Concrete that can be sawed and nailed like wood

For the most distinguished domestic work of leading architects,
read house + home every month.

1-year subscription to USA, Possessions,
Canada & Pan-American Union—$6.00

house + home

540 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois
Every building requires protection against the ravages of many types of water — rain water, waste water, backwater. The selection of the correct drainage products to handle all this water can be difficult and time-consuming ... unless you are an expert on drainage! Yet, the toughest drainage problem can be easily solved by submitting it to Josam, because Josam has been the leader in pioneering and producing drainage products for almost 40 years. In the Josam line are thousands of drainage items designed for practically every condition. Why take chances on substitutes, why order "specials"—when Josam can furnish your needs with recognized products of quality that cost not one cent more! On any project, first check with Josam on the plumbing drainage needs. Send coupon for free copy of new 208-page Catalog "K".

ROOF DRAINS to provide continuous drainage in spite of debris or torrential conditions.

FLOOR DRAINS in a wide range of standard and special designs for every floor drainage need.

SHOCK ABSORBERS to eliminate water hammer in pipe lines.

INTERCEPTORS for grease, oil, plaster, sediment and lint to keep drain lines free and clear.

SWIMMING POOL FITTINGS. Inlets, outlets, gutters, overflows to maintain highest standard in pool hygienic conditions.

BACKWATER VALVES to keep water and debris from sewer, backing up into basement floors.

JOSAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
GENERAL OFFICES AND MANUFACTURING DIVISION
MICHIGAN CITY, INDIANA

Please send free copy of CATALOG "K".

NAME ___________________________ BUSINESS ___________________________
FIRM ___________________________ ADDRESS ___________________________
CITY ___________________________ ZONE ___________________________
STATE __________________________
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Another modern building glazed with Mississippi Wire Glass. More than 6000 sq. ft. of Polished Misco are used in this outstanding Aid Association for Lutherans Building, Appleton, Wisconsin. Architects, Cram & Ferguson, Boston, Mass., & Harvey Lee Allen, Appleton, Wis.

Specify Mississippi Wire Glass . . . the original solid wire glass upon which the Underwriters' Standard was based . . . the standard today by which all others are judged. Available in either hexagonal or Misco wire mesh in types for clear vision or diffusion. Carried in stock by distributors of quality glass everywhere.

MISSISSIPPI Glass COMPANY
88 ANGELICA ST. SAINT LOUIS 7, MO.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • FULLERTON, CALIF.

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF ROLLED, FIGURED AND WIRED GLASS

Mississippi Wire Glass
Standard of Safety For Over Half a Century

Wire glass is the only material for glazing openings that can successfully withstand the fury of the flames in this dramatic Underwriters' Laboratory test. To qualify as Fire Retardant No. 32, the glass is first subjected to temperatures ranging up to 1600 deg. F. and later to a ¾" stream from a fire hose at 35 to 40 lbs. pressure. Passing the test requires that the glass remain in the sash substantially unchanged except for cracking due to thermal shock.

With an enviable record of protecting life and property, Mississippi Wire Glass helps bottle up fire . . . often prevents it from roaring into tragic and costly conflagration. And this proven product more than meets Underwriters' requirements — it is the standard upon which those specifications were established in 1899.

Mississippi Wire Glass affords constant protection at minimum cost in vertical shafts, partitions, exterior walls, skylights, windows, doors, and all other vulnerable locations where fire or breakage protection is desirable. A non-combustible, it offers other exclusive features in its corrosion resistance, rigidity, absence of shrinkage and in glazing advantages that far outweigh a possible slight difference in initial cost.

See our catalog in ARCHITECTURAL FUTURE or write for copy

Send for Catalog No. 53. Free samples on request.
DESIGNED FOR MODERN HEATING

Nesbitt Sill-line offers you all the benefits of high-capacity wall-fin radiation in the first enclosure expressly styled to harmonize with contemporary building design. Here's quick, uniform, under-the-window perimeter heating that provides economy of operation, ease of installation, and wide flexibility; plus an entirely new concept of enclosure styling so desirable for today’s institutional and commercial buildings.

If you desire further information on this new product, send for Nesbitt Publication 271.

Sill-line will heat the New Pavilion, Jefferson Hospital, Philadelphia, Pa.
Vincent G. Kling, Architect
A. E. D'Ambly, Engineer
W. M. Anderson Co., Htg. Contractor

NESBITT SILL-LINE RADIATION
There is an ELJER FIXTURE for every requirement

The list of outstanding structures built throughout the world that are “Eljer equipped” is ever growing. In fact, more than 15 million Eljer Plumbing Fixtures in use today are “proof positive” of Eljer quality and serviceability.

From a wide range of residential requirements to fixtures designed for special or multiple installations in public, industrial, and institutional buildings, Eljer meets every plumbing fixture need.

When the world-famous Mayo Clinic was built in Rochester, Minnesota, Eljer Fixtures were installed. Today, decades later, a new, huge addition is being erected at Mayo and again Eljer Fixtures have been selected . . . and for one reason only . . . proved performance.

Consider Eljer in your plans for every installation, large or small. The line is complete and Eljer Brass Goods are the same high-quality as Eljer Fixtures. See Eljer’s Condensed Catalog in Sweet’s Architectural File, Sweet’s Light Construction File, or write Eljer Co., Box 192, Ford City, Pennsylvania.
America's Great Name in QUALITY DOORS!

The "OVERHEAD DOOR"

IT FLOATS ON 20 POINTS OF STRENGTH!
16 Hinges, 4 Corner Supports. Strongest garage door built today!

Quality Construction throughout —
Finest Torsion Spring Counterbalance, Tested for the weight of the door —
Expert Installation by trained men —
Prompt Service everywhere —

A COMPLETE DOOR ENGINEERING SERVICE

The TRADE MARK

Look for this trade mark in the yellow pages of your telephone directory.

OVERHEAD DOOR CORPORATION • Hartford City, Indiana

Manufacturing Divisions
Hillside, New Jersey Corland, New York Lewistown, Pennsylvania
Nashua, New Hampshire Dallas, Texas Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Portland, Oregon Glendale, California